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ABSTRACT

An experimental and analytical investigation of the installed thrust anj drag
cf varicus isolated nozzle and twin-nozzle/aftbody configurations indicated
that empirical correlations provide the best means of predicting aft-end
performance, especially for the early stages of the aircraft design. Although
theoretical me-hods were evaluated which adequately predicted external
pressure distribution trends, the MOC (method of characteristics) was the
only method which provided reasonably good drag estimatej. Time dependent
methods combined with the MOC accurately predicted the nozzle internal
pressure distributions, thrust, and discharge coefficients; however, similar
results were more rapidly computed using empirically corrected one-dimensional
methods which also accounted for the effects of flow separation.

Both subsonic and transonic isolated nozzle drag data were correlated using
IMS (integral mean slope) as the geometric parameter. A correlation of twin-
nozzle/aftbody drag data at subsonic and transonic speeds was developed by
combining Spreiter's transonic similarity parameters with the IMS of the
equivalent body of revolution. A correlation of inviscid MOC pressure drag,
achieved through use of IMS combined with similarity parameters obtained
from linearized supersonic flow theory, provided an accurate and rapid means
of estimating drag for arbitrary axisymmetric boattail contours at supersonic
speeds. Twin-nozzle/aftbody drag data at supersonic speeds was correlated
with the equivalent body drag obtained from the axisymmetric MOC correlation.

Improved thrust and drag performance was obtained by modifying the aft-end
design of five selected aircraft configurations. The rationale for these
modifications was derived from design guidelines and criteria developed
,in" +'h a Tmprverments in mission radius for a fixed takeoff

gross weight aircraft were obtained, in general, by utilizing convergent-
divergent nozzles, a horizontal wedge interfairing with the trailing edge
terminating at the ex±t plane of the nozzles, a single vertical stabilizer,
and a narrow lateral nozzle spacing.
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6f0 ( e e
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Calac Lockheed-California Company

C=ESI Colorado Engineering Experimental Station, Inc.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont.)

Abbreviations (Cont.)

ECS Environmental Control System

FRL Fuselage reference line

F.S. Fuselage station, longitudinal distance aft of a point 1.0141 inches
aft of model nose

IMS Integral mean slope

L. Left-hand portion of model when viewed looking forward

LR Lockheed report

MOC Method of characteristics

P&WA Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

PWT Propulsion wind tunnel

P B Precision pressure balance

RH Right-hand portion of model when viewed looking forward

RMS Root-mean-square

USAF United States Air Force

W.L. Water line, vertical distance from FRL, inches

VKF Von Karman Facility

16S AEDC 16 ft f upersonic NT

16T AEDC 16 ft ti.ansonic WT

4
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LIST OF CONFIGURATION SYMBOLS

Airframe Symbols

B Fuselage (nose, forebody, centerbody, and aftbody shell)

C Canopy

N1  Inlet fairing

S Airframe, S =B C1 N W1

W1  Wing

Fuselage Fairing Symbols

Y Basic

Y2  Alternate (F-111 type) non-netric

Y Alternate - metric
2M

- Fuselage fairing removed

Horizontal Stabilizer Symbols

-o.411F-O Full stabilizer deflected -0.4 degrees (negative deflection is

with trailing edge up)
-2

HIf Full stabilizer deflected -2.0 degrees
FFull stabilizer deflected -5.0 degrees

H i-04 Partial stabilizer deflected -0.4 degrees

H -2 Partial stabilizer deflected -2 degrees

- Horizontal stabilizer removed

Vertical Stabilizer Symbols

VIF Forward-mounted single full stabilizer

V F r4  VF with rudder deflected +4.0 degrees (positive deflection is
with trailing edge right as viewed looking forward)

VF r +l l  VIF with rudder deflected + 11.0 degrees

V Forward-mounted single partial stabilizer
1?

V r 4  V with rudder deflected + 4.0 degrees

Vp Aft-mounted single partial stabilizer

xxiii .ECtDINO......BLANK..NOTF1..ED.
I .' t" . . ,



V3PV  Twin partial stabilizers aligned vertically

V3PR Twin partial stabilizers canted 15 degrees outboard

Vertical stabilizers removed

Interfairing Symbols

N]B Narrow horizontal wedge interfairing with trailing edge above
the nozzle centerline at the customer connect station

NlC Narrow horizontal wedge interfairing with trailing edge above
the nozzle centerline at the unshrouded plug nozzle cowl exit
station

NID Narrow horizontal wedge interfairing with trailing edge above
the nozzle centeiline at the convergent-divergent nozzle exit
stationI'NlD/C NID interfairing truncated to "C" length

NE/D NIE (non-fabricated narrow horizontal wedge interfairing with
trailing edge above the nozzle centerline downstream of the
convergent-divergent nozzle exit station) truncated to "D" length

N3D Narrow vertical wedge interfairing with trailing edge at the
convergent-divergent nozzle exit station

N3E Narrow vertical wedge interfairing with trailing edge downstream
of the convergent nozzle exit station

N3E/D N3E interfairing trmcated to "D" length

IiB Intermediate-width horizontal wedge interfairing with the same
profile as NIB

12B Intermediate-width horizontal wedge interfairing with trailing
edge at the nozzle centerline at the customer connect station

12D Intermediate-width horizontal wedge interfairing with the trailing
edge at the nozzle centerline at the convergent-divergent nozzle
exit station

14B Intermediate-width horizontal wedge interfairing with the trailing
edge along a nozzle radial line and with the same profile as N13
and IB along the interfairing centerline

W1IB Wide horizontal wedge interfairing with the same profile as NlB
and IIB

W2A Wide horizontal wedge interfairing with trailing edge at the
nozzle centerlire and upstream of the customer connect station

W2B Wide horizontal wedge interfairing with the same profile as 12B

W2C Wide horizontal wedge interfairing with trailing edge at the
nozzle centerline at the 'nshrouded plug nozzle cowl exit station

xxiv



W2D Wide horizontal wedge interfairing with the same profile as 12D

W2E Wide horizontal wedge interfairing with trailing edge at the nozzle
centerline and downstream of the convergent-divergent nozzle exit
station

Nozzle Symbols

CF Convergent flap nozzle

CF Normal power

CF3 Maximum A/B

CI Convergent iris nozzle

CI 1  Normal Power

CI3  Maximum A/B

CD Convergent-divergent nozzle

CD1 Normal power

CD2  Partial A/B

CD3  Maximum A,/B

CDIA CD1 which is only partially exposed to the freestream flow

CDA CD which is only partially exposed to the freestream flow
3A 3

CDE Convergent-divergent ejector nozzle

CDE 3  CDE at maximum A/B

UP Unshrouded plug nozzle

UPA C Plug (A) and cowl at normal power position

UPA 2 Plug (A) and cowl at partial A/B position

UPA C3 Plug (A) and cowl at maximum A/B position

Boundary Laycr Trip SyLbols
No trips anywhere

T Trips installed on forebody nose

T Trips installed on forebody nose and inlet fairing
2
T Trips install.d on forebody nose, inlet fairing, and wing

3
TI[ Trips installed on f'orebody nose, inlet f,.iring, wing, and

.?mpennage (horizontal and vertical stabilizers)

xxv
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROGRAM BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

Thq problems of airframe/nozzle integration have become significantly more
complex and important with the advent of the multimission aircraft requiring
variable geometry nozzles to operate over a broad range of altitudes and
Mach numbers. The mutual interactions that occur between the nozzle exhaust
and the external flow field can alter the pressure distributions on the aft-
end of the fuselage and can produce both internal and external flow separa-
tion. Such interactions can result in significant penalties in both aircraft
drag and engine thrust. It has been difficult in the past to minimize these
losses because adequate analytical methods and empirical information were not
available during the aircraft design phase.

In order to improve this situation, a 32 month AFFDL program was initiated on
1 November 1969 for the development and assembly of predictive techniques,
design criteria, and guidelines for producing improved nozzle installations.
This experimental and analytical program include both isolated nozzle,/aftbody
configurations and twin-nozzle/airframe installations. A common basic air-
frame design was used in all the latter studies. This basic airframe design
is a generalized version of an advanced, air superiority fighter having twin
buried engines and dual nozzles. It was selected from among those designs
developed under the AFFDL-sponsored Supersonic Inlet Design and Airframe-
Inlet Integration Program (USAF Contract F33657-69-C-1209).

Unheated air was chosen as the exhaust medium for all nozzle testing in this
program based on the following technical and economic considerations. The
program emphasis is on determining the differences in aftbody drag and nozzle
thrust associated with configuration changes, rather than on establishing
absolute levels of performance. Further, compensation for the primary effect
of using unheated air, the change in plume shape caused by the change of
specific heat ratio, can be effected by a small change of nozzle pressure
ratio. The jet pressure ratios were varied over a range sufficient to
accomplish this and thereby yield the proper external flow field simalation.

The jet/freestream viscous mixing is affected through the transport proper-
ties; however, the effects of not exactly simulating this phenomenon are of
minor importance unless large regions of separated flow are present. For
these reasons, expenses of using a hot exhaust in the
contract program could not be justified, especially since the current AFFDL/
ARO test program will provide additional insight on hot jet effects and
guidance in correcting cold jet results, if necessary,



1.2 PROGRAM PLAN AND SCHEDULE

The program was divided into three distinct, but related phases as follows:
Phase I, Isolated Nozzle Investigation; Phase II, Twin-Nozzle/Aftbody
Investigation; and Phase III, Development of Improved Twin-Nozzle/Aftbody
Designs. For planning, scheduling, and reporting purposes, each of the three
program phases was divided into a series of specific work tasks, as showm on
the program schedule in Figure 1. Both the 13.6-month Phase I effort and the
28-month Phase If effort, which ran concurrently for the duration of Phase I,
consisted of experimental and analytical studies. All testing for these two
phases was conducted in the AEDC 16T (16-foot transonic) and 16S (16-foot
supe rsonic) PWT. The four-month Phase III effort was initi ted upon comple-
tion of Phase II and was followed by a one-month period for preparation of
the final report.

The purpose cf the Phase I isolated nozzle investigation was to determine the
gross thrust, external drag, and internal and external pressure distributions
for large scale convergent (flap and iris), convergent-divergent (with and
without secondary flow), and plug (shrouded and unshrouded) type exhaust
nozzles installed in a single, isolated pod. Sufficient test data were
obtained over a 0.6 to 3.0 Mach number range to satisfy each of the follow-
ing three test objectives: (1) provide large scale isolated nozzle test data
for use by the aircraft industry; (2) acquire isolated nozzle test data to
substantiate analytical methods; and (3) evaluate the capabilities of the
test rig instrunentation for accurately measuring exhaust nozzle performance,
since instrumentation and basic hardware was to be utilized in Phase II. The
objective of the analytical study was to develop and/or improve methods for
predicting isolated nozzle performance, and to select from among the available
methods those which appeared most promising for extension to twin-lozzle/
aftbody performance analysis. The validity of the experimental and analytical
results were partially substantiated by direct comparison. A detailed
documentation of the Phase I results is provided in Reference 1.

The purpose of the Phase II twin-nozzle/aftbody investigation was to determine
the gross thi'ust, external aftbody and nozzle drags, and internal and external
prcsurc distribution for a generalized tw~i-juL air superiority fignter
aircraft model. Sufficient test data were obtained over a 0.6 to 2.5 Mach
number range to substantiate analytical methods and to develop design criteria
and guidelines for aircraft of this type. The configuration variables
investigated were as follows: nozzle type, power setting position, lateral
spacing, and axial position; aftbody contour, horizontal stabilizer area
and deflection; vertical stabilizer type, longitudinal position, area, and
rudder deflection; and interfairing type, length, height, and base area.
Analytical methods for predicting twin-nozzle aftbody performance were
evaluated and improved using available test data, including the Phase !I
test results, as a basis for comparison. Phase II data correlations were
also developed for predicting those performance parameters which could not
be Adetaily do cntately oputed Ph sing I available analyical methods.
A detailed documentation of 'the Phase II results is provided in Reference 2.
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The purpose of the Phase III investigation was to develop, apply, and verify
techniques for improving twin-nozzle/aftbody designs. Predesign guidelines
and performance prediction charbs were formulated for use in developing or
modifying aircraft aft-end arrangements so that a high thrust minus drag can
be achieved. Also, post-design methods for predicting the aft-end perform-
ance of the final aircraft designs were developed for use in conducting
mission analysis studies. Three improved designs were developed during
Phase III by applying the design techniques to selected Phase II configura-
tions. New aftbody lines were also developed for one of these designs in
which the turbofan engine was replaced by a turbojet engine of equal sea level
static thrust. A test program for the improved designs was then recommended
from which thrust and aft-end drag would be obtained for verifying the design
techniques employed.

1.3 REPORT ORGANIZATION

This report documents the reslilts obtained during all three phases of the
AFFDL/Calac Program. The results of the Phase I isolated nozzle and Phase II
twin-nozzle/aftbody inves'igations are summarized in Sections 2 and 3,
respecti-ely. Included in these sections are descriptions of the apparatus
and procedure, experimental, results, and performance prediction methods.
The Phase III twin-nozzle/aftbody design techniques are presented in Section 4,
and the conclusions and recommendations derived from the program are itemized
in Section 5. The operating instructions for the twin-nozzle/aftbody drag
and internal nozzle performance computer program are provided in Volume II
of this report.

I4



SECTION 2

ISOLATED NOZZLE INVESTIGATION

A strut-supported isolated nozzle test rig was developed for testing large-
scale nozzle models (maximum nozzle diameter of 8 inches) over a 0 to 3.0
Mach number range in the AEDC PWT 16-foot wind tunnels. A photograph of the
test rig with nozzle model installed in the 16T tunnel is shown in Figure 2.
Nozzle performance, including the thrust coefficient and pod aftbody and
nozzle boattail drag coefficients, was obtained from force balance data during
the test and from pressure/area integrated forces plus calculated skin friction
drag subsequent to the test. The apparatus and procedures employed in ob-
tainirg and reducing the test data are discussed in this section, in addition
to a presentation of experimental results and an evaluation of performance
prediction methods.

2.1 APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The apparatus utilized during the test, which incl.udes the AEDC 16-foot
propulsion wind tunnels, support system, nozzle rodelb, and instrumentation,
is described below. Also presented is the data reduction and calibration
procedures employed and a description of the teso.

2.1.1 Test Facility

The AEDC 16-foot transonic and supersonic propulsion wind tunnels, 16T and
16S, respectively, including their operating caracteristics, data acquisi-
tion systems, and test support equipment, are ummarized in this subsection.
A detailed description of the facility capabildties is provided in Reference 3.

2.1.1.1 Operating Characteristics

The 16T and 16S are continuous-flow, closed-circuit wind 'unnels with a
common main drive system capable of operation wi--hin Macn number ranges of
0.2 to 1.6 and 1.5 to 4.75, respectively. The 16T can be operated within
a stagnation pressure range from 120 to 4000 psfa and a stagnation tempera-
ture range from 80'F to 160'F. The 16S can be cperated within a stagnation

pressure range from 200 to 2300 psfa and a stagnation temperature range from
100°F to 6200F. These operating limits are dependent upon Mach number.
Stagnation temperatures for the isolated nozzle test were approximately lO0°F
and, 140°F in the 16T and 16S, respectively.

5
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Due to power limitations, operation of the tunnels is restricted to the
period from evening to early morning hours. Reynolds number variations
above 2.5 million per foot in 16T and 1 million per foot in 16S are further
limited to the middle of this period.

2.1.1.2 Test Support Equipment

Test support equipment was required to provide model angle of attack varia-
tions, high pressure air for simulating the nozzle exhaust flow and visual
recordings. Suppcri. equipment was alsL required to measure airflow rates,
pressures, and temperatures.

Model airflow, at a maximum rate of 60 lb/sec, was supplied either from the
PWT or the VKF (Von Karman Facility) air storage systems. These two systems
contain 75,000 lb of air at 2300 psia and 134,000 lb of air at 4,000 psia and
can be replenished at a rate of 5 lb/sec wnd 60 lb/sec, resppct-. vely. BoTh
systems delivered air to the tunnels at pressures exc&:.Ing 1000 psia. An
automatic pressure control system was developed to supply air to the flow
meters within a pressure range from tunnel statir. pressure to 500 psia.

Nozzle airflow was metered by orifice meters. venturi meters, and a swirl-
meter which were installed in the 16T and 16S tunnel plenums. At lea.,t
two metering systems were installed in series for each tunnel entry.

For the first tunnel entry, scanivalve;. mounted in the test rig nose, were
used to measure the majority of the model pressures. 5or the subsequent
tunnel entries, the AEDC precision pressure balance (P B) system was used
to measure the model pressures. Although the pressure instrumentation
arrangement using the P2B system was more complicated due to the large range
of model pressures, the higher accuracy (0.15 percent of full scale) and

stability of the measured pressures outweighed these complications.

All temperatures weri- measured by iron/constantan (within the model) or
copper/constantan (within the airflow meters) thermocouples.

- The test rig support strut wa .tt:,.hed to the tunnel pitch table which is
installe9. below the floor of the test section. This pitch table has a
pitching range of ±10 degrees. The support strut was constructed such that
the ±10 degree angle range of the pitch table yielded a -4 degree to +16

degree angle-of-attack capability for the test rig.

Schlieren and shadowgraph movies can be recorded in the 16T and 16S,
respectively. No schlieren movies were t0:-ken, however, since the model. was
not located within the viewing window. Shadowgraph movies of the aftbody,
nozzle, and jet plume were taken in the 16S. Still photographs of each model
c:nfiguration were also taken.

2.1.1.3 Data Acquisition

The balance force data were digitized by a 20 channel readout system which
was operated at a 5 or 10 milirlt signal for a full-scale re.iout of

7



10,000 counts. The basic accuracy of the system is the larger of ±0.1 per-
cent of reading or ±3 counts with a confidence level of 99.7 percent. The
digitized data were transmitted to the central computer in binary-coded form
and permanently recorded on magnetic tape. These data were reduced by
a Raytheon 520 computer to forces and moments and then transmitted back and
printed in the tunnel control room.

Scanivalve transducer pressure signals were digitized and transmitted to the
central computer by a Beckman 210 high-speed digital data recording system.
The p2B system utilizes a high-speed analog-to-digital converter for signal
transmission to the central computer and provides an accuracy of 0.15 percent
of full scale at a 99.7 percent confidence level. The digitized pressure
data were handled in the same manner as the force data to obtain absolute
pressures or pressure coefficients.

The Beckman Model 210 system was used for digitizing each thermocouple
analog signal. These signals enter directly into the central computer where
they are resolved to one part in 10,000 with an accuracy better than 0.15
percent of full-scale. These data were reduced to temperatures in degrees
Rankine and printed out in the control room by the same methods utilized for
the force data.

2.1.2 Model and Support System

The various nozzle models were attached to the isolated nozzle test rig,
which consisted of a strut supported, cylindrical pod, as shown in Figure 3.
The strut swept forward from the tunnel floor upward to the forward end
of the pod. The pod has a conical nose which faired into the cylindrical
body.

The pod internal arrangement included the air supply ducting and three force
balances: thrust, aftbody boattail, and nozzle boattail. The nozzle boat-
tail balance was attached to the flow tube, which was supported by the thrust
balance, so that the thrust balance measured nozzle thrust-minus-boattail
drag directly.

Four nozzle model arrangements were employed: pressure/force, dummy, force,
and pressure. For the convergent flap (CF), convergent-divergent (CD), and
convergent-divergent ejector (CDE) nozzles, a two-shell arrangement was
used wherein the external shell was attached to the balance, the internal
shell was attached to the flow tube, and both shells were pressure instru-
mented (denoted as pressure/force or "P/F" nozzls). The corresponding
nozzles for the Twin-Nozzle/Aftbody Investigation are single shell, non-
instrumented designs which attach to the flow tube (denoted as dummy or "Dl'

nozzle3). For the convergent iris (CI), unshrouded plug (UP), and shrouded
plug (SP) nozzles, the two-shell arrangement was also employed for force
measurements (denoted as force or 'F ' nozzles); however, these shells were too
thin for routing pressure tubes. As a result, the corresponding single
shell nozzles which attach to the flow tube are pressure instrumented (de-
noted as pressure or "P" nozzles).

8
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2.1.2.1 Flow Simulation

Prior to development of the test plan and design of the scaled nozzle models,
a study was conducted to identify simulation requirements for the external
and internal flows. The basic philosophy of the test program was to obtain
data which showed the eff' ct of configuration and flow variable changes on
the external drag and the interaction effects between the external and
internal flows, rather than to establish precise absolute levels of full
scale performance. However, the reliability of the data for this purpose
can be improved if full scaJe external flow conditions are closely approach-
ed. The inviscid external flow field can be simulated in the wind tunnel if
the external geometry is directly scaled, the freestream Mach number anJ
specific heat ratio are duplicated, and the boundary layer and exhaust plume
displacement effects are simulated.

External Boundary Layer Simulation - Boundary layer thickness calculations
(using the Lockheed MOC/Boundary Layer Program), Reference 4, indicate
boundary layer thicknesses equivalent to full scale conditions can be
approached in the supe"sonic wind tunnel even though the me_ el Reynolds
nuaibers are less than the full scale values. Reducing the Rejnolds number
at otherwise similar conditions (including the same transition point) i,,creases
the boundary layer thickness. However, reducing the Reynolds number also
moves the boundary layer natural transition point downstream on the model
and thus tends to reduce the boundary layer thickness. If transition is
forced by means of trips at the proper location upstream of the nozzle,
these effects can be made to offset one another and equivalent full scale
turbulent boundary layer on the nozzle boattail can be simulated.

Exhaust Plume Shape Simulation - The exhaust plume shape can be properly
simulated with a cold jet provided the nozzle pressure ratio is adjusted
slightly to compensate for the lower specific heat ratio of the hot jet
of the full scale aircraft. A suitable criterion for this adjustment is
to match the initial plume boundary angles of the tunnel model and aircraft
while maintaining the same nozzle internal geometries. Inviscid jet plume
and flow field analyses, using the method of Reference 5, indicate that
the full scile boattail pressures will be duplicated on the wind tunnel model
by this procedure. The viscous interaction effects betueen the freestream
and the jet are not accurately simulated; however, these effects are signi-
ficant only when large regions of separated flow exist.

2.1.2.2 Mcdel Scale

Because of nozzles designed for the Phase I Isolated Nozzle Investigation
would also be used for the Phase II Twin-Nozzle/Aftbody Investigation, it
was necessary to establish the airplane model scale early in the program.
A model scale of 8/43, corresponding to a nozzle maximum diameter of 8
inches, was s lected based on considerations of' full scale Reynolds number
simulation, model airflow limitations, model and support strut blockage, and
wing span limitations. The rationale used in selecting the model scale is
discussed below in terms of these considerations.

10



The largest possible model is desired in order to approach full-scale
Reynolds numbers as closely as possible and thereby simulate full-scale
viscous effects. Figure 4 compares the full scale Reynolds number and
maximum tunnel freestream Reynolds number (based on airplane and model

lengths) for the selected model sc-2e over the range of test Mach numbers.
Although only a portion of the full scale flight envelope can be dup.licated,
in all cases the model Reynolds .mimbers are high enough to insure a turbulent

boundary layer on the external surface of the model.

The mt.ximum airflows available at AEDC are approximately 60 lb/sec for
continuous operation and 90 lb/sec for durations less than 1.5 minutes.
Airflows above 60 lb/sec were required only for a limited number of test
conditions, and no difficulty was encountered in satisf'ying these reqaire-
ments without loss of tunnel time.

Tests had been run in the AEDC 16T wind tunnel with wing-body models having

up to 1.15 percent blockage without interference effects being evident, and
this was selected as a desirable limit of the Phase II model and support

strut blockage. The model and strut blockages were calculated as functions
of model scale as illustrated in Figure 5. The former was based on the
maximum airplane cross-sectional area of the A-1 Tailor-Mate aircraft
configuration developed by General Dynamics (Contract No. F33657-69-'C-1209),
and the latter on a preliminary support strut design. A model scale of 8/43
was selected, with an associated nozzle reference diameter of 8 inches,
as equivalent to a combined blockage of 1.15 percent. (The resultant

blockage for the Phase I model pod and support strut is approximately 0.65
percent). Subsequent refinement of the Phase II model support strut design
resulted in a combined model plus strut blockage of 1.28 percent; however,
the additional blockage vas not sufficient to warrant changing the model
scale.

The usual criterion for holding the interference effects between the wing
tips and the tunnel walls to acceptable values is to limit the model wing
span to the order of 60 to 70 percent of the tunnel width. The span for the
8/43 scale is 8.2 ft., or 51 percent of the tunnel width.

2.J.2.3 Support Strut Design

The support struts for the two test phases had to satisfy requirements
involving structural integrity, airflow, r"del-strut orientation, and inter-
ference. Because these requirements were markedly different for the two
test phases, it was decided to provide separate struts. The strut require-
ments and design are discussed below.

* The strut must withstand steady-state aerodynamic loads and an
unsymmetrical tunnel unstart condition with safety factors in
accordance with Reference 6.

a The strut must have sufficient internal flow area to pass tne

maximum airflow required by the nozzle.

J1
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* The bow shock reflections from the tunnel walls should pass down-
stream of the model at Mach 1.6 and above.

a The aft-end of the model must remain in a relatively fixed pos3
in the tunnel with changing angle of attack.

* The attachment of the strut to the model should be as far forward
of the nozzles as possible to minimize strut wake effects on the
nozzles.

* Th' interference caused by strut blockage and strut wake must be
minimized.

Based on the above requirements, the strut design illustrated in Figure 3
was evolved. The strut thickress was tapered from the model (1.8 inches
thick) to the tunnel Ifloor (4,5 inches thick) to minimize the interference
near the model while still satisfying the strength requirements. This tapered
design had a low thickness to chord ratio varying from 0.051 at the model to
0.089 at the tunnel floor. The wedge-shaped leading and trailing edges had
total included angles of 20 degrees and were swept back from tha model pod
at angles of 310h8' and 39048 ', respectively. The trailing edge was
approximately 8 model pod diameters upstream of the nozzles. The strut
blockage was 0.45 percent. The required internal flow area of 18 square
inches was provided by 12 tubes within the basic strut structure.

2.1.2.4 Nozzle Design and Pnilosophy

qeneral Discussion and Ground Rules - The internal and external lines and
dimensions for the thirty (30) full-scale nozzle configuration designs
illustrated in Figure 6 were developed in sufficient detail to define the
corresponding small-scale wind tunnel model geometries. Eighteen of the 30
designs (solid lines in Figure 6) were provided by P&WA. These designs con-
sist of three power setting positions (normal, partial A/B, and maximum A/B)
for each of the six nozzle types investigated (CF, CI, CD, CDE, UP, and SP).
The remaining twelve (12) configurations (dotted lines in Figure 6) were

.iQiz nal pe r rQyaec fno the apUrno o'i r c 4 ~?+ ra + 4  th e r+lkanffect of nozzlo
boattail angle and plug angle, shape, and length. Only twenty-nine of the
30 designs were considered for model fabrication since the aerodynamic lines
of the unshroudEd and shrouded plug nozzles in the normal power position were
essentially identical. Geometric similarity was maintained between full-
scale and model-scale, except for the plug nozzles where the model shroud
base had to be increased in order to insure structural integrity. Twelve sets

of nozzle models were designed and fabricated utilizing the "pressure/force"
and "dummy" twin-Jet arrangement (CF, CD, and CD,), while the remaining 17
sets of configurations employed the "pressure" -nd "force" arrangement (CI,
UP, SP). Thus, a total of 46 nozzle model conf-qurations from which pressure
and/or force data could be obtained were available for the Phase I Isolated
Nozzle Investigation.

The primary emphasis in formulating the aerodynamic lines of the basic full
scale nozzle designs was placed on nozzle performance and weight. Included



NOZZLE - NOZZLE POWER SETTING POSITIONNUBRO
TYPE NORMAL PARTIAL A/B MAX. A/B CONFIGURATIONS

CONVERGENTI
FLAP _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ 3

CF1  CF2  CF31 21
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in the design was an actuation system which provided the required geometric
variation. The following ground rules were established to provide a common
basis fr the design process.

* The design point of the full-scale nozzles must be subsonic
cruise (normal power position) at Mach 0.9.

* The full-scale exhaust system must satisfy jet area and
operating pressure ratio requirements of the STF 359B 20
mixed flow turbofan engine.

* The external contour of the full-scale nozzle must be
designed to mate with a fixed diameter circular opening
(8 inch diameter in model scale) and a seven (7) degree
surface angle at the aftbody/nozzle juncture (designated
as the customer connect point).

* Full-scale nozzles must be designed with an external geometry
that is as short as possible, allowing the engine to shift
fore and aft, as required, to accommodate the nozzle's
internal geometry and actuation system.

* The full-scale afterburner volume must not be les:, than
68,330 cubic inches, and the constant area section of the
afterburner must extend for at least 60 percent of the
effective afterburaer length (afterburner volume div-ided
by the maximum afterbarner cross-sectional area).

The design rationale employed by P&WA and Calac in developing the basic and
alternate full-scale nozzle configurations, respectively, is discussed below.
A comparison of the major design parameters for all nozzles is provided in
Table 1. Two-dimensional and asymmetric nozzle concepts are presented in
the P&WA supplement (Reference 7) in addition to a more detailed discussion
of the P&WA axisymmetric nozzle design rationale.

Basin Nozzle Tsirns Developed by P&WA - A schematic of the axisymmetric
nozzle designs developed by P&WA is shown with a common customer connect
station in Figure 7. The more obvious distinguishing features between
nozzle geometries are differences in length forward and aft of the customer
connect station, flap thickness, throat position, and area ratio.

The shortest and most compact system is the convergent flap nozzle. The
design utilizes a short flap to minimize weight at the expense of high base
drag. This weight advantage may be significant, especially for the basic
air superiority ty-pe mission. The base area, which is a maximum at the no mal
power position, is still relativ0ely large at the maximum jet area position
due to the iafgc structure required to support the nozzle flap assembly.
The short flap and stroke required for this nozzle permits the actuation
system to be short and located downstream of the customer connect poi.nt in
a relatively thick envelope.
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TABLE 1. NOZZLE DESIGN PARAMETERS

Internal Shroud Shroud LengthNozzle Type Nozzle Internal Total to toand Configuration Expansion Expansion Customer Connect Customer ConnectPosition Symbol Ratio Ratio Area Ratio Diameter Ratio

Convergent Flap
Normal CF1  1.0 1.0 0.252 0.51
Partial A/B CF2  1.0 1.0 .386 0501

Max A/B CF 1.0 1.0 0,529 O.160
3I 1.0 1:0 0:2529 0:828

Convergent Iris

Normal CI1  1.0 1.0 0.252 0.828Normal - Shortened CI is 1.0 1.0 0.252 0.738
Normal - Extended CIIE 1.0 1.0 0 252 1.028
Partial A/B CI2  1.O 1.0 0.386 0.693
Max A/B CI 1.0 1.0 0.529 0.551

Convergent-Divergent

Normal CD1  1.10 1.10 0.278 1.011
Norma) - Extended CDIE 1.10 1.10 0.278 1 125
Partial A/B CD2  1.22 1 22 o.471 1.024
Max A/B CD3  1.60 1.60 0.846 1.028
Max A/B - Extended CD3E 1.99 1.99 1.054 1.133

CD Ejector
Normal CDE1  1.51 1.51 0.379 .0.695
Normal - Shortened CDE1s 1.78 1.78 0.148 0.538
Partial A/B CDE2  1.81 1.81 0.697 0.700
Max A/B CDE3  2.14 2.14 1.131 0.695

thshrouded Plug
Normal UPA CI  1.0 2.38 O.601 0.439
Normal - 100 Plug UP C 1.0 2.38 0.601 0.439
Normal - Extended UPC CIE .0 1.83 o.16. 0.631

Shroud, Smaller
Plug

'PArti~l A/B UPA '3 1. 0.733 O.440
Partial A/B-10 UPB C2  1.0 0.733 0 4OPlug .3 4

Max A/B UPA C3 1.0 1.67 0 870 o 439
Max A/B-CO" Plug UP1 C3  i.0 1.67 0.870 o 439Max A/B-Extended UPC C 1.0 1.40 0 727 0.641

6hroud, Smaller
Plug

Shrouded Plug
Normal SPA C 1.0 2.38 O.60" o.439
Partial A/B AC2 1.84 2.48 0.97' O.438
Partial A/B-Fantail SP C 2.24 2.91 1.121 0.430

shroud A.420

Max A/B SPA C3  1.25 1.87 0.972 0 438Max A/B-Fantail SPA C 1.53 2.1630
hroud A 131
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Figure 7. Basic Axisymmetiic Nozzle Designs
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In contrast, the convergent iris nozzle design utilizes a long iris flap
whose external surface follows the circular arc contour originating upstream
of the customer connect station. A 12-degree mean boattail angle, which is
the angle formed between the horizontal and a line connecting the initial
and final points on the boattail surface, was selected as a good compromise
in length, weight, and performance. A short conical section at the end of
the nozz)e was incorporated into the design to reduce weight without signif-
icantly affecting the nozzle performance. The long stroke required for
obtaining both normal and maximum A/B throat area positions results in a long
section upstream of the customer connect point.

The convergent-divergent nozzle without secondary flow is one of the longest
exhaust systems. The nozzle's throat position is maintained at about the
same axial station during area excursions. The remaining length beyond the
throat is used to obtain a low drag external boattail for subsonic cruise
and an internal divergent surface for better supersonic performance. At
afterburning power settings the external flap forms a slope discontinuity
with the fixed nozzle section at the forward external flap hinge point. In

addition, the necessity for burying the aft external flap hinge upstream of
the trailing edge produces a small base when afterburning. Both the slope
discontinuity and base, which result in a performance loss for the after-
burning modes, are required for this type of nozzle in order to maintain
a clean aerodynamic contour at subsonic cruise. The design area ratio of

1.6 also results in some sacrifice in supersonic performance since the nozzle
operates underexpanded for Mach numbers above 1.5; however, a reasonable
compromise between performance and weight is achieved.

The convergent-divergent ejector nozzle retains good performance over the
complete range of operating conditions at the expense of some increased
weight. This is cortra;ted with the convergen and convergent-divergent

nozzle designs where z;,personic performance is sacrificed to obtain a light-
weight exhaust systein with good subsonic performance. The use of secondary
flow for the ejector nozzle results in an exit-to-throat area ratio greater
than unity for subsonic operation at normal power. The nozzle external
boattail, therefore, is relatively short, and as a result, the throat can
be placed farther forward than in the other designs. At supersonic speeds,
the shorter boattail produces a maximum expansion ratio of 2.2 with less
actuated motion required than for the convergent-divergent nozzle. Also,
the break in the boattail surface sloe (hinge locations) is located farther
for ,ard and at a larger diameter than that on the convergent-divergent nozzle,
which permits a larger portion of the external surface to be cylindrical,
thus reducing the possibility of high supersonic pressure drag.

For this program it was assumed that the secondary flow for the ejector
nozzle would be supplied from the inlet bleed flow. Secondary-to-primary
corrected mass flow ratios of 10 percent and 5 percent were selected as
representative values for fighter aircraft using normal power at subsonic
cruise (Mach 0.9) and partial A/B power at intermediate supersonic cruise
(Mach 1.6), respectively. It was further assumed that no secondary flow
was required for the maximum z'. rrsonic cruise condition.
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Both plug nozzles required moderately long variable shroud flaps to provide
a thin trailing edge and the gradual thickening of the fl&p in an upstream
direction required to support flap loads. Due to the annular throat geometry,
the actuation stroke necessary for jet area variation is less than that
required for the other nozzle types discussed which have circular throat
areas. These short strokes lead to a relatively compact and thin actuation
system. The plug with its supersonic expansion surface truncated at 50

percent of cone length, results in a nozzle length downstream of the customer
connect point which is equal to the length of the convergent-divergent nozzle.

The plug support structure, including the actuation system for the shrouded

plug nozzle, extends upstream through the flameholder and into the turbine

hub section.

Detailed design drawings and static thrust estimates for all the basic full-
scale nozzle configurations are presented in Reference 7.

Alternate Nozzle Designs Developed by Calac - Selected basic nozzle designs
supplied by P&WA were modified by Calac for the purpose of investigating the
effezt of boattail angle and plug angle, shape, and length. The boattail
angle for the CI, CD, and CDE nozzles was varied by either shortening or

extending the flap length specified for the corresponding basic nozzle
designs. Associated with the shorter flap for the CDE nozzle was an increase

in the required secondary airflow rate during normal power operation. For
the UP nozzles, the external plug angle and corresponding plug length (plug
B) were increased over that specified for the basic plug (plug A). Two
additional UP nozzle configurations were developed by reducing the basic
plug diameter (plug C) and extending the basic cowl length. The alternate
SP nozzles were developed by rotating the basic cowl to provide higher
expansion ratio. The design rationale employed in the development of these
alternate nozzle configurations is discussed below.

No flap length variations to the basic minimum weight convergent flap nozzle
design were investigated in the test program. Since the support structure
for the flap assembly creates a large base area immediately ahead of the
nozzle flap, the external flow, which separates from this base region,
generally remains separated on the nozzle flap, resulting in little varia-
tion in nozzle drag with flap angle. Thus, an increase in flap length for
a given nozzle jet area results in a weight increase, while the nozzle drag
remains relatively unchanged.

Two alternate non-afterburning iris nozzle configurations, having mean
boattail angles of 10 and 15 degrees compared to 12 degrees for the basic

design, were selected for the test program. The basic non-afterburning
configuration was selected for further examination since the mean boattail
angle has the largest effect on nozzle drag for this area position. The

alternate mean boattail angles selected represent the maximum and minimum
limits for which a feasible actuation system could be developed by P&WA.

The alternate CD nozzle configuration was designed to maximize the aftbody
thrust-minus-drag during maximum A/B operation at Mach 2.5, for a nozzle
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pressure ratio of 16.0. The design was developed by trading off aftbody

external drag with nozzle flow angularity and underexpansion losses for
various flap lengths and expansion ratios. For the selected flap length,
an expansion ratio of 2.0 was found to be optimum. This configuration
results in an aftbody thrust-minus-drag coefficient which is estimated to
be approximately one percent larger than that for the basic design. This
performance increase is, of course, obtained at the expense of some increase
in nozzle weight since the flap is longer. At the normal power setting, the
boattail angle at the nozzle exit is 15 degrees, as compared with 24 de-
grees for the basic design. Both the maximum A/B and normal power setting
of this alternate configuration were modeled and tested.

The alternate CD ejector nozzle design is shorter than the basic design and
has a largec shroud exit to primary throat area ratio at the normal power
position (1.776 as compared to 1.506). This increased area ratio doubles
the secondary mass flow which the nozzle will pump at normal power conditions
for a secondary to primary total pressure ratio of 0.25. The length of the
alternate shroud was selected such that, at the maximum A/B area ratio of
2.14, an internal shroud angle of 15 degrees was obtained. The 15 degree
internal angle was considered to be the maximum allowable to avoid excessive
divergence losses. Only the normal power position of this alternate design
was modeled and included in the test program. At the maximum A/B position
this nozzle does not have secondary flow, and is reasonably close to the
alternate CD configuration.

Two variations to the basic unshrouded plug nozzie design were selected.
The variations consist of (1) a 10-degree truncated conical plug (Plug B)
which is installed with the basic cowl flap design (Cowl A), and (2) a
truncated 15-degree conical plug with a reduced diameter (Plug C) wh .:h is
installed with a lengthened cowl flap design (Cowl B). Both plugs are
truncated at 50 percent of the full cone length. Flap positions corres-
ponding to normal, part A/B, and maximum A/B power settings were fabricated
for the basic cowl flap design (Cowl A). For the lengthened cowl flap
design (Cowl B), flap positions corresponding to normal and maximum A/B
power settings were fabricated. Thus, a total of eight unshrouded plug
configurations was available for test.

The design variations described above are oriented toward improved nozzle
performance at Mach 0.9. For example, as reported in Reference 8, reduc-
ing the plug cone angle from 15 degrees to 10 degrees increases the nozzle
thrust coefficient by about 1.5 percent at Mach 0.9. (Further, for the
same plug cross-sectional area at the throat, the 10 degree plug yields
a larger plume diameter immediately downstream of the boattail, and thus
may result in more favorable interference effects). Elimination of plug
truncation would increase the thrust coefficient about one percent at Mach
0.9; however, it appears that this gain would be just about offset by
the weight increase. Also, additional truncation does not appear justifi-
able since Reference 9 shows about a three percent loss in thrust coeffi'ient
for truncation at 30 percent cone length.
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Since the basic unshrouded nozzle design is operating highly overexpanded
at Mach 0.9, an increased thrust coefficient can be realized by reducing
the nozzle expansion ratio. The second design variation is based on this
premise and was developed by lengthening the basic flap design (normal
power setting) along the mean boattail angle of 14 degrees until an expan-

sion ratio of 1.8 was achieved. This expansion ratio value is approximately
midway between the 2.38 expansion ratio for the basic design and the ideal

expansion ratio of 1.2 based on the pressure ratio of 4.0 for the Mach 0.9
normal power setting. Although this design variation increases cowl flap
weight and boattail projected area, the plug weight is significantly reduced.

At the maximum afterburning flap position, this design variation results in

an expansion ratio of 1.5, as compered with a value of 1.67 for Lhe basic
design.

As with the alternate CD design, the alternate shrouded plug nozzle configura-
tion was designed to maximize the aftbody thrust-minus-drag at Mach 2.5
for a nozzle pressure ratio of 16.0. The aesign was developed by trading
off external boattail drag with flow angularity losses, underexpansion -losses,
and external plug thrust forces for various cowl flap lengths and exit dia-
meters. The aftbody thrust-minus-drag coefficient is maximized by rotating
the basic cowl flap design outward from an exit radius of 20.485 inches to

a radius of 22.0 inches. With the plug positioned for maximum A/B operation,

the nozzle internal expansion ratios corresponding to the above exit radii
are 1.252 and 1.527, res?;tively.

Nozzle Model Diagrams - Diagrams of all 29 nozzle models (directly scaled
from detailed model design drawings) are shc~n in Figure 8. Only reference
model stations and diameters are provided. At the customer connect point
(M.S. 138.57), the nozzle external diameter is 8 inches.

2.1.3 Instrumentation and Calibration

A description of the force, pressure, and temperature instrumentation used
to measure the flow properties within the flow meters and model is presented
in this section. Also, the results from the balance, flow tube, and flow
meter calibration tests are summarized.

2.1.3.1 Force Balance Description and Calibration

Three individual force measuring balances were utilized during the test, a
thrust balance and two cylindrical drag balances. Duplicates of each
balance were fabricated to be used in the event of a primary balance
failure.

'The six-component thrust balance measures the nozzle internal thrust minus
the nozzle external boattail and base drag. The nozzle airflow is routed
radially inward into the balance and exits axially. The cylindrical drag

balances are used to measure the external pod aftbody and nozzle boattail
drags separately. All three balances use metal bellows to seal the gap
between the metric and non-metric balance segments.
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The thrust balances used for the 16T and 16S tunnel entries were designed
to withstand axial forces of' 4000 and 2200 pounds, respectively. The axial
force correction required due to internal pressure forces on the 4,000 pound
balance was as large as 15 percent of the indicated axial force. To reduce
the magnitude of this correction, four nozzles were installed within the
2200 pound balance to cause the incoming air to nter the metric sleeve more
nearly perpendicular to its longitudinal axis a'd thereby substantially
reduce the axial component of the entering stream momentum. This reduced
the correction to less than 6 percent of the indicated load. The maximum
load measured by these balances was approximately 2200 pounds.

Each thrust balance was subjected to a dead weight and flow-through calibra-
tion. From a six-component dead weight loading, a 6 by 6 calibration
coefficient matrix was established, from which all balance-measured forces
and moments were derived. For this application, the axial force was the
component of pri*nary interest; consequently, the other five components
were loaded principally to establish interaction corrections for the axial
force. Results of the calibration showed that no interaction was more than
four percent of the primary axial component. Laboratory calibrations of
both thrust balances indicated an accuracy in axial force of approximately
0.25 percent of design load.

The flow-through calibration of the thrust balance provides data to correct
for the forces acting on the bellows seal and for the momentum of the air-
stream entering the nozzle. This correction was developed as a function
of the differential pressure across the bellows seal and the airflow
rate. The flow-through calibration was done with a "zero thrust" nozzle
attached to the thrust balance. The "zero thrust" nozzle consists of a
plenum with two nozzles which exhaust the air in opposite directions
perpendicular to the balance centerline. Four sets of nozzles with c dif ent
exit areas were used to obtain airflow data at various internal pressure
levels.

The design load for all cylindrical drag balances was 150 pounds. Although
the maximum measured axial force estimated for these balances was 40 pounds,
the 150 pond desn load requ irement was dictated by sa^ety factor require-
ments, tunnel unstart possibilities, and tunnel dynamic conditions.

For the aftbody and boattail balances, a dead weight calibration and an
internal pressure versus axial force calibration were performed. The dead
weight calibration of electrical readout as a function of applied positive
axiai force showed that the possible error is within a maximum deviation of
0.10 and 0.30 percent of applied load for the aftbody and boattail balances,
respectively. The coefficients in the calibration matrixes for calculation
of axial force measured by these balances indicate the interaction terms are
less than three percent of the primary component. The internal pressure
calibration is required to determine the effective area of the balance
bellows. This area is necessary to correct for any differential pressure
across the bellows under running conditions.
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2.1.3.2 Pressure and Temperature Instrumentation

Rows of static pressure tubes were located along the nose, centerbody,
aftbody, and nozzle boattail at positions of o (top), 45, 90 (side), 135,
180 (bottom), and 270 degrees. Since these nozzles were also to be tested
in the Twin-Nozzle/Aftbody Investigation, a greater concentraction of tubes
(45 and 135 degree positions) was placed on that portion of the boattail
surface which was to be closest to the adjacent twin nozzle. The internal
pressure instrumentation consisted of static pressure taps in the flow tube
at and near -the plane of the total pressure rake and along the nozzle
surface. The number and location of the static pressure tubes are indicated
in Table 2. Specific longitudinal locations, angle orientations, and orifice
identifications of all model internal and external static pressure instrurien-
tation are provided in Reference 10.

Total pressure distributions were obtained near the external model surface
immediately upstream of the aftbody at 0, 90, and 180 degrees. Each total
pressure rake had 12 probes. Internal total pressure surveys were made in
the flow tube and at the convergent-divergent ejector nozzle exit. A 10-
tube rake was located in the flow tube at a circumferential station of 180
degrees. The nozzle exit rakes were at 0 and 180 degrees and each raKe had
9 tubes. Probe identifications and heights from surface ar'e presented in
Reference 10.

Pressures necessary to calculate nozzle performance parameters including
pressure forces were measured on scanivalves during the first entry in the
16T tunnel and on P2B's for the remaining tests in the 16T and 16S tunnels.
A reference pressure system provided two known pressures to each scanivalve
for the determination of the transducer calibration constants. The accuracy
of the scanivalve measured pressures is estimated to be ±0.09 psia. This
estimate takes into consideration the scanivalve transducer temperature and
vibration environment, the low signal to the electrical noise ratio for the
lower pressure measurements, and the absence of a pneumatic filter system

=(plenum) in the pressure leads from the model orifices to the scanivalves.

A known reference pressure was required 'or each P2D, si.ne -- -ntres

are differential pressure measuring devices. Three reference pressures
were required due to the limited range of the P2B's and the wide range of
model pressures. The p2B's were calibrated prior to each runring shift.
Since they were contained in a controlled environnent cabinet, these cali-
bration constants were used to reduce the data to absolute pressures for
all data points obtained during the shift. Based on multiple pressure
measurements at the same model station and data repeatability, the accurac,
of pressures measured by the p2B's is estimated to ±0.02 psia.

Model airflow total temperatures were measured in the flow tu~a and at each
airflow metering station.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER AND LOCATION OF MODEL STATIC PRESSURE TUBES

I-1 Circumferential Station PrTue
i i. ,Tube

Model Component 0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 Total

External

Nose 6 1 2 1 10
Centerbody 2 2 4

Aftbody 8 4 8 3 23

Nozzle Boattail

*CF 5-6 4 5-6 4 5-6 5-6 28-32
*CI 6-8 3-4 6-8 3-4 6-8 6-8 30-4o

CD 9 5 9 5 9 9 46
CDE 9 5 9 5 9 9 46
UP 5 2 5 2 5 5 24
SP 5 2 5 2 5 5 24

Internal

Flow Tube 3 1 3 1 8

Nozzles

CF 6 6 12
CI 6-8 6-8 12-16

CD 12 12 24

CDE 12 12 24

UP - cowl 5 4 6 15

UP ~ plug 4 8 4 8 4 6 4 38

SP cowl 5 4 6 15

SP F plug 4 8 4 8 4 6 h 38

*Maximum and minimum values correspond to normal and max A/B configurations,
respectively.
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2.1.3.4 Flow Tube Calibration

Prior to the isolated nozzle tests, convergent flap nozzle configurations
(CF1 and CF3 ) were assembled with the thrust balance and single flow tube
and tested at Calac to determine (1) choke plate effectiveness, (2) adequacy
of the nozzle without excessive system pressures, (3) proper function of
the nozzle thrust balance and (4) flow tube total and static pressure
distributions. A similar test was conducted using the ejector nozzle
configurations (CDE1 and. CDE2 ) and the primary-secondary flow tube to
evaluate (1) operation of the secondary airflow control valve, (2) total and
static pressure distributions of the primary and secondary airflows, (3)
maximum secondary airflow rate, (4) secondary airflow rate calibration, and
(5) effectiveness of the choke plates. These tests indicated satisfactory
performance of all components.

2.1.3.5 Flow Meter Description and Calibration

Two orifice plates were installed in series in a 5 j.icl diameter pipe. In
order to measure the full rant.;e of flow rates from 0.2 to 60 lb/sec the

upstream and downstream orifice diameters were 2.75 and 3.375 inches,
respectively. The system was calibrated at Calac using venturi meters
which had been calibraLed at CEESI (Colorado Engineering Experimental Station,
Inc.).

The venturi meters were designed in accordance witn procedures outlined in
Reference 11 and had diameters of 1.998 and 1.4 9 9 inches for the 16T and 16S
tests, respectively. Both venturi meters were calibrated at CEESI and had
discharge coefficients w;ith accuracies of 0.1 percent. Including the
accuracy of the pressure and temperature "nstrumentation used with the
venturi meters, the overall accuracy of the -lovi measurement is estimated
to be 10.3 percent.

A Swirlmeter, manufactured by the Fischer and o-'ter Company, was used in
series with the venturi and small orifice plate during the 16S tests. The
stated accuracy of this device is ±0.75 percent of actual flow rate. A
chec calibration against a venturi meter at AE'O yeilaed an accuracy of
+0.8 percent to -0.6 percent of the measured venturi mass flow over a range
of flow rates from 2 to 10 lb/sec. During actual testing, the average
difference between Swirlmeter and venturi meter indications was 0.2 percent.

2.1.4 Data Reduction

Isolated nozzle test data were reduced using computer programs developed by
AEDO for on-site operation and by Calac for off-site operation. The on-site
program handled all data reduction calculations which could be performed

either during or immediately after the tests. After review and correction
of the nozzle pressure data, the off-site program was used to calculate
the remaining performance parameters. More specifically, the nozzle thrust,
nozzle boattail drag, and aftbody drag were calculated from force balance data
using the on-site program and from pressure/area integrated forces plus
calculated skin friction drag using the off-site program. A description of

the two programs is given below. 28



2.1.4.1 On-Site Data Reduction Program

On-site data reduction results were printed in tabular form and displayed on
a cathode ray tube (CRT) in plotted form during the tests. More comprehensive
printed plots of the data were prepared subsequent to the tests. Included
in the tabulated (on-line) data were the tunnel properties, model pressures
anI temperatures, flow metao pressures and temperatures, balance forces ana
moments, and nozzle performance parameters calculated from force balance
data. Both the on-line and off-line plotted data included pressure distri-
butions along the external pod, nozzle boattail, internal nozzle shroud
and plug, flow tube total pressure profiles, and various nczzle performance
parameters, plotted as a functions of either angle of attack or nozzle
pressure ratio.

The more important performance paraxieters calculated by the on-site data
reduction program were nozzle discharge coefficient, nozzle thrust-minus-
drag coefficient, nozzle boaltail and base drag coefficients, and aftbody
boattail and base drag coefficients. The data reduction procedures used to
calculate these parameters are summarized below.

Nozzle Discharge Coefficient - The nozzle discharge coefficient is defined
as the ratio of actual to ideal primary mass flow rate. The actual primary
flow rate is defined as the measured flow for single-flow nozzles and for
ejector nozzles as the total measured flow rate (primary plus secondary) less
the computed secondary flow rate. The ideal primary mass flow is based on
one-dimensional, sonic flow at the nozzle throat. The throat area used in
the calculation is the minimum physical area measured within the nozzle.

Nozzle Thrust-Minus-Drag Coefficient - The .ozzle Thrust-minus-drag coeffi-
cient is equal to the thrust minus the nozzle boatt.il and base drag normalized
with the ideal gross thrust based on actual primary and secondary mass flows
and isentropic extansion of the flow to ambient pressure. The thrust-minus-
drag force is obtained by adjusting the axial force indicated by the thrust-
balance for the cavity force and the axial components of the pressure forces
and momentum of the incoming flow.

Nozzle Boattail and Base Dra Coetficients - The nozzle boattail drag

coefficient is the drag exerted on the boattail surface normalized with the
tunnel incompressible dynamic hea and nozzle maximum cross-secinal area.

The nozzle boattail drag is obtaied by adjusting the boattail balance axial
force for the cavity forces. The. nozzle base drag is calculated from the
boattail balance cavity pressure and nozzle base area.

Pod Aftbody and Base Drag Coefficients - The pod aftbody boattail drag
coefficient is the drag exerted on the boattail surface normalized with the
tunnel incompressible dynamic head and the pod maximum cross-sectiona- area.
The aftbody boattail drag is obtained by adjusting the boattail balance
axial force for the cavity forces. The aftbody base drag is calculated

from the thrust balance cavity pressure and aftbody base area.
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2.1.4.2 Off-Site Data Reduction Program

The off-site data reduction results calculated from surface pressure data
and measured boundary layer profiles just apstream of the pod aftbody were
obtained primarily for the purpose of validating the performance parameters
calculated from force balance data in the on-site data reduction program.
The output results from the on-site program were recorded on computer tapes
at AEDC and used as input data for the off-site program. Also input to the
program were tables of corrected pressure values and nozzle geometric
parameters, such as projected areas to be used in pressure/area integrations.
The off-site data reduction program calculates pressure/area integrated forces
atid skin friction drag on the pod aftbody boattail, nozzle boattail, and
nozzle internal surfaces. The data reduction procedures used to calculate
the more important per'oimarce parameters are summarized below. A discussion
of the strut induced flow non-uniformity drag increment is also included.

Pod Aftbody and Nozzle Boattail Drag Coefficient - The pod aftbody an nozzie
boattail drag coefficients are determined by adding the (a]c~lated skin
friction drag to the pressure/area integrated forces and normalizing the
result with the tunnel incompressible dynamic head and component (aftbucy
or boattail) maximum cross-sectional area. The skin friction drag coefficien
is obtained from the empirical correlations of local skin friction coefficient
versus Reynolds number developed by Sivells and Payne (Reference 12) for
incompressible turbulent flow over a flat plate with zero pressure gradient.
The effect of compressibility is accounted for using the Sommer and Short
T' method (Reference 13). The upstream flow properties used to calculate
the skin friction drag on the pod aftbody are determined from the boundary
laye, rake data. The upstream flow properties for the nozzle boattail are
the flow properties at the downstream end of the pod aftbody. The initial
Reynolds number is obtained from the empirical correlation of Reynolds number
versus power law exponent as developed in Reference 14. The power law
exponent used in the calculations is the one whictn yielded a boundary layer
displacement thickness most closely agreeing with that calculated from the
broundary layer rake data.

Nozzle Thrust Coefficient - The nozzle thrust ,ras obtained by subtracting
thp .ressure and friction forceS from the tot"al m n j ctlcuiaLed at the
flow tube rake station. The ideal gross thrust and total momentun values
were provided by the on-site data reduction program.

The method used for calculating the internal skin friction drag is applicable
to convergent and convergent-divergent axisymmetric nozzles. Thp .Iethod was
applied to plug nozzles by treating the internal annulus at each station as
a circle of equivblent area and extending the shroud horizontally to the exit
plane of the plug. Thus the plug nozzle was transformed into an equivalent
convergent-divergent nozzle. The secondary flow annulus of the ejector
roz"_e was treated in a similar manner, and thus was transformed into an
equLv',lent convergent nozzle. Consequently, for CDE nozzles, both the
cnverg' t and convergent-divergent options of the internal skin friction
'outine must be employed.
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The procedure for calculating internai skin friction drag (References 15

ai.d 16)invclves dividing the duct into a series of cylindrical sections,
calculating the pressure loss due to friction for each section, comp-ating
the pressure Lt the beginning of each section by essuming en isentr~pic
compression or expansion, and then determining the friction from the tctal
exit momentum without friction.

Strut Non-Uniformity Drag Increment - The procedure for calculating the Je-
crement in aftbody and nozzle boattail drag resulting from strut-induced flow
non-uniformity is as follows. The decrement designated as the strut non-
uniformity drag increment, is obtained by calculating the pressure and skin
friction drag using all of the external pod aftbody and nozzle pressure
tubes and then subtracting the values obtained using only thuse pressure tubes
located at a circumferential. station of zero degrees (the strut is located at
180 degrees). It is assumed in this procedure that the pressures measured
from tuoes located at zero degrees are unaffected by the strut.

2.1.5 Te;it Description

Two hundred and eighty seven hours of isolated nozzle testing were expended
in the AEDC 16T and 16S PWP during the 18 May to 18 August 1570 time period.
The test was divided into three tunnel entries - two in 16T (93 and 68 hours)
and one in 16S (126 hours). Te 16T and 16S portions of the test program are
identified by AEDC Project %,.i-;ers '£O055-BOO and PTOO55-SOO and Test Numbers
TF-231 and SF-125, reopecti,,. v. 'hi foliloing table summarizes the basic
testing.

Nozzle Mach Angle Of Basic
Configurations Number Attack hange Reynolds

Tunnel 'tested Range Degrees Numbers

16T 26 0.6 to 1.6 0 to 12 2.5 x 106 !ft

16s 19 1.8 to 3.0 o to 6 1.6 x 106/ft

Force balance and/or pressure data were obtained for all nozzle configurations
at exhaust nozzle total pressure ratios spanning the operation range of 3

typical advanced technology engine. Reynolds number excursions were made for
selected configurations. In addition, boundary layer rake deta were obtained
on the exterior of the pod aftbody.

2.1.5.1 Test Procedure

For each nozzle configuration, the typical operational procedure das as
follows-

1. Obtain static performance at several nozzle total pressure ratios.

2. Establish predetermined tunnel test conditions.
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3. Obtain jet-off data.

4. Obtain data at predetermined angles of attack over the required

range of nozzle total pressure ratios.

Change tunnel test conditions.

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for all tunnel test conditions.

K~v~ral nozzle configurations were tested each running shift. A typical
nozzle configuration change took 30 minutes. During the non-running shift,
an installed check calibration of the force balances was performed in
addition to a thorough pressure instrumentation leek check.

2.1.5.2 Test Schedule

A run schedule was developed prior to testing for the purpose of indicating
the number of configurations, their associated test conditions, and the
general sequence in which these configurations should be tested. In addition,
an estimate of run time (tunnel start to stcp) was made for each set of runs.
Since the estimated run time exceeded the scheduled tunnel occupancy hours,

I the following priority system was established to indicate the relative
importance of the information obtained for each configuration.

Priority Configurations Included

1 (highest) Force data on basic nozzle configurations

2 Force data on alternate nozzle configurations

Boundary layer surveys

3 Reynolds number excursions for basic force and
pressure configurations pressure data for basic
normal and maximum A/B configurations

Effects of boundary layer trip location

4 Exit plane rake daza.

; Reynolds number excursions for basic pressure
configurations

5 Pressure data on basic partial A/B configurations

Pressure data on alternate nozzle con'igurations

The idealized run schedule, based on the desirability of the information
obtained for each configuration from a data analysis standpoint, was
adjusted daily during the test so as to be realistic in terms of tunnel
operational requirements. The no7 le configurations tested in the 16T
and 16S tunnels are listed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
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TA E 3. NOZZLE CONFIGURATIONS TESTED - 16T

Mach Numbers

Configuration Model Type 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6

CF1  P/F x x x

CF3  P/F x x x x x x x

CIl F x x x

C11 P x x x

C1 lS F x x x

CI1E F x x x

C3 F x x x x X X

C13 P x x x x x x x

CI3 B.L. Rake x x x x x x x

CD1  P/F x x x

CDin P/F x x x

CD3 Px x x x x

CDE 1  P/F X x

CDE 1  Exit Rake x

UPAC 1  F x x xupAC1  P x x x

UPB1 k. x x x

UPClE F x x x

UPAC3 F x x x x x x

U AC3 P x x x x x x

UPBC3 F x x x x x x

UP C3E F x x x x x N

SPAC3  F x x X X

A3 FSPAC3  P x \
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TABLE ~.NOZZLE COIRFIGURATIONS TESTED - 16s

Mach Numbers

Configuration Model Type 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.5 2.75 3.0

CF 3  P/F x x

01 3 PX I

CD 2P/F x x x x

2D3P

CD3E P/F x x x X

CDE 2P/F x x x x

CDE Exit Rake x x

ICDE 3  P/P x x x x x

UP AC F x x x x

UP A2 px x x x

UPOC2Fx

A3F x x x x

UP C p x x x x
A 3

UPBC F x x x x

UB3

UPC' 3E px x x x

41sP AC2F x x
SAC2 F x x x x

SPA2c3 x x x x

SA3P x x x x
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2.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Phase I test data were analyzed to determine of the effects of nozzle
type and power setting, angle of attack, Reynolds number and boundary layer
trip location, and support strut wake on thrust, drag, and boundary layer
total pressure profiles.

2.2.1 Nozzle Type and Power Setting Effects

The effect of nozzle geometry on the total (aftbody-plus-nozzle) drag
coefficient and the thrust-minus-total-nozzle-drag coefficient is presented
in this section for tunnel Mach numbers of 0.9, 1.2, 1.8, and 2.5. These
performance parameters were obtained from force balance data and. therefore
include both pressure and friction drag components.

2.2-1.1 Total Drag

The effect of nozzle geometry on the total (aftbody-plus-nozzle) drag
coefficient is shown in Figures 9 through 12 for Mach numbers of 0.9, 1.2,
1.8, and 2.5, respectively. The total drag at maximum A/B was less than
that at normal power for all nozzle configurations due to the generally lower
frontal areas of the maximum A/B configurations compared to those of the
normal power configurations. The total drag decreased with decreasing mean
boattail angle, 0, as shown by comparison of the data for CI s (15 degrees),
CI1 k12 degrees), and Cig (10 degrees) nozzle configurations where the
greatest change occurred 5etween the 10 degree and 12 degree boattail angles.
The alternate unshroudel plug nozzle has less drag than the corresponding
basic configurations fcr all Mach numbers except Mach 2.5. In general, the
plug nozzles had greater subsonic drag, approximately the same transonic
drag, and less supersonic diag than the -ther four nozzle types.

The effects of nozzle pressure ratio on nozzle boattail drag and on aftbody
boattail drag are presented in Figures 13 and lh, respectively. The nozzle
boattail drag coefficient decreases with increasing pressure ratio, with the
largest effect occurring at the lower pressure ratios (generally correspond-
ing Lo Lhe subsonic freestream Mach numbers). This effect shows up in the
aftbody drag coefficient only for maximum A/B at the lowest pressure ratios.

2.2.1.2 Thrust-Minus-Drag Performance

The effect of nozzle geometry on the thrust-minus-total-nozzle-drag coefficient
is shown in Figures 15 through 18 for Mach numbers of 0.9, 1.2, 1.8, and 2.5.
At Mach 0.9 and a nozzle pressure ratio 4.0, the CD1 nozzle has not only
the lowest drag but the highest thrust. Hence, the CD thrust-minus-nozzle

drag is significantly higher than tfe couvt7,e, and Plug nozzles. At the
supersonic Mach numbers, the convergent-divergent and plug nozzles perform
equally well, and both are superior to the convergent nozzles, which have
highly underexpanded exhaust streams. The effect of nozzle pressure ratio
on thrust coefficient is presented in Figure 19 for normal, part A/B, and
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Max A/B configurations. The CD nozzle has the highest thrust at the higher
pressure ratios (supersonic range,, there are too few data points to establish
a preference at the lower pressure ratios.

2.2.2 Angle-of-Attack Effects

The effect of angle of attack on the static pressure distribution along the
top of the pod aftbody and nozzle boattail has been determined for four nozzlet1pes for both the normal power and max:LumA/B configurations. For the
convergent-flap nozzle, convergent-iris nozzle, convergent-divergent nozzle,
and unshrouded plug nozzle for subsonic flow¢ the pressure decreazes on the
windward side of the aftbody and boattail as angle of attac' -. increased.
This is consistent with Shrewsbury's test data (Reference .'. For the
unshrouded plug at Mach 2.0 and 2.5 an increase in aogle D' attack appears to
retard separation near the end of the boattail, as evidenced by a reduction
in pressure near the nozzle exit.

For the same nozzle configurations and test conditions, the angle of attack
had little effect on thrust.

Nozzle boattiil and aftbody boattail drag coefficients both increase slightly
with increasing angle of attack at the subsonic Mach numbers, as shown in
Figures 20 and 21. No significant drag variation with angle of attack occurs
at supersonic Mach numbers.

The effe.cts on boundary layer total pressure of charging angle Df attack from
-3 to 12 degrees nave been determined from total pressure rake measurements
at model station 115.52. At the O-degree (windward side) and 90-degree rakes,
as the angle of attack increases the total pressure in the boundary layer
increases, the boundary-layer thickness and displacement thickness decrease,
and the form factor increases. The 180-degree rake data show the same trend
in the total pressure ratios but not in the boundary layer thickness. The
boundary layer thickness at ohe 180-degree station generally increases and
then decreases with increasing angle of attack.

2.2.3 ~Pynolds Norobhr and Boundary Toyer Trip Studies

The effect -f Reynolds number on aftbody boattail and nozzle drag coefficients
and on boundary layer total pressure profiles at the O-degree rake is
virtually undetectable.

Moving the boundary-layer trips aft from a model station of 12 inches to a
model station of 67.2 inches had little effect on the boundary layer thick-
ness, the external static pressure distributions, or the aftbody boattail
drag for the range of Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers tested. Moving the
boundary-layer trips aft, however, decreased the tctal pressure ratios in
the boundary layer, and this effect became larger with increasing Mach
rnuber. It had been intended during the tests to simulate full-scale boundary-
layer thickness at the pod aftbody by reducing the tunnel Reynolds number
to a value substantially less than the full-scale value and locating the
boundary-layer trips at a model station of 67.2 inches. However, it was
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found that the reduced Reynolds numbers resulted in model forces and piessures
which were too low to measure accurately. Therefore, tests were not conduct-
ed at Reynolds numbers low enough to simulate the full scale boundary layer.
A few tests were made with the boundary-layer trips aft, and the total
pressure profiles, external static pressure distributions, and aftbody boat-
tail drag with the trips aft were compared with the trips forward, as dis-
cussed below.

The effect of the boundary-layer trip location on the aftbody boattail drag
coefficient is a slight reduction in drag when the trip is moved from model
station 12 inches to station 67.2 inches, as shown in Figure 22. The forward
trip data show slightly higher boundary layer total pressure ratios than the
aft trip data, and this difference increases with Mach number. For the aft
trip location, the effect of reducing Reynolds number is small on both total
pressu-e ratios and boundary-layer thickness. These effects are illustrated
with the Mach 0.9 data of Figure 23 and the Mach 1.6 data of Figure 24.

2.d.4 Strut-Wake Effects

2.2.4.1 External. Static Pressure Distributions and Drag

The strut wake was found to have a negligible effect upon the external static
pressure dis' -ibutions and drag over the aftbody and nozzle boattails. The
circumferential pressure distributions at the beginning (MS 127.77) and end
(MS 138.02) of the aftbody and at the ends of the basic convergent-divergent
(MS 145.42) and unshrouded plug (MS 141.98) nozzle at zero angle of attack
indicate that the pressure distribution is independent of angular position.

Longitudinal pressure distributions at the 0-, 90-, and 180-degree (strut
side) positions on the CD^E nozzle were examined for a freestream Mach number
of 2.0 to determine if th strut wake effects on external pressure distribut-
ions were different between a positive and negative 3-degree angle-of-attack
orientation. No significant difference was found.

The strut non-uniformity effect or drag increment was obtained from the
pressure instiwatnttd Liuvles by subtracting calculated pressure and skin
friction drag using only the pressure tubes located at the zero-degree
position (the strut is located at 180 degrees) from the drag computed using
all pod aftbody and nozzle pressure tubes. It is assumed in this procedure
that the pressures measured from tubes located at zero degrees are unaffect-
ed by the strut. The nozzle boattail pressure, friction, and total
(pressure-plus-friction) drag increments are tabulated in Table 5 for the
configurations and conditions investigated. In general, the magnitudes of
the drag increments are extremely small and well within the limits attributed
to data scatter. Consequently, it is concluded that the strut has no
significant effect on nozzle drag.

2.2.4.2 External Boundary-Layer Profiles

The total pressure profiles from the O-degree, 90-degree, and 180-degree
(strut side) pod boundary-layer rakes at model station 115.52 inches show the
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TABLE 5. STRUT NON-UNIFORMITY DRAG INCREMENT SUMMARY

Total. Pressure
Nozzle Nozzle Pressure Nozzle Friction Plus Friction

Nozzle Mach Pressure Drag Increment Drag Tncrement Drag Increment
Configuration Number Ratio Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient

CF o.8 5 -0.0093 -o.ooo4 -0.0097

CF3  1.8 10 -0.0131 -0.0002 -0.0133

C . 0.6 4 -0.0022 0.00U5 -0.0017
0.9 4 -0.0097 -0.0008 -0.0105

C' 0.9 4 -0.0004 -0.0005 -0.0009
1.2 5 -0.0014 -0.0003 -0.0017
1.8 10 -0.0026 -0.0003 -0.0029

CD 0.6 4 0.0009 0.0007 0.00160.9 4 0.0013 -0.0009 o.oo4

CD 1.2 6 -0.0007 -0.0005 -0.0012
1.8 10 -0.0013 -0.0005 -0.0013

CD 0.6 4 -O.0118 0.0007 -0.01110.9 4 -0.0039 -0.0010 -0.0049

CD3E 1.8 10 0.0001 -O.0006 -0.0005

CDE1  o.6 3 0.0028 0.0005 0.0033

CDE3  1.8 10 0.0006 -0.0004 0.0002

UPAC 0.9 4 -0.0077 -0.0005 -0.002
UAl1

UPAC 3  0.6 4 0.0011 O.OO04 0. 0015
A3 0.9 4 0.008 -0.0005 0.0003

1.2 5 0.0036 -0.0003 0.0033
A 1.8 12 -0.0009 -0.0002 -0.0011

SPAC 3  1.2 5 0.0010 -0.0003 0. 00071.8 10 -0.0002 -0.0003 -0.0005
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total pressures at the 180-degree rake to be higher near the wall and lower
at the edge of the boundary layer than a. the O-degree and 90-degree rakes.
The boundary layer is thinner at the 180-degree rake than at the O-degree
and 90-degree rakes. Both of these effects increase with increasing free-
stream Mach numbers. The higher total pressures in the near-wall part of
the boundary layer on the strut side are apparently due to the additional
turbulence and mixing caused by the strut, and the lower total pressures
outside the boundary layer are from the wake. The total pressure profiles
and above boundary-layer parameters at the O-degree and 90-degree rakes are
in good agreement with one another for the test Mach numbers.

2.3 PERFORMANCE PPEDICTION METHODS

Analytical methods for predicting the thrust and drag of isolated axisymmetric
nozzle installations are described and evaluated in this section. In evalua-
ting these methods, the overall problem was divided into the following four
basic categories: external flow, internal flow, exhaust plumes, and base
pressures. Within each category the problem was further reduced to
individual flow regimes (i.e., subsonic, transonic, and supersonic) and
individual analysis methods. Methods which formed a logical assemblage
were subsequently embodied in a combined method, such as a combined in-
viscid/boundary layer method.

In the evaluation of analytical methods, each method was considered for its
capability to describe the underlying phenomena of a particular component
flow for the integrated nozzle/aftbody problem. Thus, the methods evaluated
for each category were examined for their capability to describe the flow
accurately, in addition to giving accurate final results. This approach
avoids arriving at confusing or erroneous conclusions which can occur if a
single analytical method is compared to combined phenomena (i.e., experimental
results which usually show the combined effects such as inviscid flow,
boundary layer, and separation).

A summary list of the analytical methods investigated is shown in Table 6.
Those with an asterisk (*) are the recommended methods for the particular
application, based on the results of this study.

2.3.1 External Flow Methods

Analytical methods for computing external flow fields over axisymmetric
aftbody/nozzle boattail surfaces are described and evaluated in this section.
included are methods for the inviscid flow, the boundary layer, interactions
between the two, and separated flow. While several boundary layer methods are
available and were considered early in the study, no comparison was made
between methods. Instead the Calac boundary layer routine (Reference 14)
was adopted because of its agreement with test data and availability in a
computer program. Methods for predicting subsonic, transonic, and supersonic
flow fields are described and evaluated in the following subsections.
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TABLE 6. SblvHARY LIST OF PERFORMANCE PREDICTION METHODS

Application Method

C-D Nozzles Exact Shock MOC*
Source Flow
1-D/Correlation*
1-D Sicrt Line for MOC*
Characteristic Start Line for MOC

Time Depending - Throat Mass Flow*
Error Minimization - Throat Flow

C-D Ejector MOC Primary/1-D Secondary*
Nozzles Bernstein Method

Weber Method

Plug Nozzles Exact Shock/MOC*
Isentropic Shock/MOC*
1-D

External Subsonic Potential Flow/Boundary Layer*
Flow Crown Mesh Method/Boundary Layer

External Transonic P&WA Modified Spreiter/Alksne Method of
Flow Local Linearization*

Crown Mesh Method
Crown Integral Method
Spreiter Integral Method
IMS 2orrelation*
CABF Correlation

Ex'3ernal Supersonic Exact Shock MOC/Boundary Layer*
Isentropic Shock MOC
Ogive and Conical Boattail Drag Curves

Supersonic Annular Korst Zero Boundary Layer Theory
Base Pressure Korst Theory/Equivalent Bleed

Korst Theory/Virtual Origin
Brazzel/Hendeison Empirical*

Subsonic Annular McDona1 /HnghE' Correlation
Base Pressure Modified Brazze./Henderson Empirical*

Boundary Layer Calac/Cohen Laminar*
Calac - Turbulent*

External Separation Goldschmid - Subsonic*

Bonner-Karger - Supersonic*

Plumes Exact Shock MOC (Internal and External)

Isentropic Shock MOC (Internal and External)
Shock Expansion/One-Dimensional*
Shock Expansion/MOC
Newtonian impact/MOC

*Recommended methods
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2.3.1.1 Subsonic Flow

Two axisymmetric inviscid methods for subsonic flow were evaluated: potential
flow and Crown's mesh method. The potential flow analysis method is based
on the Neumann incompressible solution and adjusted by Gotherts similarity
rule for compressible flow (Reference 15). The Crown mesh method (Reference
18) is an inviscid compressible flow solution which involves the solution of
a differential equation applied to a large number of cells or a mesh which
extended in all directions from the body to freestream conditions. Both of
these inviscid methods were shown in a previous study (Reference 5) to give
essentially identical results for subsonic flow. The objective of the pre-
sent study was, therefore, to develop combined inviscid/boundary layer
solutions. Common to both the potential flow and the Crown mesh solutions
is the method of combining the inviscid flow with the boundary layer end
plume calculations. In solving for the external flow field, the plume is
treated as a solid body attached to the end of the boattail with a slope
discontinuity at the juncture. This juncture produces a very steep pressure
rise when the invicid potential flow solution is applied (See Figure 25).
In order to alleviate this problem and to improve the predictions of pressure
distributions over the entire body, the Calac boundary layer solution was
combined with both the potential floj and Crown mesh solutions. The steer
pressure gradient at the plume/body junction was eliminated by using a
straight line extrapolation of the boundary layer displacement streamline
into the plume just past the exit station. The development of the extrapola-
tion technique is described in detail in the Phase I summary report (Reference
1). The improved pressure predictions which result from combining the in-
viscid solutions with a boundary layer solution are illustrated in Figure 25.
Both the Crown mesh and potential flow results are close to the Shrewsbury
test data (Reference 17).

The combined potential flow boundary layer program, which includes a routine
for computing the exhaust plume boundary, is recommended for computing the
subsonic pressure distributions over axisymmetric nozzle boattails. The
exhaust plume boundary is computed by the shock expansion-one-dimensional
plume calculation described in subsection 2.3.3. Computed results from this
program are compared with Phase I isolated convergent-divergent nozzle test
daUa in Figure 26 ±or a Mach number of 0.8 and a nozzle pressure ratio of
4.0. The measured boundary layer thickness and profile immediately upstrtam
of the aftbody were used in the combined potential flow/boundary layer
solution.

2.3.1.2 Transonic Flow

Transonic flow is the most difficult regime for analytical determination of
the flow field since the equations for subsonic, sonic, and supersonic flow
are, respectively, elliptical, parabolic, and hyperbolic in nature, and thus
one solution does not suffice over the entire range. As a consequence, most
transonic theories and solution methods have simplifying approximations to
the exact flow equations. A list of some of the noteworthy and more promising
methods drawn up early in the program are shown below.
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Lineai tion of equations

hall disturbance theory

integral method

Method of local linearization

Mesh method

Relaxation

Godunov

intergal mean slope (IMS) oorrelation

Circular arc boattail-fantail (CABF) cor-elation

Preliminary evaluation of the above list immediately eliminates some of the
nethods based on work performed by previous investigators. Linearization has
been shown to fail near Mach one because some of the terms dropped from the
exact equations are significant at transonic speeds. The qmall disturbance
Theory .s applicable primarily for thin wings and slender bodies and, there-
lore, cannot be applied to the present study. The integral method consists
of rewriting the basic differential equations of transonic flow theory into
'he form of a nonlinear integral equation. This was originally undertaken
by Oswatitsch (Reference 19 and 20) and later by Spreiter and Alksne
(References 21 and 22), and Crown (References 23 and 24). Regions surround-
ing the body, its wake, and the associated shock waves are considered. The
method, therefore, was worth considering for the present study. The method
of local linearization was devised by Spreiter and Alksne (see References
25, 26, and 27) and ib the method presented in a previous integrated nozzle/
airframe study at NAR (North American Rockwell) (Reference 28). Although
ttmpts tc analyz- body shapes with simulated plames were unsuccessful in
at study, the method deserved further investigation. Crown devise' the

Tesh method to overcome some of the problems of the l.itegral method which
he ('scusses in Reference 18. His approach involve, solution of a difeeren-
tial quation rather than an integral form of the equation. It allows more
versatility in body shape than the previously mentioned methods.

Relaxation (Reference 15) and the Godunov method (Reference 29) fall in the
-ategory of time-dependent finite difference solutions. These time-dependent
solutions are theoretically possible for mixed flow transonic cases, Iut
they are asually very laborious and time-consuming to apply. Application of
these methods is primarily a mathematical and mputer programming problem.
:'st time-dependent methods are in the early stages of development and are
tiea to advances in computers and matnematics. However, they are worthy of
ontirnued consideration as they develop into practical engineering analysis
tools.

:he Y. and CABF correlation methods were developed by P&WA from several
series of tests of various boattail shapes and are discussed in detail in
_feierce 7. Of the two, P&WA rcommends the IM4S method because it is more

ao..rate and applicable to a larger variety of boattail shapes.
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P&WA Sprelter-Alksne Method of Local Linearization - A modified form of
Spreiter and Alksne's inviscid method of local linearization (Reference 25),
coupled with a modified Reshotko-Tucker treatment of the boundary layer
displacement thickness, showed good agreement with test data for Mach 1 flow
over a parabolic arc body of revolution and fair agreement for Mach 0.9 flow
over a body with a rounded shoulder conical boattail. This method (Reference

30) was developed into computer progrzm form by P&WA and all analytical
results from this method which are included in this report were prepared by
P&WA. The method starts with the Spreiter and Alksne inviscid solution and

ireratcs the inviscid flow solution with tne boundary layer calculation until
a coverged solution is obtained. Results for Mach 1 flow over a parabolic
arc sting mounted body of revolution of thickness r io 1/6 are compared in
Figure 27 to Drougge test data from Reference 31. While both inviscid and

fourth iteration viscous solutions are in good agreement with the data over
ost of the body, the viscous solution gives slightly better agreement in the

vicinity of the sting body janction. To circumvent the computational diffi-
culties associated with the discontinuity in surface slope at the aft body
and rear sting juncture, the contour was smoothed in this region. The re-
maining disagreement is probably due to shock/boundary layer interaction in
this region.

Crown Mesh and Integral Methods - The ,iodel for treating transonic flow by

the Crown Mesh method (Reference 18) assumes flow initially subsonic
accelerates over a body to supersonic speeds and returns to subsonic speeds

through a normal shock discontinuity. Thus, the flow is not only mixed but

contains an imbedded supersonic region. The technique for obtaining a solu-
tion is to set up a series of cells or a mesh extending in all directions

from the body, assumes an initial pressure distribution over the body, solve
the flow equations in differential form within the mesh, and adjust the body

pressure distribution from the current cell properties. The process is con-

tinued until a converged distribution is found. Similar results are obtained

using Crown's integral method; however, the mesh method is preferred.

P&WA IMS Correlation Method - The integral mean slope (IMS) correlation
method was developed by P&WA fromn a broad range of isolated nozzle shapes

and test conditions. (Reference '). The effects of' geometry are correlated
in terms of the integral mean slope of the boattail. The IS is defined

as the average value of the rate of change of body area with length, i.e.

S 1 A d(A/A )
A(A - /AM)  d(X/DM) d (A/AM) (1)

,ihere A is the cross-sectional area, AF is the boattail projected frontal
area, A1. is the maximum cross-sectional area, X is the distance aft of the
maximum diarrcrer station, and D is the maximum diameter. The correlat. 1

is baseu in a large body of combined pressure and friction drag coefficients
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for a variety of nozzle/aftbody configurations. Data built into the correla-
tion computer program is for freestream Mach numbers of 0.7, 0.9, and 1.2
and nozzle Dressure ratios of 2 and 4.

Comparison of Methods - Analysis of a typical plume-body by the Crown mesh
method gave a pressure distribution having a sharp pressure rise along
the boattail. A P&WA Spreiter-Alksne analysis of the same body gave a steep
but smooth pressure rise along the boattail and was in better agreement
with test data. Integral and mesh method analyses of 6 and 8 percent
circular arc airfoils gave approximately the same velocity profiles and
freestream Mach numbers for selected shock locations.

A 6 percent circular arc airfoil with a shock located at the 70 percent
chord point was analyzed using Crown's mesh method as programmed in Deck V
of Reference 18, and the results are compared with Crown's integral method
(Reference 23) and the Spreiter and Alksne integral method in Figure 28.
The Crown mesh method and the Spreiter and Alksne integral method are in
close agreement with each other except in the vicinity of the shock. The
Crown integral method gives a distribution of critical Mach number slightly
above that predicted by the other two methods.

Pressure distributions obtained from the mesh method and from the P&WA
modified Spreiter and Alksne method of local linearization (Reference 25)
are compared with Shrewsbury's test data (Reference 17) in Figure 29 for a
conical boattail with a rounded shoulder followed by a cylindrical simulated
plume. For supercritical flow, the inviscid mesh method assumes that a
normal shock occurs somewhere along the boattail surface. This results in
a pressure discontinuity at the assumed shock location. At the test
freestream Mach number of 0.9, the mesh method indicates a shock located
0.2 feet downstream of the start of the boattail. The experimental data
shows a steep but smooth pressure rise along the boattail which is qualita-
tively different from the mesh method results. The Spreiter and Alksne method

inviscid results (prepared by P&WA) more closely follow the trend of the
test data. in this method shocks are assumed to be sufficiently weak to be
neglected; consequently, a smooth recompression of the flow occurs in the
solution. Thp effect of a boundary layer displacement thickness on the
pressure distribution was investigated using the Spreiter and Alksne method

and found to be minor, as indicated by Figure 29.

Since agreement between the test data and the P&WA-modified Spreiter and
Alksne method is moderately good and the trend appears more realistic than the
mesh method, it is the recommended analytical rtethod for external tran-
sonic flow calculations. This does not necessarily imply that the Spreiter
and Alksne model is closer to simulating the actual flow conditions. 6ince
Reference 17 had no photographic evidence to indicate the presence or
absence of a single strong shock or several weaker shocks, the correctness
of each model for the inviscid flow could not be evaluated. It is possible
that a strong shock with a boundary layer interaction and pressure feedback
could give the more gradual pressure rise indicated by the data. More likely,
several weaker shocks with a boundary layer interaction and pressure feedback
are occurring.
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The P&WA Spreiter-Alksne modified equivalent body analysis was used by P&WA
to compute pressure distributions over the pod aftbody and nozzle for various
Phase I nozzle configurations tested in the transonic flow regime. Compari-
sons between measured and computed pressure distributions for the Phase I
UP C and CI nozzle configurations are presented in Figures 30 and 31 for
a restream1Mach ntunber of 0.9 and a nozzle pressure ratio of 5.0. The
analysis results agree with the data except near the exit of the plug nozzle.
Computer results for Mch numbers cf 1.1 and 1.2 were in poorer agreement
with the experimental data.

Comparison of drag predictions from the P&WA Spreiter-Alksne analytical method
and the P&WA IMS correlation method for M'ch 0.9 flow over the pod aftbody
and CI1 and CI nozzle configurations, operating at nozzle pressure ratios1 3from 2 to 5 (Figure 32) shows the analytical method to give consistently
higher drag than the correlation. When compared to test data, the correlation
results are in closer agreement. Based on this limited comparison, it would
be premature to recommend one of these methods over the other.

In summary, both the Spreiter-Alksne modified equivalent body analysis and
the IMS correlaLion are limited in their usefulness for analytical predic-
tions. The equivalent body metho,' yields results in agreement with experi-
mental pressure distributions only at subsonic speeds. Consequently, it
yields acceptable drag predictions only at subsonic speeds. The IMS correla-
tion provides somewhat more accurate drag predictions.

2.3.1.3 Supersonic Flow

The external supersonic flow analysis methods considered were a methzd-of-
characteristics (MOC) analysis and a combined MOC/boundary layer analysis.
Comparison of the inviscid MOC and combined MOC/boundary layer methods for
Mach 1.8 flow over the CD nozzle shows the pressure distributions predicted
by both methods to be ver close except in the vicinity of the body slope
discontinuity (Figure 33). The greater deviation between the -two methods
in this region is due to smoothing by the boundary layer in this region.

A The wall pressure distributions predicted by both methods are in good

upstream of the boattail slope discontinuity point occurs before the pre-
dicted rise due to pressure feedback through the bounday layer which is not
accounted for in the analysis. Separation pressure predicted by the Bor ler-
Karger separation criterion (Reference 32) and pressures downstream of the
separated flow region predicted by the unseparated combined analysis are
in good agreement with the test data.

The capability for predicting jet-induced flow separation is incorporated
in the combined MOC/boundary layer method. This capability is achieved
thru iteratively locating the jet induced separation point by matching the
separation pressure computed b the Borner-Karger separatioi, correlation to
the base pressure computed by the Brazzel-:.enderson base pressure correla-
tion (Reference 33). As shown in Figure 33 this method over-p 'edicts the
jet induced separation pressure.
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Aftbody and nozzle boattail drag predicted by combining the MOC/boundary
layer analysis, the Bonner-Karger separation criterion, and the Brazzel-
Henderson empirical base pressure correlation were in reasonably good
agreement with tet data for the convergent-divergent (CD), convergent flap
(CF), and convergent iris (CI) nozzles. A summary of results for selected
test conditions is shown in the table below. The aftbody drag coefficient,
CDBTA, is the aftbody friction plus wave drag referenced to the maximum

BTA
aftbody cross-sectional area. The nozzle boattail drag coefficient, CD

BTN
includes the combined effects of pressure, friction, separation, and base
pressure on the nozzle. As indicated in the table, aftbody drag can be
accurately predicted, but nozzle boattail drag predictions are less accurate.
However, the prediction of the combined 2ffects may be adequate for practical
applications for estimating total aftbody plus nozzle boattail drag.

MEASURED PREDICTED

Model PT/P CD C C CTDBTA D DN BT D1BN BTA T

CD 12.03 0.034 0.007 0.035 0

CF 10.04 O.04O -0.006 0.038 0.007

CI 10.01 .041 0 0.039 0.001

A correlation of inviscid MOC pressure drag was developed to provide a rapid
means of estimating drags for arbitrary boattail contours. Figure 34 pre-
sents a correlation of conical boattail drag coefficients obtained by use
of the MOC for exit to maximum area ratios ranging from 0.0 (limiting case
of a closed axisymmetric body) to 1.0 (limiting case of a two-dimensional
boattail contour). Correlation of the data for a given area ratio is
achieved through use of similarity parameters which are obtained from
linearized supersonic flow theory. IMS, rather than the conventional thick-
ness ratio, is used as the geometric parameter. The MOC drag data used in
generating the curves for each area ratio shown in Figure 34 included data
for bon-tai1 argles ranaina frm 3 to 9 degrees and Mach nbers r i
from 1.2 to 2.0. Although the data shown in Figure 34 were generated from
MOC solutions for conical boattails, the results are applicable for
arbitrary boattail contours since, for a given area ratio, the IMS para-
meter accounts for the contour effect. The ability of IMS to correlate
data for various contours and at a fixed area ratio is illustrated in
Figure 35 and 36 for Mach numbers of 1.2 and 2.0, respectively. Drag
coefficients computed by the MOC are presented in these figures for conical
and circular arc boattails and for exit to maximum area ratios of 0.15,
0.5, and 0.9. Although the area ratio data are not correlated, especially
at the lower supersonic Mach number of 1.2, the circular arc and conical
boattail drags are correlated reasonably well for the same area ratio.
This result indicates that IAS is a suitable geometric parameter for re-
lating the drag of different contours at the same area ratio.
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A general correlation for axisymmetric boattail drag using Spreiter's
transonic similarity theory (References 25, 26, and 34) combined with IMS

was evaluated using boattail drags computed by use of the MOC. This
correlation approach is attractive since the theory is not limited to the
transonic regime since it merges smoothly with both the linear subsonic
and linear supersonic theories. The appropriate drag coefficient and

similarity parameters with the conventional thickness ratio replaced with
IMS are written, respectively, as

A0  (y + 1) M2 11/ (IMs /3(2

and,

K = (M2  -l) I(y + 1) M2 IMS -2/3 (3)

As shown in Reference 2, the thickness ratio can be replaced with IMS since,
for affinely related bodies, IMS is proportional to thickness ratio.

Since Spreiter's similarity parameters are applicable only to two-dimensional
flows, and since, as shown in Figure 34, IMS does not account for the difference
in drag between two-dimensional and axisymmetric bodies, a correlafion of drag

data for axisymmetric bodies requires that these drag data be adjusted by the
ratio of two-dimensional -6o axisymmetric drag. The appropriate drag coefficient
parameter for correlating axisymmetric boattail drags is written as:

A

C ) 11/32/D cDI cD + 1) M 1  (ws) (4)

The results shown in Figure 34 can be used to obtain the two-dimensional to
axisymmetric drag ratio for a given Mach number, IMS, and area ratio.

The results shown in Figure 37 indicate the accuracy of correlating
axisymmetric boattail drags by application of Spreiter's similarity parameters
combined with the results shown in Figure 34. The results are seen to be

correlated within a narrow band for exit to maximum area ratios ranging from
0.15 to 0.8. MOC circular arc boattai drag data are presented in the figure
for equivalent conical boattail angles ranging from 3 to 9 degrees and for
Mach numbers ranging from 1.2 to 2.0 for each area ratio.

2.3.1.4 Boundary Layer

The boundary layer solutions in this study are used to obtain skin friction
drag displacement thicknesses for the inviscid flow calculations, and momentum
thicknesses used in the virtual origin base pressure correction method.

Both laminar and turbulent boundary layer cases for a known transition point
are treated in the external supersonic flow/boundary layer program (Reference
h). For subsonic external flow and subsonic or supersonic internal flow,
only turbulent boundary layers are considered.
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Early in the program four turbulent bojundary layer methods (Rcferences lh, 35,
36, and 37) wf:-e considered. However, the Reference 14 Calac boundary layer
method was subsequently adopted without comparison to the other methods
because it was shown in Reference 14 to be in good agreement with test data
and this metlod was already integrated with inviscid methods under investiga-
tion in this study. For laminar boundary layers, only Cohen's solution,
described below, was considered.

The laminar boundary layer solution used in the Calac combined MOC/boundary
layer program (Reference 4) is essentially Cohen's solution, Reference 38.
Briefly, the method is described as follows. The Prandtl boundary layer
equations are reduced to a set of ordinary differential equetions by intro-
ducing a transformation of independent variables. The momentum and energy
equations are reduced to a pair of third order ordinary differential equations
by establishing conditions for which the velocity and total enthalpy pro-
files are functions of a single similarity parameter. A pressure gradient
parameter is determined at each station and the boundary layer equations
are solved using the boundary conditions at the wall and boundary layer
edge in a Newton-Raphson iteration procedure. Finally, the displacement
thickness, mementum thickness, boundary layer thickness, local heat transfer
rate, and skin friction coefficient are determined.

The Lockheed compressible turbulent boundary layer program (Reference 14) is
used to compute the boundary layer by simultaneous solution of the boundary
layer momentum and energy integral equations. A velocity power law and a
modified Crocco equation relating velocity to enthalpy are used. The T'
skin-friction method (Reference 13) is used to correct the incompressible
skin friction correlation of Sivells and Payne (Reference 12) for compressi-
bility. A modified Reynolds analogy relating heat transfer to skin friction
is applied. Given the local inviscid flow properties, the wall temperature,
and the body radius, the above relations and the momentum and energy integral
equations are solved numerically for the boundary layer thickness, displace-
ment thickness, momentum thickness, and skin friction coefficient along the

2.3.1.5 Separation

Flow separation due to steep pressure gradients along a boattail occurs from
sharp changes in boattail shape and from the spreading of under-expanded
exhaust jets. Since separation causes significant changes in boattail
pressures and drag, prediction of separation is important. Two methods were
investigated- the Goldschmied criterion for sirbsonic flow and the Bonner-
Karger criterion for supersonic flow. Descript'ons of both methods are
given below.

Goldschmied Criterion

The Goldschmied criterion states that separation pressure, P., is related to
the shear stress, Tm, at the minimum pressure point, P as follows

P - P 200 r (5)s in m
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Restated in terms of the pressure coefficient (referred to freestream con-
ditions)

C =200 C + C (6)
P f Pm

According to Reference 32, the above equation is applicable only to two-
dimensional flow; however, Goldschmied suggests that it may be utilized for
boundary layers which are thin relative to an axisymmetric body radius.
Prior to this study substantiation of Goldschmied's criterion had been
limited to low Mach number flows. Nevertheless, its use at high subsonic
Mach numbers was tentatively recommended in Reference 32 because a review
of the derivation did not indicate any obvious limitations due to compressi-
bility.

The Bonner-Karger criterion was developed in Reference 32 by a correlation
which collapses a large body of data into a single curve, as follows:

1/7- 2.2

P 2 (2M1

- 1)1/2 ReX J 1 (7)

where P is the separation pressure, P is the local external flow pressure,
YL is te local external flow Mach number, and ReX is the turbulent boundary
layer Reynolds number based on an equivalent flat plate length which yields
the momentum thickness at the separation point. This expression was derived
using flow similarity parameters related by experimental model data. Since
the correlation was derived using model data only, its reliability for full
scale aircraft is unknown. Also, the correlation does not apply at Mach
numbers below 1.16 (lower bound of the data) or Reynolds numbers below about
105 (since naturally turbulent boundary layers do not usually appear at such
low Reynolds numbers). For convenience, Equation 7 is plotted in Figure 38
using Reynolds number as a parameter.

2.3.2 Internal Flow Methods

Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flow analysis methods were investigated
for computing the internal flow fields of single flow and dual flow nozzles.

2.3.2.1 Single Flow Nozzles

The method of characteristics, an error minimization method, an AEDC-ETF
(Arnold Engineering Development Center Engine Test Facility) time dependent
method, and a one-dimensional method were the procedures investigated for
the analysis of the internal flow of single flow convergent, convergent-di-
vergent, and plug nozzles.
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An internal flow MOC computer program (Reference 39) was used to analyze
the supersonic flow downstream of the throat of the coniergent-divergent and
plug nozzles. The effect of assuming different starting lines for the MOC
was investigated. A convergent-divergent nozzle was analyzed by assuming
first a vertical starting line at the throat with a Mach number of 1.01, and

then by assuming starting conditions of constant axial Mach numbe of 1.005,
1.O1, 1.04, and 1.08 along lines inclined at the respective Mach L I.es from
the axial flow direction. The latter inclined starting lines are lore
representative of actual transonic conditions than the vertica] e. The
results of the study indicated that the gross thrust coefficiez, and exit
plane Mach number distribution of the nozzle were insensitive to the starting
conditions considered. Therefore, it was concluded that an acceptable
solution to the supersonic flow field in a small angle convergent-divergent
nozzle can be computed using a simple starting line.

The plug nozzle analysis was conducted by assuming starting conditions for
the MOC along a line normal to the plug wall which passes through the down-
stream end of the cowl. The jet boundary pressures were assumed to be
constant for static and subsonic external flow conditions and were determined
by shock-expansion theory for supersonic external fiow. A linear variation
if Mach number from 1.04 to 1.01 from the cowl to the plug was found to be
recessary to prevent the solution from going subsonic in the vicinity of the
start line. A comparison of measured and predicted plug pressures shows
poor Pgreement slightly upstream and good agreement downstream of the cowl
exit.

The error minimization transonic flow method is essentially a relaxation
calculation using a mathematical technique to minimize the error (residuals)
as the nonsteady state equations approach a steady state condition. The
wall pressure distribution was found to be sensitive to flow field mesh sizes
selected. Further, the computed results did not compare faiorably with
experimental pressure data downstream of the throat.

The AE C-&F time dependent method is an application of the mathematical
technique to the solution of unsteady flow equations of motion which may be
applied to subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flows (Reference 40).
Typically, the flow field is subdivided into a number of cells having
initially assigned flow properties (e.g., from a one-dimensional approxima-
tion). Subsequently, the unsteady differential flow equations are solved
in each cell, flow adjustments are made, and a new solution obtained for the
entire flow field. The process is continued until all unsteady terms are
negligible and a steady state solution is thereby obtained.

Nozzle wall pressures upstream'of the throat of a convergent-divergent
nozzle predicted by one-dimensional analysis or the AEDC-ETF method, and
downstream of the throat predicted by the AIMC-ETF or MOC methods agree
well with test data, as is shown in Figure 39. The throat mass flow rate
predicted by the AEDC-ETF inviscid flow analysis was within 0.6 of one
percent of the measured mass flow rate. A boundary layer correction to the
AEDC-ETF solution gave a calculated mass flow rate identical to measured
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values. The one-dimensional analysis predicted pressures which ere too high
over most of the region downstream of the throat, but agree wll at the exit.

Since the above methods are too c.mbersome to use for preliminary design
studies, a combined one-dimensional/empirical method developed by P&WA and
described in Reference 41 is recommended f~r predicting nozzle thrust and
discharge coefficients. Applicatin of the method depends on the nozzle type
ai 3. internial flow regimes. For convergent nozzles, separate methods are
employed when the nozzle flow is entirely subsonic, when the flow is critical
(mixed subsonic/supersonic flow) but not choked, and when the flow is choked
(discharge coefficient invariant with nozzle Pressure ratio). For convergent-
divergent nozzles, separate methods are employed when the flow is subsonic
throughout the nozzle, the flow is critical with separation occuring in the
diverging section (flow overexpanded), and the flow is critical with no
internal flow separation.

For all flow regimes and nozzle types, a stream thrust corrc !tion factor is
employed for predicting thrust coefficients. The stream t.irist correction
factor, C) is defined as the ratio of actual total momeztuxi to ideal total
momentum tsums of momentum and pressure/area terms) at the nozzle exit
(assuming for both that no internal flow separation occurs) and is written as

(&V + PA) actual
s (thV + PA) ideal

where the ideal total momentum is obtained from one-dimensional isentropic
flow relationships. For convergent nozzles, a fixed value of 0.997 for the
correction factor is employed, while, for convergent-divergent nczzles, the
correction factor is obtained from correlations of experimental data as a
function of area ratio and internal divergence angle.

For separated internal flows, the nozzle gross thrust is computed as the sum
of the total momentum at the separation point plus the pressure foxce acting
on the nozzle inner surfaces downstream of the separation point. The flow
total momentum at the separation point is obtained through application of
the stream thrust correlation. Specifically, the stream thrust factor is
obtained as a function of the nozzle area ratio at the separation point and
the divergence angle. The location of the .-eparation point and the pressure
acting on the inner wall surface downstream of hie separation point are
obtained from two empirical correlations. The separation point is located
through use of . cDrrelation for prediction of the surface pressure just
upstream of the separation point as a function of _czzle pressure ratio. The
pressure downstrear, of the separation point is obtained as a function of the
pressure upstream of the separation point and freestream ambient pressure.

Figure 40 shows good agreement between predicted and measured convergent and
convergent-divergent nozzle thrust coefficients.
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2.3.2.2 Dual Flow Nozzles

The following three ejector (dual flow) nozzle analysis methods were elalua-
ted: MOC primary/one-dimensional secondary solution, the Bernstein one-
dimensional approximation, and Weber's modified one-dimensional method.
Th, MOC/one-dimensional method of ejector nozzle analysis was originally
devised by Addy (Reference 42) to overcome some of the shortcomings of the
one-dimensional and quasi-one-dimensional analysis. The method is applicable
where the secondary mass flow is large compared to the entrained mass flow
due to mixirg. Typically, the secondary mass flow should be greater than
two percent of the primary mass flow. For small secondary flows the mode of
operation of the ejector can be more accurately described as a base
pressure problem, and the traditional base pressare solutions are applicable.
In addition to the inviscid MOC/one-dimensional solution, a mixing correction,
such as the method of Addy and Chow (Reference 43), may be added to account
for mixing between the two streams. The digital computer program of Reference
44 incorporates the above procedure for analysis of ejector nozzles. The
Bernstein theory (Reference 45) for multistream compound-compressible nozzle
flow assumes the exit of the primary nozzle to be located far enough up-
stream of the minimum shroud area so that two-dimensional effects can be
ignored. The method of Weber (Reference 46) predicts pumping characteristics
of ejectors with short axial distances between the primary exit plane
and the plane of the minimum shroud area.

For purposes of comparing the three ejector methods, the shroud contours
shown in Figures 41 were used. The pressure distribution along the outer
boundary of the primary flow was determined by exact shock MOC. Then, using
one-dimensional flow relations, the shroud contours were calculated by
determining the area necessary to pass the secondary flow at the local static
pressure as obtained from the primary flow MOC calculatiin. The resulting
contours show that as the secondary to primary total piessure ratio is
increased, the shroud minimum area, Am, decreases and the location of the
minimum area moves upstream.

Comparison of the Bernstein, Weber, and MOC/one-dimensional methods to the
ejector nozzle configuration described above shows that the Weber method pre-
dicts substantially lower secondary to primary total pressures (higher pumping)
than the other two methods (Figure 42), and that the Bernstein prediction is
in close agreement with the MOC/one-dimensional for cases having the minimum
shroud area downstream of the prirdary nozzle exit. As expected, agreement
between the Bernstein and MOC/one dimensional analysis was not good for the
case of the minimum shroud area in the primary nozzle exit plane.

In order to further evaluate the MOC primary/one-dimensional secondary method,
two ejector nozzles were analyzed and the results compared to test data.
Predicted and experimental internal shroud pressures and secondary to primary
corrected mass flow ratios were in good agreement. Typical results are sh-own
in Figure 43 for the ejector nozzle.
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For preliminary design work, ejector nozzle performance can be adequately
predizted using Bernstein's method combined with the one-dimensional/stream-
thrust-correction. This simplified prediction method and its extension
to include internal flow separation is described in the supplement tc this
report.

2.3.3 Exhaust Plumes

The analysis of exhaust plumes is important in the determination of nozzle
thrust and drag because of their influence on boattail, plug nozzle, and
base pressures. The inteLaction between the external flow and the exhaust
plume is treated in this section as it relates to the boattail and plug
effects; the effect on base pressure is treated separately in Subsection
2.3.4.

2.3.3.1 External Flow Conditions

The air surrounding a plume may be static (quiescent), subsonic, or supersonic.
The quiescent air solution, which assumes a constant ambient static pressure
along the entire plume boundary, is used for the first guess in a subsonic
external flow analysis. Subsequent subsonic external flow plume solutions
use external pressure distributions determined iteratively from potential
flow solutions around the plume until a converged plume shape is determined.

Supersonic external flow can be treated by shock expansion theory, Newtonian
impact theory, or the MOC. Shock expansion theory uses the oblique shock
relations to calculate the initial plume pressure (at the boattail/plume
junction) and Pfandtl-Meyer expansion downstream of the initial shock point.
The Prandtl-Meyer relation is applied by calculating a jet boundary pressure
which ccrresponds to turning of the external flow thrcugh the change in jet
bound"u'y flow angle between adjacent calculation stations. For both oblique
shock and Prandtl-Meyer calculations, the external pressure must be balanced
with the internal plume pressure at each station.

Newtonian impact theory relates external pres3uro on the jet boundary to
pressure and Mach number upstream of the plume in the following manner:

P = PL [1 + YM,2 sin2 (@ - eL)] (9)

where PL, ML, and eL are pressure, Mach number, and flow angle just upstream
of the plume, N is the ratio of specific heats for the external stream, and
P and e are the local pressure and flow angle along the jet boundary. Again,
internal and external pressures must be balanced at each point along the
plume boundary.

Application of the MOC to external flow calculations requires a description
of the flow field upstream of the plume so that a starting line can be de-
fined. The initial portion of the flow field is determined either by
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oblique shock relations or an isentropic compression-characteristic coalescing
(isentropic shock) technique. The rest of the plume is calculated by applying
the MOC and balancing the internal and external static pressures along the jet
boundary.

2.3.3.2 Internal Flow Conditions

Three methods were investigated for computing internal plume flow: shock-
expansion-lD, exact shock MOC, and isentropic shock MOC. Exhaust plumes are
usually supersonic, in which case any of the methods may be applied. Plunes
with subsoniQ internal flow would be restricted to one-dimensional analysis.

The shcck-expansion-.D method utilizes a combination of shock/expansion
theory and one-dimensional analysis similar to the methods of Henson and
Robertson (Reference 47), Adamson and Nicholls (Reference 48), and Love
(Reference 49). The method starts with a Prandtl-Meyer expansion of the
internal flow at the nozzle trailing edge to determine the initial plume
boundary angle which will match the plume and external static pressures.
Downstream of this point, the static pressure of the internal flow at the
plume boundary balances the local external static pressure by virtue of
two equal opposing effects: the compression caused by the curvature of the
plume boundary and the expansion produced by the arrival of the trailing
edge expansions which have been reflected at the nozzle centerline. These
effects are approximated as follows. Using the loc4l jet boundary slope,
the jet boundary is extrapolated a small distance downstream and the internal
plume pressure is calculated for the plume flow area at the second station
from one-dimensional relations. Taking this pressure as the upstream pressure
and the local external pressure as the downstream pressure, oblique shock
relations are used to calculate the jet boundary slope just downstream of
the second station. The above prccess is repeated in a step-by-step proc-
ess until the desired plume station is reached. Plume boundaries were
generated using both plane and spherical areas to calculate one-dimrensional
properties but the difference was so slight that the simpler plane area
method was selected. The exact shock MOC method couples tne MOC with the
oblique shock relations. In the computer program used for this study (Ref-
erence 39), as in most exact shock MOC programs, only one oblique shock is
calculated by exact shock relations, the trailing edge external shock. All
other shocks are treated by a characteristic line coalescing technique. Jet
boundary points are calculated by a pressure balance between the local in-
ternal and external static pressures, which is an iteration process for the
case with external flow.

Isentropic shock MOC calculations are identical to the exact shock method
except that oblique shock calculations are replaced by a characteristic line
coalescing technique.

2.3.3.3 Comparison and Recommendation of Methodsii Five combinations of external and internal methods were used to calculate
plume shapes in the presence of supersonic external flow. The results are
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shown in Figure 44 . In this discussion the combined method notation will
be external/internal. Taking the exact shock MOC (for both external and
internal flow) from Reference 49 as the standard of accuracy, the other
methods in order of increasing error in the plume shape are: (1) Newtonian
impact/MOC, (2) shock-expansion/shock-expansonri.lD, (3) shock-expansion/MOC,
and (4) external and internal isentropic shock MOC. The isentropic shock
MOC plume obtained from the NAR slipstream computer program (Reference 50),
ceased at a distance of 3.5 nozzle exit radii downstream of the nozzle exit
due to a program restriction. In the NAR program, left running characteristics
are generated from the nozzle exit start line to the plume. No lines are
generated downstream of the last characteristic which originates at the axis
point on the start line. All of the methods are in reasonably close agree-
ment up to an (X/Re) of 1. Beyond this point the Newtonian impact/MOC and
exact shock MOC methods give plume shapes which are in close agreement. The
other three methods are in close agreement with each other up to an X/Re
value of 3.5, but differ considerably from the method selected as the
standard of accuracy. The shock-expansion/MOC method had the greatest
deviation from the "accurate" exact shock MOC method over the complete
solution length.

A comparison of the initial plume conditions from each method is made in the
tpble below. IL is clear that the Newtonian theory gives inaccurate initial
plume properties and all of the other methods compare f.,vorably. The
Newtonian/MOC method compares even lpis favorably at the lower Mach numbers.
For example, for a local Mach number of 2.5 and other conditiort the same
as in Figure 244 , the Newtonian/MOc method gives an initial plume angle of
25 degrees and a pressure ratio of 3.74, compared to tne shock expansion
values of 20 degrees and 5.3 pressure ratio.

6 Initial Plume To
Initial Plume Angle Local Static

Method (degrees) Pitssure Ratio

Exact Shock MOC 17.6 5.85

Isentropic Shock MOC 17.7 6.16

Shock-Expansion/MOC 18.2 6.07

Shock-Expansion/Shock-Expansion-lD 17.6 5.85

Newtonian/MOC 21.5 4.81
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The cc -clusions which can be drawn from these results are: (1) all of the
::.ethods give plume contours in reasonably good agreement for short distances
downstre,,m of the nozzle exit; (2) initial plume conditions predicted by
the Newtonian theory are substantially in error; (3) Newtonian theory gives
the best overall plume contour (at a local Mach number of 3.24); and (4)
th_ shock-expansion/shock-expansion-lD method gives the best combin-.tion of
initial plume conditions and plume shape. In view of the above results, the
shock-expansion/shock-expansion-lD method is recommended for calculating
plumes with supersonic external flow.

The shock-expansionishock-expansion-lD ethod was also selected by Calac to
compute the internal plume flow with subsonic external flo.i. Since the
subsonic external flow case involves an external/internal flow field itera-
tion beginning with a quiescent air exhaust plume, it is of interest to com-
pare plumes obtained by the selected method with quiescent air plumes
computed by another. Figure 45 provides such a comparison with the isen-
tropic shock MOC method of Reference 49. For a jet to ambient pressure
ratio of 1.17 the two methods are very close, and for a pressure ratio of
10.0 the shock-expansion-lD gives a somewhat similar diameter plume. These
cases are typical for the integrated nozzle/airframe study and the compari-
son shows that the shock-expansion/shock-expansion-lD method should be
a3equate, especially since lower plume pressure ratios usually occur with
subsonic external flow.

2.3.4 Base Pressure

This subsection presents an evaluation of analytical and empirical methods

for predicting annular and plug base pressures.

2.3.4.1 Annular Base Pressure

As applied to this study, annular base pressures occur at the nozzle trail-
ing edge region between the exhaust jet and the external stream. Base
pressure is important because it can have a significant influence on the
noLle-boattail dra. For sub.%uie exLerrial flow, annular base pressure is
predicted by a modified Brazzel-Henderson correlation method or the
McDonald-Hughes correlation. For the supersonic external flow, it can be
predicted by the Brazzel-Henderson Correlation or by the Korst theory with
a virtual origin correction for boundary layer.

Subsonic External Flow - The Brazzel and Henderson empirical supersonic
method (Reference 30), extended to subsonic external flow cases, inaicates
that base pressure is a weak function of jet to freestream momentum ratio
and boattail geometry. Since practical cases for subsonic externai flow
have a sonic jet, this study is restricted to such cases.
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Basica.lly, the correlation is divided into two parts. The first part is
a correlation of annular base pressure for cylindrical (no boattail) after-

bodies as a function of the nozzle exit to freestream momentum ratio,
defined as

2
R (mV) e P eeee (10)

mf (mV) - 2

For subsonic flow, Cubbage's data from Reference 51 and 52 for cylindrical

and 3-degree conical boattail afterbodies show a slight increase in base
pressure with jet to freestream momentum ratio as illustrated in Figure 46.
(The 3-degree boattail data were included because they were sufficiently

close to the cylindrical data for correlation). This trend can be approxi-

mated by the following relation for cylindrical afterbodies.

b0.9 + 0.0167 (Rmf (1)
cyl.

The second part of the correlation relates annular base pressures for cylin-

drical afterbodies to annular base pressures for non-cylindrical (boattail)

afterbodies as a function .of the base to maximum body area ratio, Ab/AM.

This function was determined by plotting the ratio of cylindrical to non-
cylindrical base pressure versus the area ratio as shown in Figure 47. A

slight decrease in base area is indicated. Cylindrical base pressures
are taken from Figure 46 for momenum ratios corresponding to the non-
cylindrical bodies. These values are raioed to experimental base pressures
of the corresponding non-cylindrical bodies taken from Reference 52.

Unfortunately, about a twenty percent data scatter exits for the lower area
ratio values. This will. result in some inaccuracy in using the average

line drawn through the data given by

Pbcyl. = o.94 + .06 (Ab/Am) (12)
Pb
bnon-cyl.

combining equations (11) and (12) yields a modified Brazzel-Henderson subsonic

base pressure correlation as follows:

4- p
PO 0.9 + 0.0167 (Rmf [.4+ 0.6 (A/m(13)
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The McDonald-Hughes correlation method (Reference 53) is based on correcting
the base pressure coefficient for zero jet flow for the presence of the jet.

The zero jet flow coefficient, C bz, is correlated as a function of base to

maximum body diameter, Db /DM, an boattail angle. Two, terms are added to this

to account for the presence of the jet. The first, Fl, is a function of jet

pressure ratio and boattail angle. The second is the produLt of F2, a function

of jet pressure ratio, and the geometric parameter (De2 /DMDb) where De, DM ,

and Db are the jet, maximum body, and base diameters, respectively. In
equation form this is stated as

C = C + F + F2  (D 2/O b) (14)p Pbz 1 2 e W

Plots of -the functions Fl and F2 are presented in both References 28 and 53.
(The nomenclature herein has been changed to simplify the presentation of the
correlation).

Subsonic external flow base pressures predicted for the CF1 model (Figure 48)
are slightly above the test data for the McDonald-Hughes method and slightly
below the test data for the Brazzel-Henderson method. The trends predicted
by the McDonald-Hughes method with freestream Mach number and nozzle pressure
ratio agree with test data trends. The Brazzel-Henderson method shows
essentially no effect of freestream Mach number. Since the test data trends
with Mach number are small, this deficiency in the Brazzel-Henderson subsonic

method is not considered important. Further, since the method is much
simpler to apply, it is recommended.

Supersonic External Flow - Analytical and empirical methods of predicting
base pressure on the annular base for the case of supersonic internal and
exLernal flows are discussed in this section. Neicher the Korst zero boundary
layer base pressure prediction method nor the modification of this method with
the Korst equivalent bleed correction yields uniformly good results for
typical nozzle installations. However, the mixing layer virtual origin
correction to the Korst zero boundary layer theory improves the results.
The empirical relation proposed by Brazzel and Henderson (Reference 33)
successfully correlates the available experimental data.

In an NAR study (Reference 28), annular base pressures predicted with the
Korst base pressure theory (Reference 54) were conpared to experimental
values. Good agreement between predicted values and test data was noted
for cases where the boattail boundary layer was small compared to the annular
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base height, and poor agreement where it was not. This is not surprising,

since in the Korst theory the ratio of initial boundary layer thickness to
mixing length along the free jet boundary must approach zero. This condition
is violated in typical nozzle installations where the initial boundary layer

thickness is not small compared to the base height (small base heights yield
short mixing lengths).

Korst and Chow (Reference 55) propose accounting for the initial boundary
layer with an equivalent bleed flow. This proposal is based on the fact that
in the mixing integral equations of the base flow problem, the two terms
expressing the effects of the boundary layer and of base bleed are additive.
Consequently, either may be replaced by an equivalent change of the other.
The equivalent bleed flow rates required to theoretically account for the

base pressures obtained by Baughman and Kohendorfer (Reference 56) were
compared with those calculated from the boundary layer momentum thickness.

The comparision showed that the equivalent bleed method failed for these
cases. This failure is attributed to the fact that these thick boundary
layers violate the basic assumption thab the shapes of the flow profiles
are not strongly affected by the initial boundary layer. Since these cases
are typical of conditions likely to be encountered in aircraft operation,
the equivalent bleed method obviously will not yield satisfactory results
for cases of interest in this study.

The virtual origin method, described in detail in Reference 19 accounts
for the initial boundary layer by shifting the origin of the shear layer

from the base separation point to an upstream point chosen such that the
mass and momentum fluxes at the base separation point are the same as those
in the actual boundary layer at the base separation point. Virtual origin
calculations were performed by modifying the NAR two-stream base pressure
program, as detailed in Reference 19, and were compared with Baughman and
Kochendorfer experimental data (Reference 56). In all cases, the virtual
origin boundary layer correction to the Korst zero bounlary layer method

improved the agreement with data.

An empirical techniquc for predicting annular base pressure for bodies-of-
revolution with a single jet has been developed by Brazzel and Henderson

(Reference 33). The method is based on correlation of data for cylindrical
and non-cylindrical boattails with exhaust jets. The relationship is as
follows:

Pb I+[2.5 Ab][ .19 + 1.28 1Rm 

+l.]8+l e Rf

0.0147 (5 M (211) (L

where AM is the maximum body area.
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The first term on the right side of equation (14) normalizes the jet
temperature to the jet tenrperatuLre of a sonic nozzle. The second term
corrects for boattail effats, and the third term is a correlation based on
the ratio of nozzle exit momentum fl.x to freestream momentum flux where

R (mV)e 2  (15)mf = m eeee 2
(mV). yoPAd

A nozzle position (relative to the end of the boattail) correction is ob-
tained by the fourth term.

Examination of Brazzel's correlation plot for the boattail correction term
shows that a better estimate of this effect is obtained by replacing the
second term of Equation (14) with

3.5
0.5 + 3.0 Ab/AM (16)

The modified Brazzel-Henderson empirical method, Korst zero boundary layer
theory, and Korst/virtual origin theory prediction3 are compared in Figure
49 to Baughman and Kochendorfer test data from Reference 56. Predictions

from the empirical method are in very good agreement with test data.
Although the empirical method makes no special correction for boundary layer
effects, the effects are inherently included in the correlation since it is
based on model test data. Since the boundary layer momentum thickness-to-
base height ratio for full scale aircraft are different than those for models,
an adjustment in the correlation may be necessary if applied to full scale
aircraft. Both corrected and uncorrected Korst theory predictions give
scattered results. Korst theory cases in best agreement with the test data
have small momentum thickness to base height ratios (giving small momentum
thickness to mixing length ratios).

For supersonic flow cases having a large annular base area (either geometric
or effective) the Brazzel-Henderson supersonic correlation predicted base
pressures which are in good agreement with Phase I test data, but for a small
annular base area the prediction is only in fair agreement with the data.
These results are shown below. In obtaining these predicted base pressures
a check was made first to see if flow separation should occur before the end
of the boattail. This checK was lone by combining the Bonner-Karger and
Brazzel-Henderson correl,.tlonz in a common calculation. The point along the
boattail at which the sepal ation and base pressures, Ps and Pb, matched was
found. No separation was predicted for the CF Mach 2.2 case, and the
calculated base pressure therefore applies to the physical annual base area.
Separation was predicted for the other cases and the annular base area was
tiken as the projected area from thc separation point to the nozzle exit

internal radius.
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Base Area Nozzle Mach Pb/P - Base Pressure Ratio
Ratio Pressure Ratio Number Measured Predicted

Model Ab/AM

CF3  O.111* 10.04 1.8 1.24 1.22

CF3  0.071 13.12 2.2 1.18 1.20

30I3 0.185" 10.03 1.8 1.16 1.16

CD3  0.047* 12.03 1.8 1.34

*Effective base area which includes boattail separation effect.

Some general comments can be made concerning annular base drag. The drag
contribution from a thin annular base is small compared to overall aircraft
drag, and errors in predicting the base drag will thus not seriously affect
overall aircraft performance predictions. However, for a large annular base
(for example, if boattail flow separation occurs), errors in base pressure
prediction may give large errors in base calculations. The Korst theory
agrees better with measured base pressures as the momentum thickness to
base height ratio decreases (thin boundary layer or large base height).
Thus, in the overall view, the base drag prediction problem using the Korst
method is somewhat compensating in that predictions become more accurate
as the contribution from the base increases. On the other hand, because of
the simplicity of the calculation and the good agreement with data, the
Brazzel-Henderson empirical correlation is recommenaed as an easily applied
and useful tool for predicting annular base pressures.

2.3.4.2 Plug Base Pressure

A semi-empirical plug base pressure method was developed from the Phase I
test data. The base pressure meLhod relates the base to total nozzle
pressure ratio to the nozzle (total to freestream static) pressure ratio
as illustrated in Figure 50 for Mach numbers of 1.1 to 2.5 and nozzle pressure
ratios of 4 to 18.5. At low nozzle pressure ratios, the base pressure
decreases with increasing nozzle pressure ratio; at high nozzle pressure
ratios, the base pressure becomes independent of nozzle pressure ra-i
(horizontal line-s). The '-aer resulz is dcue to shielding of the base region
from the interaction between the internal and external flow. Base pressures
for low nozzle pressures can be represented by the following equation:

P. 4.312

PT ( T/P ) 1.975 (17)

Base pressures for high nozzle pressure, which are defined as locked-in base
pressures since they are invariant with nozzle pressure ratio, fall along
the straight line represented below when plotted as a function of plug surface
static pressure at the end of the plug, Pp, as shown in Figure 51.
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Pb10. + 0 46 (18)

N I e

where (P/P T) is the ratio of plug surface static pressure just upstream
p N

e
of the plug base to nozzle tital pressure. This pressure ratio is inde-
pendent of nozzle pressure ratio and is a function of only nozzle geometry.

The plug surface pressure can be obtained from a fully expanded MOC plug nozzle
analysis. Thus, by combining Equation (18) with a fully expanded plug
nozzle analysis, the total plug thrust can be calculated.
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SECTION 3

TWIN-NOZZL/AFTBODY INVESTIGATION

A strut-supported twin-jet fighter aircraft model was developed for testing
various aftbody, nozzle, and empennage configurations over a 0 to 2.5 Mach
number range in the AEDC 16-foot PWT. A photograph of the model installed
in the 16T is shown in Figure 52. The model is approximately 12 feet in
length and has a wing span of 7.9 feet.

The configuration variables investigated in the test program include the
following:

* Nozzle Type - convergent flap, convergent iris, convergent-divergent,
convergent-divergent ejector, and unshroaded plug

* Nozzle Position - normal power, partial afterburning, and maximum
afterburning

e Nozzle Lateral Spacing Ratio (nozzle centerline-to-centerline
distance divided by the maximum nozzle diameter) - 1.25, 1.625,
and 2.0

* Nozzle Axial Position - nozzle fully or partially exposed to the
external flow field

* Aftbody Contour - basic or alternate side fuselage fairing

o Horizontal Stabilizer Area - full, 70 percent, stabilizer off

* Horizontal Stabilizer Deflection - -0 4, -2.0, and -5.0 degrees

* Vertical Stabilizer Type - single or twin

* Vertical Stabilizer Position - forward or aft mounted

* Vertical Stabilizer Area - full, 78 percent, stabilizer off

* Rudder Deflecti.,n - 0, 4.0, 11.0, and -11.0 degrees

* Interfairing Type - horizontal wedge and vertical wedge

* Interfairing Length - trailing edge terminating at -4.0, 0, 3.5,
8.216, and 13.0 inches aft of the customer
connect station
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* Interfairing Height - trailing edge 1.8 inches above and along the

nozzle centerline

* Interfairing Base Area - three interfairings

The 8-irch maximum diameter nozzle models were selected from among those
tested during the Phase I Isolated Nozzle Investigation. Six force balances
were installed in the model, and a maximum of 247 model pressures were

measured uoing the AEDC plenum-mounted P2B (precision pressure balance)
system. The nozzle thrust and external nozzle and aftbody drags were both
calculated in two separate ways: (1) using the indicated balance forces and
cavity pressures, and (2) using only the measured model surface pressures.
Boundary layer rake surveys were taken just upstream of the model aftbody
for each of the three nozzle spacings investigated.

A summary of the apparatus and proceduras employed in obtaining and reducing
the test data and a discussion of experimental results and performance pre-
diction methods are included in this section.

3.1 APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The apparatus and procedure, used in conducting the test program, i.e., the
test facility, twin-jet fighter aircraft model and support system, instrumen-
tation and calibration, data reduction, and test activities, are presented
below.

3.1.1 Test Facility

The test facility, its operating characteristics, test support equipment,
and data acquisition systenms are basically the same as sumnarized in Sub-
section 2.1.1, with the following exceptions.

e Orifice meters were not used to measure model airflows

4 Scanivalves were not used to measure model pressures

* Nozzle balance data were digitized by the Beckman Model 210
data system rather than by the 20 channel readout system used
for the thrust and aftbody balances.

3.1.2 Model and Support System

The strut-supported model designed for testing in the AEDC PWT 16T and 16S
tunnels is representative of a twin-buried-engine fighter aircraft. In
Figure 53, the major external model components are identified. The number
of part replacements fabricated for each of the model components is listed
below:
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Component Number of Configurations

Fuselage

Nose 1

Forebody 1

Centerbody 3

Aftbody 1

Fairing 4

Canopy 1

Inlet Fairing 1

Wing 1

Horizontal Stabilizer 6

Vertizal Stabilizer 10

Interfairing 18

Exhaust Nozzle 13

Figure 54 shows the general internal model arrangement, which includes the
basic support structure, the airflow ducting, and the Eid force measuring
balances.

Each model configuration is identified by a configuration code with a
separate symbol for each of the seven major model components. The configura-
tion variables for each of these components are itemized symbolically in
Table 7. The design of the model components and the support strut are
discussed in the subsections which follow.

3.1.2.1 Airframe

The basiu airf'aim 'olI ConSiStS Of the aUSelaLe' (Bl', Copya ( 1 , 2
fairing (N1 ), and wing (WI). Expressed symbolically,

S1  = BI C1 N1 W1

The basic Lest configuration was developed by Calac from the A-2 vehicle
design evolved by General Dynamics under the AFFDL-sponsored Supersonic
Inlet Design and Airframe-Inlet Integration Program (Reference 57). The
A-2 vehicle was selected after comparing the candidate configurations on the
basis of aft-end flow simulation and compatibility with test requirements
and, to a lesser degree, on mission performance and ease of model fabrica-
tion.

Modifications to the A-2 vehicle design included relocating the wing from
a low to high position, fairing over the half-axisymmetric inlets, and
providing for three nozzle lateral spacings. The wing was relocated in
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order to make the vehicle more representstive of current and advanced air

superiority fighter designs. The wing geometric characteristics are listed
in Table 8. Inlet fairings were required since high pressure air supplied
through the strut was used to simulate the nozzle exhausts instead of air

supplied through flowing ilets. Results from a study regarding testing
with faired-over inlets (Reference 58) indicate that fairing over the
axisymmetric inlets has only a small effect on aftbody drag and is, there-
fore, an acceptable modification to the aircraft design when only aftbody/
nozzle performance is desired.

Nozzle spacing ratios (distance between nczzle centerlines divided by the
maximum nozzle diameter) of 1.25, 1.625, and 2.0 were selected for investi-

gation. These choices were based on full scale aircraft requirements and
wind tunnel model limitations. The minimum spacing of 1.25 was selected to

allow for adequate enGine installation provisions. These include a firewall
between the engines and space to reach engine accessories and plumbing.
The minimum spacing was further dictated by the force balance arrangemenc
and flow tube size required by the model scale. The maximum spacing ratio
of 2.0 was considered a reasonable upper limit for twin engines buried in
the fuselage. The maximum spacing was also l;.mited by the need to design
a single model to accommodate the selected range of nozzle spacings. The
intermediate spacing of 1.625 was chosen to be mid-way between the maximum
and minimum values.

The P&WA FlOO-PW-100 current-technology engine, used in the design of the
GD A-2 configuration, was replaced by the P&WA STF371A-20 advanced-technology
engine for this investigation since the selected airframe-nozzle configura-
ticn was to be typical of the next generation of taxbine powered fighter
aircraft. As compared to the FlOO-PW-100 engine, the STF371A-20 engine has
the same airflow schedule, approximately the same diameters, a 14 percent
greater overall pressure ratio, a 0.3 higher bypass ratio, and a 400°F

higher maximum turbine inlet temperature. The ITF371A-20 engine is, there-
fore, a feasible follow-on, minimum change, installati-n for this in ,estiga-
tion.

The selection of the STF371A-20 engine cycle parameters (overall pressure
ratio, bypass ratio, and maximum turbine inlet temperature) was based on
the minimum mission fuel weight plus engine weight required to perform the

basic air superiority mission and the point interzept mission and was
influenced by consideration of the thrust available for maneuvering. The
mission indicated that increases of overall pressure ratio, bypa.s ratio,
and maximum turbine inlet temperature relative to those of the FlOO-PW-100
engine would provide improved mission performance for an advanced air
superiority fighter aircraft.

A full scale maximum external nozzle diameter (customer connect) of 44 57
inches ;as selected for this irvestigation in ( ler to be compatible with
both the FlOO-PW-100 and STF371A-20 engines. T 'is d.iameter is slightly
larger than the value of 43 inches quoted in Reference 1 and corresponds
to a scale factor of 0.1795 for the eight-inch diameter (customer connect)
nczzle models fabricated for the Isolated Nozzle Investigation.
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TABLE 8. WING GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristic Symbol Dimension

Airfoil type Bi-conve:'

Aspect ratio AR 3.37

Span b 94.816 in.

Mean aerodynamic chord U )1.512 i.

Root chord c I,0.v7 
1 .

Tip chord c t  11.2514 ji.

Incidence angle i 0.0

Area S 2667.6 in.2

Root thiclness to chord rabio (t/Cr 3.7

Tip thickness to chord ratio (t/c)t 3.26

Tape., ratio X 0.25

Dihedral angle 7 0.0

Leading edge sweep angle A 31.5 degrees
L.E.

Location of 0.25c
F.S. 88.4l
W.L. 27.545
B.L. 18.94),
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3.1.2.2 Fuselage Fairing

The non-metric support beams for the horizontal stabilizers were cantilevered
from the mid-fuselage section and designed as a side fuselage fairing since
an internal location was precluded by volume limitations. The following
four fuselage fairing arrangements were investigated:

Y 1 Basic

Y Alternate (F-111 type) - non-.metric

YP Alternate - metric

Fuselage fairing removed

The basic fuselage fairing, Y , was designed to support the horizontal
stabilizer with a minimum disturbance to the external flow. The cross-sec-
tional area of the basic fairing is a maximum at the metric break station
(F.S. 113.188) and gradually decreases in the aft direction until the fairing
height becomes equal to the thickness of the horizontal stabilizer at F.S.
130.13. Beyond this station, the fairing follows the contour of the
horizontal stabilizer, if the horizontal stabilizer is installed, or continues
the upstream contour if the horizontal stabilizer is not installed.

The alternate fuselage fairing, Y2, was designed to support the horizontal
stabilizer in the same manner as the basic faicing and to resemble the
fuselage fairing used on the '1-lll. The alternate fairing is substantially
larger in cross-sectional area than the bqsic fairing and extends beyond
the nozzle exit plane. The aft portion of the fairing is contoured so the
nozzle plume will not impinge on the fairing surface.

The alternate metric fuselage fairing, Y2M' has the same contour as the
alternate non-metric fuselage fairing, Y , but is attached to the metric
aftbody instead of to the non-metric cen~erbody. The fairing was not designed
to support the horizontal stabilizer since the forces exerted on the aftbody
balance would have been excessive during a tunnel unstart.

3.1.2.3 .Enpennage

The empennage variables investigated were horizontal stabilizer area (0, 70,
and 100 percent) and deflection (-0.4, -2, and -5 degrees) and vertical
stabilizer type (single and twin), position (forward and aft mounted), area
(0, 78, and 100 percent), and rudder deflecti.on (0, 4, 11, and -11 degrees).
As a result of model design considerations, (1) the empennage was attached
to non-metric support beams cantilevered from the fuselage centerbody rather
than to the metric aftbody, (2) the full area stabilizers were excluded from
supersonic testing, and (3) all deflection angles were manually set.
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Horizontal Stabilizers - The area and deflection angle combinations for
tne horizontal stabilizers are itemized below. The indicated negative
deflections correspond to trailing edge up.

S-0.4

H1 F Full stabilizer deflected -2.0 degrees

-5

-2 Full stabilizer deflected -2.0 degrees

HiFHlF-  Full stabilizer deflected -. ere

Hp-o .4 Partial stabilizer deflected -0.4 degrees

IP

Hp 2Partial stabilizer deflected -2.0 degrees

Horizontal stabilizer removed

The basic geometric characteristics of the exposed portion of the full and
partial horizcntal stabilizers, including the location of the stabilizers
with respect to the aircraft when attached to the basic fuselage fairing,
are listed in Table 9. The stabilizers are located 0.2 inches further out-
board when attached to the alternate fuselage fairing; however, the exposed
surface area of the stabilizers is the same for both installations.

The horizontal stabilizer deflections required to trim the aircraft were
determined as a function of aircraft load factor (lift to weight ratio) for
selected Mach number and altitude corditons. The aerodynamic data used in
the analysis were obtained from References 59 through 66. The maximum
stabilizer deflections for the basic air superiority and poirt interrept
missions and for the maneuverability or specific excess power points are
tabulated btiuv fur t:ah test Mach number. Th e axis about which th ntire

stabilizer rotates is located at F.S. 125.286 and W.L. 22.25.

Since the variation in stabilizer deflection was extremely small at super-
sonic conditions, a single position of -0.4 degrees was selected for the
supersonic portion of the tests. This basic stabilizer position was also
selected for subsonic conditions, and -2.0 and -5.0 degree deflections were
provided to simulate the maneuverability points. It was found during the
first tannel entry, however, that the support bracket which deflected the
horizontal stabilizer -2.0 degrees was mistakenly labeled -0.4 degrees and
vice vefsa. In order to insure that all basic data were consistent, th
-2.0 degree bracket was used for all subsequent basic runs. This approach
is acceptable since the effect of the horizontal stabilizer deflection angle
on external drag is quite small between -0.4 degrees and -2.0 degrees.
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Deflection Angles for Basic Deflection Angles

Test Air Superiority and Point for Maneuverability
Mach Number intercept Missions - degrees Points - degree

-1.0 to -3.3 -5.9

0.8 -0.5 to -1.6

0.9 0.22 to -1.2 -0.3,-1.8,-3.9
1.1i -o. 59

1.2 -0.43

1.4 -0.25

1.6 -0.20 -1.0
1.8 -0.17
2.0 -0.25

2.2 -o.40 -o.4

2.5 -0.60

Vertical Stabilizers - The combination of position, area, and rudder deflec-

tions for the vertical stabilizers are itemized below. Positive deflection
corresponds to trailing edge right as viewed looking forward.

VIF Forward-mounted single full stabilizer

V r4  V with rudder deflected +4.0 degrees
IF lF

VlF±ll VF with rudder deflected '11.0 degrees

Forward-mounted single partial stabilizer

V lpr V with rudder deflected +4.0 degrees

V2P Aft-mounted single partial stabilizer

V Twin partial stabilizers aligned verticallyV3PV

Twin pai Lial Labilizers canted 15 degrees out
board

Vertical stabilizers removed

The basik geometric characteristics of the vertical stabilizers, including
the location of the stabilizers with respect to the aircraft, are listed
in Table 10. The aspect ratios, taper ratios, and leading edge. sweep angles
were changed substantially from those proposed by GD in order to reflect
current design practice. All vertical stabilizers are geometrically similar
and designed to have the same effectiveness. As a result, the aft-mounted
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single vertical stabilizer was smaller than the forward-mounted stabilizer.
Also, each twin vertical stabilizer was smaller than the aft-mounted single
stabilizer however, bhe total surface area of the twin vertical stabilizers
is greater then that of the forward-mounted single stabilizer.

The non-metric support beam to which the single vertical stabilizers are
attached was placed inside the interfairing so that the interfairing contour
could be preserved. The exposed surface areas of the single vertical
stabilizers thus depend on the particular interfairing installation. In
general, the forward mounted. single vertical stabilizers were installed
with the shorter interfairings (trailing edge eithe. at or 3.5 inches down-
stream of the customer connect station), and the aft-mounted sirgle vertical
stabilizers were installed with the longer interfairings (trailing edge
either 8.216 or 13.0 inches downstream of the customer connect station).

The non-metric support beams to which the twin vertical stabilizers were
attached were cantilevered from the wing with a 0.05-inch gap provided
between the beam and the metric aftbody. These beams were designed as
fairings mounted external tc the fuselage aftbody since an internal location
was precluded by volume Jliitaticns. The maximum cross-sectional area of
the fairings occurs at the metric break station (F.S. 113.188), and the
thickness gradually tapers to match the root thickness of the twin vertical
stabilizers at approximately 60 percent chord.

Only the forward-mounted single vertical stabilizers had provisions for
rudder deflections. The rudder hinge line was located along the 70 percent
chord line. Average rudder deflections of +11 degrees between Mach 0.6
and 0.9 and *4 degrees between Mach 1.1 and 2.5 were selected for the tests.
Provisions were also made to investigate a -11.0 degree rudder defleccion
so that the windward and leeward flow field effects cculd be deerrmined
from the pressure instrumentation located on the right-hand side of the
model.

3.1.2.4 Interfairings

Eighteen different nozzle interfairing configurations v ere eeveloped for
the Phase II tests. The following interfairing variables a-'e included:

Width

N - Narrow - 1.25 spacing ratio

I - Intermediate - 1.625 spacing ratio

W - Wide - 2.0 spacing ratio

Trailing Edge Orientation

1 - Horizontal wedge with interfairing trailing edge 1.8 inches
above the nozzle centerline

2 - Horizontal wedge with interfairing trailing edge along nozzle
cen1erline



3 - Vertical wedge

4 - High horizontal wedge profile along interfairing plane
of symmetry and trailing edge along nozzle radial lines

Length - Specified in terms of the distance from the customer
connect station to the aft end of the interfairing

A - -4.o in.

B - 0 in.

C - 3.5 in. (exit of plug nozzles)

D - 8.216 in. (exit of C-D nozzles)

E - .3.0 in.

Base Area

D/C - D length interfairing truncated to C length

E/D - E length interfairing truncated to D length

The eighteen interfairing configurations fabricated are identified in Table
11, in terms of the above symbols. All interfairings have the same height
and surface slope at the metric break station (F.S. 113.188) and are
aligned with respect to the nozzle centerline. (The nozzle centerline is
canted one legree nose-down with respect to the FRL (W.L. 17.949) and
intercepts W. L. 22.383 at F.S. 133.182.) The contours of the high, center,
and modified horizontal wedge interfairings downstream of the metric break
station consist of a circular arc followed by a straight line which is
tangent to the circular arc, as shown in Figures 55 through 57. The vertical
interfairing designs are shown in Figure 58.

The horizontal wedge interfairings which terminate downstream of the
customer connect station (F.S. 133.182) were specially contoured to each
nozzle with which they were to be tested. The vertical interfairing area
distribution does not depend on the nozzle configuration since a gap was
provided between th interair ng and nozzle so that ttie flow could expand
through this region.

3.1.2.5 Nozzles

The thirteen nozzle configurations indicated below were selected for investi-
gation from among those designed by P&WA and tested during the isolated
nozzle tests. The design rationale employed by P&WA in developing the full-
scale nozzle configurations and schematics of all nozzle todels are present-
ed in Subsection 2.1.2.

Each twin nozzle configuration set consists of either a pressure instrumented
nozzle conf..guration and a force balance nozzle or a combined pressure and
force balance nozzle and a dummy (non-metric and non-instrumented) nozzle.
The nozzles from which force balance data were obtained have a two-piece
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TABLE 11. INTERFAIRING CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION

Nozzle Length Specified in Terms of the Distance
Spacing .Interfairing in Inches from the Customer Connect Station

Ratio, S/D Type to the Aft End of the Interfairing

-4.0 0 3.5 8.216 13.0

1.25 High NB NIC N ID
Horizontal NID/C NIE/D
Wedge

Vertical N3D N3E
Wedge N3E/D

1.625 High IiB
Horizontal
Wedge

Center 12B 12D
Horizontal
Wedge

*Modified I11B
Horizontal

Wedge

2.0 High WlB
Horizontal
Wedge

Center W2A W2P W2C W2D W2E
Horizoncal
Wedg

*High horizoi al wedge profile along interfairing plane of symmetry and

trailing .-dge along nozzle radial lines.
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Power Setting Position

Nozzle Type Normal Partial A/B Max. A/B

Convergent Flap CF CF3

Convergent Iris CI1  CI 3

Convergent-Divergent CD CD2  CD3

CDIA CD3A

Convergent-Divergent Ejector CDE3

Unshrouded Plug PA C UPA2 UP3

construction - an external nozzle boattail shell, which attaches to the
nozzle boattail balance at F.S. 127.884, and an internal nozzle shell, which
attaches to the flow tube at F.S. 128.72&. The pressure and dummy nozzles,
which attach to the flow tube at F.S. 128.72 , have a one-piece construction
with the same inner and outer contours as the two-chell designs.

The conve-r', flap. c( 7-ergent-divergent, and convergent-divergent ejector
nozzles we '( r , n ed witha a combined pressure and force balance nozzle on
the right-hand side of the mvdeJ and a dummy nozzle on the left-hand side.
This arrangement was -.l~cted kince the nozzle shell thickness was
sufficient to accommodate the required pressure instrumentation and, thus,
both pressure and force balance data could be obtained from only one nozzle
installation during the isolated nozzle tests. The convergent iris and
unshrouded plug nozzles were arranged with a pressure nozzle on the right-
hand side of the model and a force nozzle on the left-hand side. All
pressure-instrumented nozzles were installed on the right-hand side of tne
model in order to simplify the pressure hook-up requirements.

In additiot Lo the nozzles fabricated for the isolated nozzle tests, alter-
nate CD3 and CD (designated CDIA and CD-A) nozzles were fabricated for the
twin-nozzle tests in order to determine the effect of nozzle axial position.
The alternate nozzles had the same contours as the basic nozzles, but were
moved forward 3.802 inches with respect to the model aftbody.

The convergent-divergent nozzle was selected for the axial position study
because (1) the potential weight savings resulting from axial translation
is greatest for this configuration, since its flap length is considerably
longer than the other nozzle types investigated; (2) the aerodynamic contour
of the aftbody and nozzle is significantly improved when the nozzle is in
the alternate axial position for at least one power setting position (max.
A/B); ard (3) the nozzle is the most likely candidate for installation in
an air superiority fighter aircraft. The alternate position was selected
such that the nozzle exit plane location is the same as the CI3 rozzle,
which is approximately equidistant between that of the CF and UP nozzles
and that of the CDE nozzle.



3.1.2.6 Boundary Layer Trips ard Rakes

ine boundary layer trip arrangements identified below were investigated to
ictermLne the effect of boundary layer transition location on the aftbody
and nozzle external drag forces.

No trips anywhere

T 1  Trips installed on fuselage nose

T2  Trips installed on fuselage nose and inlet fairing

T3  Trips installed on fuselage nose, inlet fairing, and wing
Tl Trips installed on fuselage nose, inlet fairing, wing,

and empennage (horizontal and vertical stabilizers)

The boundary layer trips installed on the forebody nose and inlet fairing are
similar to the three-dimensional roughness types designed by Van Driest and
Blumer (Reference 67) and consist of 0.062 inch diameter steel spheres spot
welded to a trip ring at a circumferential spacing of 4 sphere diameters.
The rings, which are 0.010 inches thick and sharpened at the leading edge,
were located one foot aft of the vertices of the forebody nose and inlet
fairings. According to Reference 67, the selected sphere diameter is
sufficiently large to cause boundary layer transition for all test conditions.

The boundary layer trips installed on the wing and empennage consist of a 1/8
inch wide strip of #30 carborundum grit located one inch from the leading
edge of each surface. The average grit height of 0.C232 inches, determined
from NACA TN 4363 (Reference 68) is sufficiently large to cause boundary
layer transition for all test conditions.

Six boundJarj layer total pressure rakes were located immediately upstream of
the right-hand aftbody and distributed around the right-hand half of the
interfairng and aftbody. All rakes have 12 probes, except for the wing wake
rake which has 17 probes, and were installed on one configuration for each
of the three nozzle spacings investigated.

3.1..7 Support Strut

The strut fabricated for the isolated nozzle tests was modified for use in
the twin nozzle tests. This approach, rather than construction of a ne-.
strut, was selected based on the following considerations: (1) the Phase I
strut was designed for the same 60 lb/sec maximum airflow rate selected for
Phase !I; (2) the Phase I strut is rompatible with the selection of a common
air supply for the two nozzles; (3) the Phase I strut is the correct length
for mounting the Phase II model upright in the tunnel such that the reflectec
bow shock does not intei-ect the model in the supersonic tunnel; and (4)
the Phase I strut could be easily strengthened to withstand the Phase II model.
ioads by welding a 3/8-inch plate to each side of the basic strut.
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. schematic of the Phase II model and support strut is shown in Figure 59.
The tapered strut has a low thickness to chord ratio varying from 0.053
(2.55 inches thick) at the model to 0.088 (5.25 inches thick) at the tunnel
floor and an average sweep angle of 36 degrees. The strut was tapered to
keep the thickness at a minimum near the model and yet provide strength
consistent with the AEDC requirements (Reference 6). The leading and trail-
ing edge fairings have a total incladed angle of 20 degrees. The trailing
edge of the strut at the strut-fuselage juncture is approximately eight
nozzle diameters upstream of the customer connect station. The base of the
strut was attached to the tunnel pitch table below the test section floor
and canted six degrees so that a -4 degree to +16 degree model angle-of-
attack range could be obtained within the pitch table angle-of-attack range
of ±10 degrees. The required internal flow area was provided by twelve
tubes having 1.38 inch inside diameters. The maximum tunnel blockage caused
by the strut is 0.67 percent.

3.1.2.8 Model Installation

A complete description of the installed model and its various configurations
is given in Reference 2. Included in the description are the following items:

" Principal geometric parameters, area distributions, projected
frontal areas, wetted surface areas, and IMS (integral mean slope)
for all model components tested

" Photographs of selected configurations

" Schematic diagrams of major model components

* Tabulatior of configurations tested

The cross-sectional area distributions fcr the ty ical model configurations
are shown in Figures 60 and 6l. The effects of both the support strut and
nozzle spe ing on the area distribution are quite significant, as illustrated
in Figure 60. The maximum percent tunnel blockage for each airangement is
tabulated below.

PERCENT TUNNEL BLOCKAGE

Nozzle Spacing

Narrow Intermediate Wide

With Strut 1.326 1.351 1.424
Without Strut 0.784 0.854 C.939

!he wing, empennage, and nozzle power setting position significantly affect
the slope of the area distribution, as shown in Figure 61. By contrast,
the effect of interfairing type and length is relatively small.
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3.1.3 Instrumentation and Calibration

A description and an evaluation of the accuracy and repeatability of the
for(e, pressure, and temperature instrumentation used during the tests are
presented in this subsection. Also presented are the balance and flow meter
calibration resuits.

3.1.3.1 Force Balances

Six individual force measuring balances were installed in the model: two
cylindrical flov-through thrust balances, two cylindrical aftbody drag
balances, and two cylindrical nozzle drag balances. Only one nozzle drag
balance was active during any test run. A backup balance of each type was
available in the event of a balance failure. Four of the nine force balances
required for these tests (two thrust and two nozzle drag balances were used
in the isolated nozzle investigation.

Balance Description - Each thrust balance is a six-component radial inflow/
axial outflow strain gage balance, through which the nozzle airflow is routed,
that measures the nozzle thrust minus the nozzle external boattail and base
drag. The cylindrical drag balances were instrumented to measure four
components: normal, side, and axial forces and pitching moment. These
balances were used to measure the external nozzle boattail and aftbody boat-
tail (fuselage aftbody plus interfairing) drags separately. All balances
incorporate metallic bellows to seal the gap between the metric and non-metric
balance segments.

The axial design loads for the thrust, aftbody, and nozzle balances were 2200,
900, and 150 pounds, respectively. Although the anticipated axial running
load on the aftbody balance was only 50 pounds, the 900 pound axial force
design load was necessary to satisfy the safety factor requirements for a
tunnel unstart condition. This condition subjects the balance to a large
pitching moment which, for this type of balance, is measured by the same
flexure elements used for determining the axial force.

Balance Calibration - Each balance was subjected to a dead weight calibra-
tion from which a calibration coefficient matrix was established. These
matrices were used during the tests to convert the balance output to forces
and moments. For this application, axial force was the component of primary
interest and the other balance components were loaded chiefly to establish
minor interaction corrections to the axial force. In addition, a flow-through
calibration of each thrust balance and an internal pressure versus axial
force calibration of all balances were performed.

The flow-through calibration of the thrust balance provided data with which
to correct the balance output for the forces acting on the bellows seal and

for the axial component of the moaentum of the airstream entering the metric
balance sleeve. Flow-through calibration tests were conducted at AEDC so
that the PWT data acquisition system, air supply, control, and metering systems

could be utilized with the model hardware required to perform the calibration
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(strut, plenum, and thrust balances) installed in the tunnel. The flow-through
calibration was accomplished at each nozzle spacing by sealing one side of
the plenum with a cap and attaching a "zero thrust" nozzle/plenum assembly
to the thrust balance on the other side. This zero thrust assembly consists
of a plenum with two sets of diametrically opposed nozzles 90 degrees apart,
which exhaust the air in a direction perpendicular to the balance centerline.
Different nozzle exit areas are used to obtain balance forces at different
combinations of airflow and pressure. The maximum flow-through correction
was only approximately 0.7 percent of the indicated thrust minus drag.

The internal pressure calLbratior of the aftbody and boattail balances was
required to determine the effecive bellows area. This area is necessary to
correct for any pressure differential across the bellows during the tunnel
tests. The internal pressure calibration was accomplished by sealing the
balance, applying a known axial load, and pressurizing the cavity to null
the axial force output reading. The effective bellows area is then obtained
by dividing the applied load by the measured internal gage pressure. The
effective bellows areas are considered to be accurate within 0.1 percent of
the stated areas.

Balance Accuracy and Repeatability - The accuracy of the force balances used
aQring the test was determined from the AEDC dead weight calibration results.
The error of the axial force measurements for each balance are summarized
below in terms of twice the RMS (root mean square) of the difference between
the indicated and applied loads expressed in pounds and as a percent of the
balance design loads. If the deviations are distributed in accordance with
a normal density Function, then the tabulated errors fall within a 95.5 per-
cent confidence interval.

Average Axial Force Errors

Balance Type Pounds Percent of Design Load

Thrust 12.±6 0.55

Aftbody o.44 0.05

Nozzle 0.94 0.63

The repeatability of the force balances used during the test was determi'ned
from test results obtained from configurations for which repeated funs were
made. The RMS of the difference in data for repeated test conditions is
presented below in terms of selected thrust and drag parameters.

The repeatability results were obtained from data where balance "zero shifts"
were within a 95.5 percent confidence interval. The balance zero shifts are
an indication of the electrical offset in output from beginning to end of a
series of runs due to environmental effects. The following table indicates
the RMS of these electrical zero shifts expressed in pounds.
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Thrust and Drag Parameters Number Balance

Title Symbol of Samples Repeatability

Total nozzle drag coefficient C 65 0.00053
DT

Total aftbody drag coefficient C 6 0.00014

TAW
Total drag coefficient C 65 0.00048CDT

T W

Thrust-minus-total-drag-coefficient C(TTD) 51 0.0163

AEDC Balance Zero Shifts - lb
Tunnel Thrust Aftbody Nozzle
16T 1.66 1.97 0.41

16S 1.48 6.57 5.23

3.1.3.2 Model Pressures and Temperatures

The right-hand side of the model was instrumented to measure local static
pressures on the fuselage aftbody, interfairing, centerbody, wing, empennage,
flow tube, and internal and external nozzle surfaces. A maximum of 247 model
pressures were measured using the AEDC plenum-mounted P2B system. A schematic
of the pressure tap and rake locations is presented in Figure 62. Specific
location and identification of all pressure instrumentation is provided in
Reference 69.

Longitudinal rows of static pressure tubes were located or the aftbody,
external nozzle, internal nozzle, and interfairing such that a representative
pressure distribution could be obtained to calculate the pressure forces act-
ing on these model components. A greater concentration of tubes was located
on the inboard half of the aftbody and external nozzle surfaces which experi-
ences large pressure variations due to the adjacent nozzle, vertical stabilizer,
and interfairing.

The internal pressure instrumentation consisted of 4 static pressure taps and
a 10-tube rake located in each flow tube, internal nozzle pressure taps, and

-A balance cavity pressure taps. Balance cavity pressures were require. tocalculate the pressure forces acting on the bellows assemblies and base areas.

Ex.ernal total pressure distributions were obtained near the external model
surface immediately upstream of the right-hand aftbody. Six total pressure
rake were distributed around the interfairing and aftbody as described in

Reference 69.
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The P 2B were calibrated prior to each running shift, and since they were
contained in a controlled environment cabinet, these calibration constants
were used to reduce the data to absolute pressures for all data points obtained
during the shift. Since the P2B devices measure a pressure differential, a
known reference pressure is required for each instrument. Based on multiple
pressure measurements at the same model :tations and data repeatability, the
accuracy of pressures measured by the P-B's is estimated to be the larger
of ±0.02 psia or 0.15 percent of the measured differential pressure.

Total temperatures were measured in both model flow tubes and at each airflow
metering station. Each flow tube temperature was determined as the average
of three thermocouples at locations specified in Reference 69. The airflow

metering station temperatures were also measured by thermocouples.

3.1.3.3 Flow Meters

The total nozzle airflow was metered by both a venturi meter and a swirlmeter
located in series. The total nozzle airflow measured by the venturi meter
was used in all data reduction programs, whereas the swirlmeter was used as
only a backup metering device.

Two venturi meters were used during the tests (one in 16T and the other in
16S) in order to accommodate the required range of airflows (1.5 to 60 lb/sec
in 16T and 2.6 to 18 lb/sec in 16S) for a maximum supply pressure of 700 psia
and also to provide choked flow at the lower flow rates. Both venturi meters
were designed in accordance with procedures outlined in Reference 11 and were
fabricated by CEESI at Nunn, Colorado. The throat diameters of the venturi
meters were 2.501 and 1.499 inches for the 16T and 16S tests, respectively.
A swirlmeter, manufactured by Fischer and Porter Company, was used in series
(upstream) with the venturi meter.

Calibration tests of the venturi meters were performed by CEESI at their
primary facility to determine the throat discharge coefficient at the venturi
throat Reynolds numbers anticipated during the tests. The discharge coeffi-
cents wer .ev -lua with accuracies of 0.1 percent. Calibration of the
swirlmeter was performed by the manufacturer prior to delivery of the
instrument of AEDC. The stated accuracy of the average meter coefficient is
within ±1.0 percent of the coefficient throughout the entire Reynolds number
range.

Venturi meter accuracies were evaluated by determining the effect of measure-
ment an. calibration inaccuracies on the total nozzle airflow. The effect
of a O.,L5 percent error in the measurement of the venturi pressure and
tempra-,ure was to induce airflow inaccuracies of 0.15 and 0.02 percent,
respectively. Including the accuracy of the discharge coefficients, the
overall accuracy of the total nozzle airflow measurements is estimated to be
±0.27 percent. Venturi meter data repeatability was evaluated by a second
order least square curve fit through data points selected at random from
the entire test. This evaluation yielded a 2 a value (twice the RMS of
the deviations) of 0.019 lbs/sec which is indicative of the venturi measured
total nozzle airflow data repeatability.
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The stated accuracy of the swirlmeter is ±0.75 percent of the indicated flow
rate relative to CEESI standards. Measurement errors of 0.1.5 percent in the
parameters utilized to calculate the swirlmeter airflow would induce airflow
inaccuracies of 0.02, 0.15, and 0.15 percent for temperature, pressure, and
volumetric flow rate, respectively. Therefore, system errors could result
in a maximum error of +0.32 percent. Comparison between the indicated
venturi and swirlmeter flow rates yielded an RMS difference of approximately
1.4 percent. The stated repeatability of the swirlmeter is ±0.25 percent
of the indicated flow rate. Comparison of the mass flow calculated by the
swirlmeter and venturi indicated a mean deviation of approximately 0.40
percent.

3.1.3.4 Comparison of Pressure and Force Balance Data

In addition to the nozzle thrust and drag coefficients determined from direct
force measurements, the model was pressure instrumented so that these same
parameters could be calculated from the pressure data, as discussed in
Section 3.1.4. A summary of the RMS (root mean square) deviations between
pressure and force data thrust and drag coefficients is shown below.

RMS Deviation
Parameter Symbol 16T 16S

Total aftbody drag coefficient based CD 0.00039 0.00108
on wing area TNI

Total nozzle drag coefficient based CD 0.00027 0.00063
on wing area TN

Total (aftbody plus nozzle) drag CD  0.00051 0.00127
coefficient based on wing area TW

Thrust-minus-nozzle-drag coefficient C(TND) 0.0153 0.0136

3.1.4 Data Reduction

The test data were reduced using computer programs developed by ARO (on-site)
and by Calac (off-site). The on-site program handles only those data reduct-
ion calculations which can be performed either during the tests (on-line)
or immediately after the tests (off-line). An extension to the on-site
program was developed at Calac which calculates the external drag coefficients
based on projected areas, in addition to those calculated in the basic ARO
on-site program based on the maximum cross-sectional area and on the wing
reference area. The extension also provides for the calculation of those
external drag coefficients dependent on the total aftbody drag balances
- ming that first one and then the other of the two aftbody balances is
iiactive. Similarly, it calculates the thrust coefficients assuming that
first one and then the other of the two thrust balances is inactive. The
off-site program handles those data reduction calculations which can be
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performed only after ieviewing and correcting the nozzle pressure data sub-
sequent to the tests. Specifically, the nozzle thrust, nozzle boattail drag,
and aftbody drag are calculated from the integration of pressures combined
with calculated skin friction drag using the off-site program; whereas these
same parameters are calculated from force balance data using the on-site
program.

T11e on-site and off-site data reduction programs are described below. All
thrust and drag forces (and associated areas) were measured and are presented
with respect to the direction of the engine centerline, which is canted one
degree nose-down from the fuselage reference line (W.L. 17.949). That is,
the forces are not resolved into components parallel to and normal to the
freestream direction.

3.1.4.1 On-Site Data Reduction Program

On-site data reduction results from the Phase II tests were printed in tabu-
lar form by AEDC, both on-line and off-line. Included in the tabulated
on-line data are the tunnel flow conditions; venturi meter pressures,
temperatures, and flow rates; model angle of attack; model flow tube condit-
ions; balance forces, moments, and cavity pressures; and all nozzle/aftbody
performance parameters calculated from force balance data. Although all
on-site data reduction calculations were performed on-line, some of the
pressure data were printed off-line in order to utilize tunnel occupancy
time more efficiently. All these off-line pressure data were tabulated in
absolute pounds per square inch. For external pressures they are also
presented as pressure coefficients and for nozzle internal pressures as
pressure ratios (static to flow tube total pressure).

The more important performance parameters calculated by the on-site data
reduction program are nozzle discharge coefficient, nozzle thrust-minus-drag
coefficient, nozzle boattail and base drag coefficients, and aftbody boat-
tail and base drag coefficients. The data reduction procedures used to
calculate these parameters are presented in detail in Reference 69 and
summarized below. Only one of the two nozzle boattail balances installed in
the model was active at a time. The right-hand balance was active when the
CF, CD, or CDE nozzles were installed, and Lhe lecft -hand balance was active

when the CI or UP nozzles were installed.

Nozzle Dishcarge Coefficient - The nozzle discharge coefficient is defined
as the ratio of actual to ideal nozzle mass flow rate, where the ideal mass
flow rate is based on one-dimensional sonic flow at the nozzle throat. The
actual mass flow for each nozzle is obtained from the total mass flow measured
by the venturi meter located in the tunnel plenum and the nozzle mass flow
split between the two nozzles calculated from nozzle geometric and flow
properties.

The total temperature for each nozzle is obtained by averaging the readings
from the three thermocouples located in each flow tube duct at F.S. 126.884
and spaced 120 degrees apart, circumferentially. The flow tube static
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pressure is obtained by averaging readings from the four pressure tubes
located in each flow tube duct at F.S. 124.884 and spaced 90 degrees apart,
circumferentially. The flow tube Mach number is calculated from the flow
tube duct to nozzle throat area ratio, assuming choked flow at the nozzle
throat. Although the flow tube Mach number does not take into account the
effective flow area at the nozzle throat, it is still used in calculating

the nozzle mass flow rate, since only the ratio of the right-hand to left-
hand flow tube Mach numbers is required. The total pressure is calculated
from one-dimensional relationships using the flow tube static pressure and
Mach number, based or the nozzle mass flow rate and total temperature and
the flow tube static pressure and area. The flow tube Mach numbers calcula-
ted in this manner varied from 0.175 for normal power nozzles to 0.42 for
maximum A/B nozzles. Although an average total pressure in both flow tubes
iz calculated from an area-weighted rake, it is not used in the calculation
of the basic nozzle performance parameters. However, the rake output is used
for monitoring the nozzle total pressure during the test and indicating the
flow tube total pressure profile.

Nozzle Thrust-Minus-Drag Coefficient - The nozzle thrust-minus-drag coeffi-
cient is equal to the thrust minus nozzle boattail and base drag normalized
with the ideal gross thrust based on the actual mass flow rate and isentropic
expansion of the flow to freestream pressure. The thrust-minus-drag force
is obtained by correcting the axial force indicated by each ol the thrust
balances for the corresponding cavity force and for the axial force component
equivalent to the pressure/area and momentum terms of the incoming flow.

Nozzle Boattail and Base Drag Coefficients - The nozzle boattail drag
coefficient is the drag exerted on the nozzle boattail surface normalized
with the product of freestream dynamic pressure and nozzle maximum cross-
sectional area. The nozzle boattail drag is obtained by correcting the axial
force irdicatzd by LIe active boattail balance for the corresponding cavity
forces. The left-hand. nozzle boattail balance was active for the CI and UP
nozzles, and the right-hand nozzle boattail balance was active for the CF,
CD, and CDE nozzles. The iuit buaLtail, drag on the side with tne inactive
balance is obtained by adjusting the drag on the active side for the differ-
ence in projected boattail areas. The total nozz'e boattail drag is then
calculated by adding the drags for the active and inactive balance sides.

The nozzle annular base drag coefficient is calculated from the cavity pressure
associated with c active boattail balance and the annular base area and
normalized with une product of freestream dynamic pressure and nozzle
maximum cross-sectional area.

Aftbody Boattail and Base Drag Coefficient - The aftbody drag coefficient
is the drag exerted on the aftbody boattail surface, including the inter-
fairing, normalized with the product of freestream dynamic pressure and
aftbody maximum cross-sectional area. The aftbody boattail drag is obtained
by correcting the axial force indicated by each of the aftbody balances for
the corresponding cavity forces. The two aftbody balance measurements were
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essentially independent since the left-hand and right-hand portions of the
aftbody were separated by a soft foam rubber seal. The aftbody cav't-y pressures
are obtained by averaging the readings from the four pressure tubes located
in each cavity region.

The aftbody basP drag coefficients are calculated from the thrust balance
cavity pressures and aftbody base area normalized with the product of free-
stream dynamic pressure and aftbody maximum cross-sectional area.

3.1.4.2 Off-Site Data Reduction Program

The off-site data reduction results were developed primarily for the purpose
of validating the performance parameters calculated from force balance data
in the on-site data reduction program. The off-site results are calculated
from static pressure data and from measured boundary layer profiles just
upstream of the aftbody. The output results from the on-site program were
recorded on Calac-supplied computer tapes at AEDC and used as input data for
the off-site program. A].so input to the program are tables of nozzle geometric
parameters (such as projected frontal areas to be associated with each
pressure tube) and corrected pressure values. Using this input data, the
off-site data reduction program determines the forces on the aftbody and on
the nozzle boattail, base, and internal surfaces by summing pressure/area
products and calculated skin friction drag.

The off-site data reduction procedures used to calculate the more important
performance parameters are presented in detail in Reference 70 and are
summarized below. The performance parameters are calculated for the right-
hand portion of the model since complete pressure instrumentatic. is provided
on this side only.

Aftbody Boattail Drag Coefficient - The aftbody drag coefficient includes
pressure/area and skin friction forces on the aftbody boattail and inter-
fairing surfaces. The boattail and interfairing pressure drag is calculated
using data from 50 and 37 pressure measureieriLs, re~pecLively. Thu luual
skin friction coefficients are calculated at the same surface pressure tap
locations used in determining the pressure drag. The total skin friction
drag is obtained by assigning the incremental surface area between the
pressure taps to the average local skin friction coefficients, and then
summing the axial component of these incremental forces.

All local flow properties are calculated from the tunnel total temperature,
the aftbody surface pressures, and the total pressure at the outer edge of
the boundary layer, as determined from the pressures measured by the six
boundary layer rakes. The lccal density and viscosity are evaluated at the
reference temperature of the Sommer and Short method (Reference .3).

The Reynolds number at the start of the aftbody based on an equivalent flat
plate length and reference temperature is obtained for each row o pressure
tubes from the corresponding Reynolds number based on the boundar, layer

momentum thickness and static temperature using the correlation dereloped
by Sivells and Payne (Reference 12). Since the local Reynolds number and
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the flow properties at the start of the aftbody are known, the effective flat
plate length can be determined. All local Reynolds numbers downstream of
the initial aftbody station are calculated from the corresponding surface
pressure, reference temperature, and effective flat plate length adjusted
for the change in station.

The aftobdy local skin friction drag coefficients are then obtained from the
local Reynolds number using the static and reference temperatures in the
Sivells and Payne correlation fcr incompressible turbulent flow over a flat
plate (Reference 11).

Nozzle Boattail and Base Drag Coefficients - The nozzle boattail drag
coefficient is computed as the sum of the drag coefficients for the pressure/
area and skin friction forces. The nozzle boattail pressure drag coefficient
is calculated with data from 46 pressure taps arranged in six longitu''nal
rows. These rows are aligned with the six rows selected for the basic aft-
body, exclusive of the interfairing. The nczzle boattail friction drag
coefficient is calculated by the same procedure employed for the aftbody.
The only difference is that the upstream flow properties for the nozzle
boattail are downstream values from the aftbody calculation, while the up-
stream values for the aftbody are obtained from the boundary layer rake data.

The nozzle base drag coefficient is calculated by summing the products of

gage pressures and associated projected frontal areas. Four base pressure
tubes were installed only on the UP nozzles. The base area for the CI nozzles
was too small for the installation of pressure taps. The pressure-instrument-
ed CF, CD, and CDE nozzles have a two shell arrangement which precludes base
pressure taps. The base pressures for these nozzles were obtained as inter-
nal cavity pressures.

Nozzle Thrust Coefficient - The nozzle gross thrust is cumputed from a
momentum balance on the flow tube and nozzle. The upstream boundary of the
control valume for the momentum balance is in the flow tube at F.S. 124.884.
Subtracting the pressure/area and skin friction internal forces from the
total .moment,-- o. f momcntum ad pressurt:!/area Lerms) at this station
yields the nozzle gross thrust, and normalization with the ideal gross
thrust yields the nozzle thrust coefficient. The ideal gross thrust and
total momentum were obtained from the on-site data reduction program.

The procedure for calculating internal skin friction drag involves dividing
the duct into cylindrical sections and calculating the pressure loss due to
skin friction using one-dimensional, uni'form area, ideal gas relationships
(from for example, Reference 15. pp. 159-173). To account for changes of
area, the conditions at the beginning cf each cylindrical section are
calculated from those at the end of th preceding cylindrical section as
an isentropic change of area. The friction drag is then calculated by sub-
tracting the exit total momentum with friction from the exit total momentum
without friction. The method is applied to plug nc.zzles by replacing the
.iareter with the hydraulic diameter and extending the shroud axially to the
downstream end of the plug.
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3.1.5 Test Description

Four hundred and fifteen and a half hours were spent in twin-nozzle/aftbody
investigation tests in the AEDC PWT 16T and 16S during the 11 May to 29
September time period. The test was divided into three tunnel entries: two
in the 16T and one in the 16S. The 16T and 16S portions of the test program
are identified by AEDC Project Numbers PT0175-BO0 and PT0175- SO0 and Test
Numbers .7-267 and SF-141, respectively.

A total of 119 twin-nozzle/aftbody configurations were tested within a 0.6 to
2.5 Mach number range and a 0 to 12 angle-of-attack range for exhaust nozzle
total pressure ratios corresponding to the operating range for typical ad-
vanced technology engine and to flow-through nacelle conditions. The basic
tunnel Reynolds number per6foot was 2.5 x 106 in the 16T (0.6 to 1.6 Mach
number range) and 1.0 x 10 in the 16S (1.6 to 2.5 Mach number range), and
Reynolds number excursions were made for selected configurations.

3.1.5.1 Test Procedure

For a given model configuration, the typical operational procedure is listed
below.

1. Obtain static performance, if scheduled, at several nozzle total
pressure ratios

2. Establish predetermined tunnel test conditions

3. Obtain jet-off data

4. Obtain data at predetermined angles of attack over the required
range of nozzle total pressure ratios

5. Change tunnel test conditions

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for all tunnel test conditions

Scvnral model configuraLions were tested each running shift. The typi'al
model configuration change took approximately 40 minutes. During the non-
running shift, an installed check calibration of the force balances was per-
formed in addition to a thorough pressure instrumentation leek check.

3.1.5.2 Test Schedule

An overview of the test schedule is provided in Table 12 where the 119 twin-
jet/aftbody configuration combinations are grouped according to tunnel in-
stallation, nozzle spacing ratio, and type of configuration category. Table
13 lists, in symbolic form, the configurations tested during this investiga-
tion. Most of the configurations were tested at zero angle of attack at
the basic Reynolds numbers. The selection of test Mach numbers and associat-
ed test condition variables was based on mission analysis results for the
FIOO-PW-].O0 engine installed in the General Dynamics A-1 air superiority
fighter aircraft. The selection of the basic tunnel Reynolds numbers was
based on utilizing the most efficient operating mode of the AEDC tunnels.
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TABLE 13 PHASE II CONFIGURATIONS TESTED

$4' 16TTEST MACH NUMBERS

,"' .. I_ _ __

0~ 14 ,4 -4 ;4 OH 16Ta 16s
to1 W 4 N d +3

Y v NiB CF, T, OFF xx x x
11 Hip IP

CF 3  T1  x x x x x

Cl 1  T1  x x x x

CI Tl xx x x x

CD, T 1 x X X

CD 2  T4 x x X

CD 3  T1  x X X x

CD 3  T 4  x X X X

CD 1AT x x X X

CD 3A T 1 x x X X

ACD 3A T 4 x x x

'Dr ,3  T 4  x x X

TJPAC3 T, x XX

ATPO TI X X

TTPA c3 T 4  x X 1 X

jN1C CF 3  TI x X X

I I Al1 l x X X

I IUPAC T X

v A3 1'DC T

Vl 3iG TI x X X

CD 1 1,x

CD T x x X x
3 1

NCD, T, x XX

1D3 1 xx

CD T X X X3 1

- i~46X XX-



TABLE 13 PHASE II CONFIGURATIONS TESTED (CONT.)

- LTEST MACH NUMBERS

OH 0 4 -4 p
4 H4 W 16T 16S

-W r4 V) 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.2- 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 P.9
.1 i V2 p N3D PA¢ T1 OFF x x x

1N3 " v 2P T1D Ax
LAC3  T4 x .:

I N3 CD Tx x x

CD3 T 4

3l I/D CDI T1  x x

I CD3  T1  x

1V 1 ACD1 T1 x x x

1? r D1 T1 xx

CD T x xT3 1

T PAC .I T1 x x x

C T x x x xAPAC3 1I

"Lp ) CD1  IT1  x x x

I T x

CT x x x
UPAC3 T1 x x

2D CD T x xx1 1

C T x x x

A3 1

7.rPAC T, x xx

I31 x x

ip 14 CD3  T, x x x II 'ACD T xx x x

Tp C T x x x

W113 CI T4

":D3  Ta 4 x x x

C D T4  X X x
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TABLE 13 PHASE II CONFIGURATIONS TESTED (CONT.)

I ~. TEST MACH NUNBERS

o. 16T 16S

(n c - 00.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.5

S H¢ UpAC T 0 x x x x x x x

W2A CD3  T4  x x

$PAC3 T4 x x xx

p21 D1  T14  x x

,D3  T 4 x x x x x

TA1 4x x x

~A'1 T
lip 'A 0 3 '4 'C xC '

W2PA C 1 T14  x x x

"4AC T4 x

WO CD I 1 F x x x

D3  T4 xxx x x

I 'PAC! Th

UPAC3 T1 x

C CD1  T4 x x x

Y N1B CD1  T1  x x x

CD 3 T1  x x × x x

CD 3  x x x x

• "A'3 1 x x x

r-P AC3 1T1  x x x x x

"PAC 31 3xx 
x

D3 a 1 x x x x x A

2 N UP '3 T 1 x x,' v 1B "I I  CDI ,1  x x x x

IF.. F A- 11

1Fi4NI CDI I T 1 x x x

VI r I 'PA
C 
1 1 x x x

IF MCD 1 3T, x x x

L--I I F  MlpAC3 T1  x x x
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TABLE 13 PHASE II CONFIGURATIONS TESTED (CONT,)

-to
S.. TPEST MAACHi NUMBERS

4~ 16S

S 1  2  ' I O 1+ 0t

4D 3 14 1 tx .0

S I 2 po.4V ip D CD 3 Tl 1
;D 3 1

It - IPC 6 " x x x

W2D CD T3 x

CD31 3 xx

A3 3

-2 A
1 , p 37 W21 CD 3  T 4 x x x xj 3p) 4921 CD 3  T 4  x x

I42, j 1 x x x

S 1 ip "lp D1 T 4  OFf, xx

D TD 74 0FF' x x x

I 'AC 3  14 0:.-. x x x x

2p 1,11D C, 13 Tr2  Ol,'F

N3D --D1  T 4  OFF x

7iD l -,4 Ol. x

1 T1 N x x x
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3.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Phase II aircraft model experimental results are presented and discussed
in this section. The presentati on is divided into six subsections covering
the effects on the Phase II model forces and pressures of: (1) nozzle type
and power setting, (2) nozzle lateral spacing, (3) interfairing type and
length, (4) empennage type, position, span reduction, and deflection, (5)
angle of attack, and (6) Reynolds number and boundary layer trips. Suffi-

cient test data are presented in each subsection to illustrate the C served
trends. Unless stated otherwise, the drag coefficients presented ar based
on wing area and include both pressure and friction drag components as meas-
ured by the force balances.

3.2.1 Nozzle Type and Power Setting Effects

In this subsection, comparisons of both internal and external performance
parameters are presented to show the effects of nozzle type and power setting.
The S2. Yl HIP(-2) VIP NIB model configuration was emplojed to evaluate these
effects. The total aftbody/nozzl drag is discussed first, followed by the
discharge coefficient, thrust coefficient, and thrust-minus-total-drag coef-
ficient. All comparisons made are between model test configurations dif-
fering only in the nozzle type.

3.2.1.1 Total Drag

Total drag,which is the sum of aftbody boattail drag, aftbody base drag, noz-
zole boatiail drag, and nozzle base drag, is presented as a function of nozzle
pressure ratio in Figures 63 through 66 in the form of a drag coefficient
baseC. on wing area, Since the base drags are small compared to the boattail
drags and the aftbody drags are essentially independent of nozzle type and
power setting, total drag variations with nozzle type are due primarily to
the variations in the nozzle boattail drag. Even the large aftbody base of
the CDIA nozzle (which is 12.3 percent of the maximum cross-sectibnal area
of the aftbody) contributes very little to the total drag, since the base
pressure is very close to freestream static pressure.

The effect of nozzle type and powey setting on total drag is shown for normal
power nozzles at Mach 0.9 in Figure 63 and for maximum A/B nozzles at Mach
numbers of 0.9, 1.2, and 1.6 in Figures 64 through 66. For a normal power
nozzle setting significant differences in total drag exist at subsonic speeds.
The long, smooth contoLus of the convergent iris and convergent divergent noz-
zles are pressurized by the nozzle flow, which diminishes the total drag. The
sharp corner on the convergent flap nozzle, the base at the customer connect
of the alternate convergent divergent nozzle, and the short turn at the end
of the unshrouded plug nozzle cowl prevent the nozzle flow from pressurizing
the boattail area and result in no drag reduction for any of these nozzles.

For a maximum A/B nozzle setting, only the convergent flap and convergent iris
nozzles have large enough projected frontal areas to bf affected significantly
by the external flow. At subsonic speeds, the drag is much lower for these
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two nozzles than for the convergent-divergent and plug nozzles because of the
pressurization effect of the nozzle flow, and much higher at supersonic speeds
because of the greater flow turning that occurs over the boattail surfaces.

A summary comparison of the total drag data is made in Figures 67 and (8 where
drag data are presented versus Mach number for the typical schedule of nozzle
pressure ratio shown in Figure 69.

3.2.1.2 Thrust and Discharge Coefficients

Thrust coefficients presented in this section are measured gross thrusts nor-
malized by the ideal thrust based on measured nozzle mass flow. Defined in
this manner, the thrust coefficients indicate the efficiency of the nozzle
in developing thrust from the actual mass flow, independent of the discharge
coefficient.

The thrust and discharge coefficients for the normal power nozzles operating
at Mach 0.9 are presented in Figures 70 and 71, respectively. Although some
of the differences between data for the different nozzles are due to measure-
ment errors, the more significant differences are caused by two-dimensional
and external flow effects. Examination of nozzle internal pressure distribu-
tions for a nozzle pressure ratio of 3 reveals that an external flow effect

is present as internal lip flow separation in the CD1 nozzle and not in the
CDIA nozzle. This external flow effect results in a higher thrust for the
CDl nozzle, since the CDIA nozzle is over-expanding the nozzle flow. Both
nozzles have coefficients well below unity because of their sharp-edged
throats. The flow is parallel to the wall as it approaches the throat but
cannot generate large enough radial pressure gradients to immediately turn
through the 23-degree throat angle and become parallel to the wall downstream
of the throat. The result is an effective throcL which is smaller than and
downstream of the nozzle geometric throat.

The CIl (convergent iris) nozzle by virtue of its smooth internal contours
has the highest discharge coefficients of all the nozzles. For the same
reason, the thrust coefficients for the CIl nozzle are in better agreement
with one-dimensional analysis results than those of the other nozzles.

The CF (convergent flap) nozzle has 60 percent of its internal area change
on the 40-degree flap at the exit. The radial pressure gradients set up by
the 4o-degree turn cause the flow to converge more rapidly than the walls near
the exit and result in an effective throat smaller than and upstream of the
nozzle geometric throat. The flow near the nozzle wall is actually expanding

just upstream of the nozzle exit. Thrust coefficients are higher for the CFl
nozzle than for the CI1 nozzle because of the flow expansion near the exit of
the CFl nozzle. The CFIl nozzle has the lowest discharge coefficient of the
normal power nozzles because of the pronounced two-dimensional effects in the
flow around the 40-degree flap.

Thrust coefficients significantly greater than unity for the UPAC1 (unshrouded
plug) nozzle at nozzle pressure ratios below 4 are the result of plug pressur-
ization by the external flow. The external flow converging over the aftbody
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and nozzle boattail is compressively turned outward by the nozzle flow,
resulting in external pressures higher than freestream static pressure. The
high external pressures affect the plug area downstream of the last right-
running characteristic from the nozzle shroud lip and produce a nozzle thrust
increment. As the nozzle pressure ratio increases, the thrust increment de-
creases, since the intersection of the plug and the characteristic from the
shroud moves downstream and decreases the plug area affected by the external

flow. The UPACI nozzle discharge coefficients are higher than those of all
other nozzles except the CIl nozzle, since the internal geometry of the UPAC1
nozzle is free from the discontinuous slopes found in the other nozzles but
has more internal flow turning than CI1. Further, the boundary layer dis-
placement effects for the UPAC1 nozzle are larger than for the CIl because of
an increased internal wetted area.

Thrust and discharge coefficients for the maximum A/B nozzles are presented
in Figures 72 and 73 as functions of nozzle pressure ratio. In Figure 73,
data for Mach numbers of 0.9, 1.2, and 2.0 are faired with a single curve for
each nozzle since the discharge coefficients should be independent of free-
stream Mach number. The data of Figure 72 are treated in the same manner
since, except for plug nozzles at low pressure ratios, the thrast coefficients
should alsc be independent of freestream Mach number. The CF3 (convergent
flap) nozzle has its flap retracted and has no large internal flow angle
changes. The CD3 (convergent-divergent) and CD3A (alternate convergent-
divergent) nozzles have sharp throats but the throat angles have decreased
to 14 degrees from the 23-degree normal power throat angles. Thus, the two-
dimensional effects observed in the normal power nozzles are greatly dimin-
ished, and the thrust coefficients are near the one-dimensional analysis
values for the CF3, C13, CD3, and CD3A nozzles. Boundary layer displacement
and exit flow angularity account for most of the differences from ideal per-
formance for these nozzles.

The UPAC3 (unshrouded plug) nozzle has its thrust increased by external flow
pressurization of the plug at low nozzle pressure ratios in subsonic flow,
but the effect is smaller than for UPAC1. The higher nozzle mass flow rate
uf U-AC3 retduces the iadgiiitult uf th plug LirubLt inucremlel t rlative Lu th!
nozzle exit total momentum. Also, the larger shroud diameter of the UPAC3
nozzle causes the last right-ranning characteristic to intersect the plug
farther downstream than on the UPAC1 nozzle at the same nozzle pressure ratio
and, thus, decreases the plug area affected by the external flow. The UPAC3
discharge coefficient is lower than for the other maximum A/B nozzles because
of the greater internal tuning required of the nozzle flow and the increased
boundary layer displacement effects.

Thrust and discharge coefficients for normal power, partial A/B, and maximum
A/B convergent-divergent and unshrouded plug nozzles are shown _n Figures 74
and 75 for freestream Mach numbers of 0.9, 1.2, 2.0, and 2.5. Thrust coef-
ficients are highest for the normal power nozzles at Mach 0.9 and fOr the
maximum A/B nozzles at the other Mach numbers. The maximum A/B convergent-
divergent and both partial A/B nozzles have similar nearly consta.it discharge
coefficients. The internal flow turning of the unshrouded nurmal power and
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maximum A/B plug nozzles results in lower but nearly constant discharge
coefficients, and the CD1 nozzle, with its 23-degree angle sharp throat,
has the lowest discharge coefficients.

3.2.1.3 Thrust-Minus-Drag Performance

The thrust-minus-total-drag coefficients presented in Figures 76 and 77 are
formed by subtracting the aftbody boattail, aftbody base, nozzle boattail,
and nozzle base drag forces from the gross thrust and normalizing the result

by the ideal gross thrust based on measured mass flow. The thrust-minus-drag

coefficients are indicative of the installed exhaust system performance, in-

cluding the effects of the nozzle flow on the adjacent airframe surfaces.

In most cases the total drag forces are sufficiently large relative to the

thrust forces at the lower nozzle pressure ratios to cause the thrust-minus-
total-drag coefficient to increase with nozzle pressure ratio. This occurs
even for nozzles for which thrust coefficients decrease with increasing pres-
sure ratio. The convergent-divergent and unshrouded plug nozzles have the
highest thrust-minus-total-drag coefficients except at Mach 0.9, where the
maximum A/B convergent-divergent nozzle overexpands the exhaust flow.

3.2.2 Nozzle Lateral Spacing Effects

The effects of nozzle lateral spacing on the external drag, internal thrust,
and thrust-minus-drag of the Phase II model are presented in this subsection.
These effects are presented for the high short horizontal (NlB, IlB, and WIB),

centerline short horizontal (12B and W2B), and centerline long horizontal
(12D and W2D) wedge interfairings for each of thc following nozzle configura-
tions and operating conditions.

Nozzle Configuration Mach Number Nozzle Pressure Ratio

CD1 , UPAC1  0.9 4

CD3 , UPAC3  0.9 4

CD3 , UPAZ 3  1.2 6

CD3, UPAC 3  1.6 i0

3.2.2.1 External Drag and Pressure Distributions

Since all external drag coefficients presented are based on wing area, rathdr
than the maximum aftbody or nozzle cross-sectional areas which vary with noz-
zle spacing) they indicate only the drag changes with nozzle spacing for the
various configurations. In addition, all data were obtained using the
average of the left-hand and right-hand aftbody balance results. Although
the left-hand and right-nand balance ;'esults generally differed slightly
from each other, the drag force trends obtained using either the average

or individual balance results were found to be substantially the same.
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Subsonic External Flow - At 0.9 Mach number, the total drag is insensitive to
nozzle lateral spacing, as shown in Figures 78 and 79. Little variation in
total drag occurs because the total aftbody drag increase and the total noz-
zle drag decrease with increasing nozzle spacing cancel one another.

The observed drag tends can be explained by inviscid flow theory, as follows.
In the upper portion of Figure 80, the aftbody/nozzle area distributions are
illustrated for the narrow, intermediate, and wide nozzle lateral spacing.
Also illustrated is the area distribution for the exhaust jet. Assuming a
constant area forebody extending far upstream (equivalent to assuming that
the forebody has little effect on the aftbody flow field), the axial pressure
force acting on the streamline adjacent to the body and exhaust jet boanlary
must be zero in accordance with subsonic potential flow theonr (Reference ',I).
The pressure force acting on the jet boundary is invariant with nozzle spac-
ing and jet area distribution since this force is uniquely determined by the
change in momentum of the exhaust jet as it expands from the same exit con-
dition to freestream static pressure. In order to obtain an integral pres-
sure force value of zero for the force acting on the streamline adjacent to
the eftbody/nozzle and exhaust jet boundary for each nozzle spacing, the
pressure force acting un the aftbody/nozzle must be equal (but opposite in
direction) to the pressure force acting on the jet boundary. The total pres-
sure drag is, therefore, predicted to be invariant with nozzle spacing. As
a recult, the variation in tot:,l drag with nozzle spacing, such as that shown
in Figures 78 and 79, must depend only on iiscous effects. The variation in
total drag for subsonic external flow will be small since the friction drag
is estfmated to increase only cix percent on the average from a narrow-spaced
to a w. de-spaced configuration.

Illustrated in the lower portion of Figure 80 are pressure distributions which
are representative of those that would be obtained by application of potential
flow theory for axisymmetric bodies with the area distributions showm in the
upper portion of the figure. As the maximum diameter increases,the pressures
in the nozzle region increase due to greater flow recompression. Since the
total drag must remain constant with nozzle spacing, the pressures on the
forward portion of the aftbody must decrease. Thus, as the maximum diameter
is increased (equiv lent to increasing the nozzle spacing, Lhe LuLal afLbody
drag is increased, but this is compensated by a reduction in the total boat-
tail drag.

For the maximum A/B nozzle configurations, both the total aftbody and total
boattail dr .gs remain relatively constant with nozzle spacing. The variationin total boattail drag is small due to the low drag levels resulting from the

small nozzle frontal areas. To be ccnsistent with the theory discussed above,
the total aftbody drag also remains constant in order to maintain an invariant
total drag with nozzle spacing.

Although the total drag and pressure distribution trends fo: both the normal
power and mannmum A/B nozzle configurations are consis+-nt dith the trends
predicted by inviscid poLential flow theory for an equivale.nt axisymmetric
body, the analysis method ir inadequate for evaluating aboolute drag levels
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of various configurations due to the simplifying assumptions employed. The
method will be valid for predicting the incremental drag change with nozzle
spacing if the errors associated with the assumptions employed are invariant
with nozzle spacing.

Supersonic External Flow - The total drag for the maximum A/B nozzle configu-
rations increases considerably with increa _g no';zle lateral spacing for
freestream Mach numbers of 1.2 and 1.6, as 3hown in Figures 83. and 82, respec-
tively. An increasing total aftbody drag with nozzle spacing ratio is respon-
sible for the total drag trend since the total nozzle drag is very small. As
previously mentioned, a small boattail projected frontal area is responsible
for the sma3l nozzle drag force.

The total aftbody drag increase with increasing nozzle spacing is expected
since, as the nozzle spacing increases, the maximum area is increased and the
area distribution curve is steepened (as illustrated in Figure 80). According
to linearized theory (e.g., Equation 17.29 of Reference 15), increasing the
maximum area increases the Mach number at the start of the aftbody because of
the increased effective thickness ratio of the forebody. The steepened area
distribution curve effectively increases the surface slope and promotes in-
creased flow expansion and, therefore, reduced pressures.

Since the maximum model area occurs near the fuselage centerbody (upstream of
the metric break) and increases with increasing nozzle lateral spacing, and
since only the aftbody/nozzle surfaces were metric, the measured aftbody/nozzle
drag trends may not be representative of the aircraft drag trends. Application
of equivalent body/method of characteristics analysis methods indicates, how-
ever, that the observ',,d aftbody nozzle drag trends are representative of the
aircraft drag Lrends. The analysis method employed consisted of computing
the aftbody/nozzle and aircraft equivalent-body drags for each of axisymmetric
bodies whose area distributions correspond to one-half the area distribution
of the aircraft model, excluding the wing and empennage, for the NIB/CD3 and
WlB/CD3 configuratiors. The computational method employed was the combined
MOC/boundary layer piogram described in Reference 1. The equivalent bodies
were contoured to correspond to the half-area rather than full-area distribu-
tion since computed aftbody pressure drag coefficient using a half-area distri-
bution body were found to be in better agreement with experimental data. Com-
puted equivalent body drags show that, as the nozzle spacing increazes from the
narrow to wide configuration, the increase in aftbody/nozzle pressure drag is
six percent larger than the increase in aircraft drag of the equivalent bodies
for a freestream Mach number of 1.6 and five percent larger for a freestream
Mach number of 2.0. Application of the measured aftbody/nozzle drag trends
for prediction of the aircraft drag trends with nozzle spacing can, therefore,
be employed with some confidence.

3.2.2.2 Thrust and Internal Pressure Distribution

For the nozzle configurations and operating conditions selected for this study,
it is concluded that nozzle spacing has little effect on the nozzle gross
thrust coefficient and internal pressure distributions.
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The effect of nozzle spacing on the thrus. coefficients of the normal. power
nozzles is presented in Figure 83 for a freestream Mach number of 0.9. The
baLance data indicate that the thrust coefficients are influenced somewhat by
both nozzle spacing and interfairing type. However, the result of anel.rsis

of nozzle pressure distributions data are believed to be more accurate, and
these indicate that: (1) the influence of nozzle spacing is less that that
indicated by the force balance data, and (2) that the thrust coefficients
are nc' influenced by interfairing type. Specifically, for the normal power

plug nozzle, integration of the pressure forces acting on the plug surface
indicates that the thrust coefficient increases 0.47 percent (metric data
indicate a one percent increase) as the nozzle spacing increases from the
narrow to intermediate position and remains constant as the spacing further
increases.

The internal surface pressure distributions of the normal power convergent-
divergent nozzle indicate that, as the nozzle spacing increases, the pressures
near the exit of the *ozzle are reduced. Only one row of internal pressure
taps was incorporated in the CD1 nozzle. These taps are located 45 degrees
from vertical in the upper quadrant nearest .he aircraft centerline. The
largest internal pressure variation with nozzle spacing is expected in this
region since the largest pressure distributi.on variation on the external boat-
tail surface was observed in this region. Although the observed internal
pressure variation appears significant, the gross thrust variation with noz-
zle spacing is quite small since the frontal area of the inner nozzle wall

surface is small in the region of interest. As the nozzle spacing increases
from narrow to wide, the estimated decrease in thrust coefficient is 0.15
percent.

The effect of nozzle spacing on the thrust coefficients of the maximum A/B
nozzles is similar to the variation obtained for the normal power nozzles.
The pressure distributions for the maximum A/B nozzles indicate that, as the
spacing increases from narrow to wide: (1) the plug nozzle thrust coefficient
increases 0.3 percent, and (2) the convergent-divergent nozzle thrust coef-
ficient decreases 0.5 percent. The pressure data also indicate that the
thrust coefficient variation with nozzle spacing is independent of the i-nter-
fairing te.

3.2.2.3 Thrust-Minus-Total Drag

Since tne nozzle internal performance is relatively insensitive to nozzle
spacing, the thrust-ninus-total drag variations with nozzle spacin , simply
reflects the afbody/nozzle drag trends. Specificallyv for butrn the normal
power and maximum A/B nozzles, the thrust-minus-total drag is insensitive to
nozzle spacing for subsonic external flow. For supersonic external flow and
for the maximum A/B nozzles, the thrust-minus-tobal drag is considerably re-
duced as the nozzle spacing increases.
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3.2.3 Interfairing Type and Length Effects

3.2.3.1 Interfairing Type Effects

The effect of interfairing type oa the total drags of the Phase II model are
presented for horizontal and vertical wedge-type interfairings. The hori-
zontal wedge interfairings include three trailing edge types: horizontal
trailing edge at the nozzle centerline, horizontal trailing edge above the
nozzle centerline, and trailing edge along nozzle radial lines. Detailed
descriptions of the interfairing corfigurations are presented in Section
3.1.2.4.

The most pronounced changes of total drag with interfairing type occur between
the high horizontal wedge results and the vertical wedge at subsonic speeds.
As shown in Figure 84, the horizontal wedge interfairing yields lower total
drag than the vertical wedge interfairing for a narrow-spaced CD1 nozzle.
The nozzle drag trend dominates the aftbody drag trend for this configuration
since only the region between the interfairing and nozzles is affected and
the nozzles have a larger projected frontal area than that associated with
the side of the interfairings. For the CD3 nozzle, the drag difference shown
in Figure 85, though not as great as for the CD1 nozzle, is reversed. This
reversal is due to the forward facing frontal area associated with the fan-
tailed nozzle surface. The drag trend for non-fantailed maximum A/B nozzle
configurations would be similar to the trends cbtained for the normal power
nozzle configurations.

The total drags for the center horizontal wedge interfairing installations
are, in most cases, slightly higher that the drags for high horizontal wedge
installations, as ,howr in Figure 86. This higher drag rejuLts because the
vertical tail for the c..;ter horizontal wedge installation is located in the
deep channel between the nozzles. The results for the radial trailing edge
interfairing are very similar to the results for the high horizontal wedge
interfairing.

3.2.3.2 Interfairing Length Effects

Interfairing length effects are presented in this subsection for the high

horizontal and vertical wedge interfairings at the na.row nozzle spacing, the
center horizontal wedge interfairings at the intermediate nozzle spacing, and
the center horizontal wedge interfairing at the wide nozzle spacing. Most of
the results are presented for interfairing lengths ending at the nozzle cus-
tomer connect station ("B" length) and at the exit of the CD nozzles ("D"
length). A limited amount of data is presented for interfairings ending up-
stream of the nozzle customer connect station ("A" length), ending at the
exit of the plug nozzles ("C" length), and extending downstream of the exit
of the CD nozzles ("E" length).

In general, an increase in interfairing length results in a decrease in aft-
body drag at all speeds, increase in nozzle drag at subsonic speeds, and
little effect on nozzle drag at supersonic speeds. The overall net effect
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is that the total drag decreases as the interfairing trailing ed ,. location
moves downstream from the customer connect station to the exit plane of the

convergent-divergent nozzles. Longer interfairings were tested for the nor-
mal power convergent-divergent nozzle only, and minimum total drag occurred
with the interfairing terminating at the nozzle exit plane.

The effect of interfairing length on total drag is shown in Figures 87 through
89 for the normal and maximum A/B nozzle configurations. Figure 37 indicates
that for the normal power nozzles the total drag generally decreases as the
end of the interfairing moves downstream from the nozzle customer connect
station to the nozzle exit station. Further, the total drag for the CD1 noz-

z.Le installation incorporating a horizontal wedge interfairing is a minimum
when the interfairing terminates at the nozzle exit. Insufficient data are
available for determi.ning if the remaining horizontal-wedge/nozzle configu-
rations would exhibit minimum drag for an interfairing terminated at the noz-
zle exit. In contrast to the above horizontal interfairing results, the
total drag for the CD1 nozzle installation incorporating the vertical inter-
fairings were found to decrease as the interfairing trailing edge is extended

downstream from the nozzle exit (N3D compared to N3E).

For nost of the maximum A/B nozzle configurations, increasing the inter-
fairing length resulted in reduced total drag, as shown in Figures 88 and
89. In the case of the CF3 nozzle configuration, the large base region

prevents recompression along the longer interfairing 2esulting in an increase

in drag with increasing length. Interfairing length6 sufficiently long to
minimize total drag were not tested.

Interfairing length effects presented in Reference 72 for a twin-jet model
at a freestream Mach number of 0.8 are consistent with the length effects
observed for the Phase II model. Specifically, moving the interfairing

trailing edge from the nozzle customer connect station to the nozzle exit
resulted in little total drag difference. In Reference 72, a twin-jet strut
supported model representing only the aft portion of an aircraft (excluding
empennage) was used. The consistent results indicate that a pirtial model
may in some cases provide useful results in evaluating interfairing length
effects.

3.2.4 Empennage Type, Position, Span Reduction, and DefLection Effects

3.2.4.1 Empennage Type and Position Effects

Four partial span vertical sta'jilizer configurations were tested to assess
their effects on the aftbody and nozzle external flow. The single vertical

stabilizers, VP and V2P, are mounted on the aftbody interfairing top center-
line. VP is the forward stabilizer (positioned between F.S. 103.820 and
F.S. 134.550), and V2P is the aft vertical stabilizer (positioned between

F.S. 113.655 and F.S. 141.027) and has about 20 percent less wetted area
than VIP. The twin vertical stabilizers V3PV and V3PR, are nearly identical
designs mcrLnted in pairs on the aftbody pods between F.S. 106.527 and 133.217.
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The V3PV stabilizers are mounted vertically, and the V3PR stabilizers are
mounted in planes passing through the engine centerlines and canted 15 degrees
outboard.

Comparisons of total drag for the different vertical stabilizers are shown in
Figure 90. The total drags for the twin stabilizer configurations, V3PR and
V3PV, are significantly higher than those for the single vertical stabilizers,
VP and V2P, which are also nearly equal. The V3PR and V3PV twin stabilizers
create greater drags than VP and V2P because their position on the aftbody,
out of the flow field plane symmetry, results in greater flow disturbances
than for stabilizers mounted in the plane of symmetry.

3.2.4.2 Empennage Span Reduction Effects

The empennage span reduction study includes configtiations without empennage
or fuselage fairing, with the basic fuselage fairing alone, with the fairing
plus partial span horizontal and partial span vertical stebilizer, and with
the fairing plus full span horizontal and full span vertical stabilizers.
Comparisons of total drags are presented for configurations including the
partial span empennages (HIP VIP), and full (HIF VIF) span empennages with
NIB/CDl interfairing/nozzle combinations and for configurations including the
Yl fuselage fairing and partial span empennage with NlB/CD3 and NIB/UPAC3
interfairing/nozzle combinations. Drag comparisons with the empennage re-
moved are presented for all of these interfairing/nozzle combinations.

Total drag comparisons for empennage span reductions are given in Figures 91
and 92. Little effect is evident for span reduction from full to partial or
from fuselage fairing alone to no empennage or fairing. The flow blockage
and turning by the horizontal and vertical stabilizers is large enough for
empennage removal to significantly increase the flow expansion rate over the
aftbody, which causes higher aftbcdy pressures r-nd lower aftbody drag at sub-
sonic speeds and causes lower pressures and higher drag at superonic speeds.
The changes in total drag with span reduction are essentially the same as the
aftbody drag changes at subsonic speeds. At supersonic speeds, the change in
nozzle and aftbo dy drags tend to canccl one another; consequently,, total drag
changes with span reduction are small.

3.2.4.3 Empennage Deflection Effects

The effects of rudder deflection and horizontal stabilizer deflection on total
drag were investigated at subsonic speeds for the NIB/CD and NIB/UP configu-
rations. Rudder deflections were tested with the horizontal stabilizer de-
flected -2.0 degrees, and horizontal stabilizer deflections were tested with
the rudder undeflected.

The rudder delection studies were conducted by deflecting the portion of the
vertical stabilizer aft of the 70 percent chord line at angles of 0, 4, and
11 degrees (positive deflection right, looking upstream). The effect of rud-
der deflection was investigated for both the full (VIF) and partial (VIP)
span forward single vertical stabilizers. Rudder deflections of 0 and 4
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degrees were tested with the normal power unshrouded plug and convergent-
divergent nozzles, and deflectiois of 0 and 11 degrees with the maximum A/B
plt, nozzle, all at Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.9.

The total drag comparisons shown in Figure 93 are influenced primarily by the
nozzle boattail drag differences with rudde deflection. The total drag de-
crease for rudder deflection with the CD1 nozzle inh talled is caused by the
drag reduction on the right-hand nozzle, which contains the boattail balance.
The UPAC1 has the balance in the left nozzle, and shows an increase in total
drag, which is consistent wit'. the nozzle boattail drag shift. These effects,
total drag increasing on the left side and decreasing on the right side,
should indicate that total drag change with rudder deflection should nearly
disappear iC force measurements on both aftbodies and both nozzles were added.
However, this conclusion cannot be substantiated since no nozzles were tested
with active force balances on both sides of the model.

The horizontal stabilizer deflection studies were conducted by testing with
the entire stabilizer at angles of -0.4 and -2 degrees (negative angles are
with trailing edge up) with the CD1 nozzle and at angles of -2 and -5 degrees
with the UPAC3 nozzle.

The total drags, shown in Figure 94, change only slightly with horizontal
stabilizer deflection. The variation in drag which does occur is confined
to the portion of the nozzle aft of the horizontal stabilizer and the fuse-
lage fairing. The change in stabilizer deflection from -0.4 to -2 degrees
increases drag for the CD1 nozzle but the change from -2 to -5 degrees causes
almost no drag change for the UPAC3, which terminates upstream of the fuse-
lage fairing.

3.2.5 Angle-of-Attack Effects

The effects of angle of attack on the Phase II model total drag, thrust,
thrust-minus-total-drag, and boundary layer displacement thickness are pre-
sented in this section. The drag and thrust-minus-drag results are based on
the forces acting parallel to the nozzle centerline which is canted one degree
nose down from the aircraft centerline. All configurations examined had a
high short interfairing with either the unshrouded plug or convergent-divergent
nozzles installed.

3.2.5.1 Total Drag

At Mach 0.6 the total drag decreases slightly with increasing angle of attack,
and at Mach 0.9 the total drag is a minimum at the intermediate value of six
degrees angle of attack. At supersonic speeds, the total drag increases with
EM reasing angle of attack.

The slight decrease in total drag with increasing angle of attack is shown in
Figure 95. The interfairing pressure distributions do not indicate a drag
trend since the reduced pressures at high angle of attack on the top of the
interfairing are cancelled by the increased pressures on the bottom. The same
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pressure trends are observed along the fuselage aftbody and nozzle except
near the end of the nozzle where the pressure is increased at high angle of
attack on both the windward (bottom) and leeward (top) sides. Also, there is
no significant difference between pressure levels on the windward and leeward
sides near the end of the nozzle boattail; this indicates that the exhaust
flow interaction with the external flow is a dominant factor in the pressuri-
zation of the nozzle boattail near the nozzle exit. The increased pressures
in this region cause the slight drop in drag observed with increasing angle
of attack.

The total drag coefficients at Mach 0.9 are shown in Figure 96 for normal
power nozzles. Similar drag trends occur for the maximum A/B nozzle configu-
rations. As the angle of attack increases from zero to 6 degrees, both the
aftbody and nozzle boattail drags are reduced. As the angle of attack in-
creases from 6 to 12 degrees, the aftbody boattail drag increases and the
nozzle boattail drag decreases. The net result is an increased total drag.
Pressure distributions along the NIB interfairing and aftbody and along the
fuselage and nozzle for the CD1 nozzle installation indicate that the boat-
tial drag reduction with increasing angle of attack is dlie to pressurization
of the nozzle boattail near the nozzle exit. Increasing the angle of attack
from 6 to 12 degrees considerably reduces the pressures on the upper side of
the aftbody. A large supercritical flow region over the top of the wing and
aftbody is responsible for the reduced pressures at 12 degrees angle of at-
tack. These reduced pressures have a greater effect on the total drag than
the slight pressure rise on the windward side of the aftbody and the pres-
surization of the nozzle boattail and thus cause the drag increase.

The increase in total drag with increasing angle of attack at supersonic
speeds is illustrated in Figure 97 for Mach 1.2. Analysis of the aftbody
and nozzle boattail drag data indicates that the total drag increase is due
entirely to an increase in aftbody drag. Pressure distributions along the
NIB interfairing and along the fuselage aftbody and nozzle for the CD3 nozzle
installation show that as the angle of attack increases, the reduced pressures
on the leeward side of the aftbody more than compensate for the increased
pressures on the windward side of the aftbody and produce the drag increase.

3.2.5.2 Internal Thrust Results

Analysis of nczzle internal pressure distributions indicates that the thrust
coefficients are not influenced by angle of attack. Identical internal pres-
sure distributions were obtained at all angles of attack except for UPAC1
nozzle. For this nozzle, the plug surface pressure distributions were in-
fluenced only slightly by angle of attack. Pressure-area integratea plug
forces indicate that the thrust coefficients should increase by only 0.2 per-
cent as the angle of attack increases from zero to 6 degrees.

3.2.5.3 Thrust-Minus-Drag Results

Since angle of attack has no effect on nozzle thrust, the thrust-minus-drag
changes simply reflect the total drag changes discussed in Subsection 3.2.5.1.
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Figures 98 and 99 show the thrust-minus-total drag results for normal power
configurations at Mach 0.9 and for maximum A/B nozzles at Mach 1.2. The max-
i.um thrust minus drag at 6 degrees angle of attack for the normal power noz-
zles is the result of the minimum in total drag at that condition. The maximum
AB nozzle thrust minus drag decreases with increasing angle of attack since
the total drag increases and the thrust remains constant. The trends shown in
Figure 99 are representative of the trends obtained for higher apersonic Mach
numbers.

3.2.5.4 External Boundary Layer Properties

No consistent trend is evident for sbsonic speeds in the effect of angle of
attack on the boundary layer displacement thickness at the aftbody metric
break station. At supersonic speeas, the boundary layer displacement thick-
ness on the upper (rake J.) and lower (rake 6) sides of the interfairing is
reduced as the angle of attack is increased. The decrease in displacement
thickness tends to reduce pressures along the interfairing at supersonic
speeds since the slope of the displaced flow field streamline more nearly
duplicates the surface slope and, therzfore, results in greater flow turning.
The momentum thickness variation with angle of actack is similar to the dis-
placeme-t thickness variation.

3.2.6 Reynolds Number and Boundary Layer Trip Studies

The nozzle boattail drag coefficient, in general, decreases at subsonic speeds
and increases at superonic speeds with increasing Reynolds nwmber. The aft-
body boattail and total drag coefficients increase at a decreasing rate with
increasing Reynolds number for both speed regimes. The external static pres-
sure distributiono substantiate the Reynolds number effect on external drag.
The effect of boundary layer trips on drag for the basic test Reynolds numbers
at Mach numbers of 0.9 and 2.0 is small, Boundary layer displacement and mo-
mentum thicknesses at the metric break station decrease with increasing Rey-

nolds number.

3.2.6.1 Reynolds Number Effects

The effects of Reynolds number on total drag coefficients at three nozzle
pressure ratios are shown for subsonic speeds for selected configurations in
Figures 100 through 102. For the convergent and convergent-divergent nozzles,
the total drag coefficient increases with increasing Reynolds number. At
supersonic speeds, the total drag coefficients also increase with increasing
Reynolds number, as shown in Figure 103.

Typical external static pressure distributions at the highest Reynolds numbers
are higher on the nozzle boattail and lower on the aftbody bcattail than those
at the lowest Reynolds number. The pressure coefficients and pressure gra-
dients on the convergent and convergent-divergent nozzle boattail surfaces are
higher than on the plug nozzle boattail surfaces, and this effect is more pro-
nounced at the higher nozzle pressure ratios. These higher pressure gradients
are a result of more interaction from the jet plume for the convergent and
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convergent-divergent nozzles than for the plug nozzles. Larger viscous, or
Reynolds number dependent, effects would, therefore, be expected for the con-
vergent and convergent-divergent nozzles than for the plug nozzles. These
static pressure trends are consistent with the drag trends obtained from the
force-balance data.

The boundary layer displacement and momentum thicknesses decrease with in-
creasing Reynolds number. The boundary layers are thinnex on the outboard
side of the model (rakes 3 and 4) since the boundary layers in these regions
develop from the inlet fairing rather than from the fuselage nose. Also,
this effect is more pronounced for the wide as compared to the narrow-spaced
configurations.

3.2.6.2 Boundary Layer Trip Effects

The effects of boundary layer trips on the external drag coefficients for
the basic test Reynolds numbers per foot of 2.5 million and 1.0 million at
Mach 0.9 and 2.0, respectively, are small. However, there is an effect of
trips on the drag coefficients at Reynolds number per foot of 0.5 million at
both of these Mach numbers. The trip configurations tested are: (1) no
trips; (2) fuselage nose trips; and (3) fuselage nose, inlet fairing, wing,
and empennage trips. Figure 104 shows that the effects of the second and

third trip configurations cn the total drag coefficients at Mach 0.9 are
small for all Reynolds numbers. The total drag coefficients for tile no trip
configuration are not shcwn because of excessive aftbody balance zero shifts.
External static pressure distributions on the aftbody and nozzle boattails
for the three different trip configurations indicate that the pressure coef-
ficients arc higher for the no trip configuration than the other trip con-
figurations at a Reynolds number per foot of 0.5 million. The higher pressure
coefficients on the nozzle boattail surface for the no trip configuration are
apparrntly due to more recompression resulting from a thinner boundary layer.

The thinner boundary layer would be expected for the no trip configuration
because of delayed transition on the model.

At Mach 2.0, the effects of trips on integrated-pressure total drag are small
at Reynolds numbers per foot of 1.0 million and 1.6 million, as illustrated

in Figure 105. However, at Reynolds number per foot of 0.5 million, the drag
coefficient for the third trip configuration is 35 drag counts lower than the
drag coefficient for the second trip configuration. The lower static pres-

sures at a Reynolds number per foot of 0.5 million are apparently due to ad-
ditional supersonic expansion over the aftbody surface resulting from a thinner
boundary layer on this surface. The thinner boundary layer would again be
expected for the configuration with only the nose trips because of delayed
transition on portions of the model. The configuration with the trips re-
moved was not tested at Mach 2.0.
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3.3 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION METHODS

This subsection presents an evaluation of analytical methods for predicting
the thrust and aftbody and nozzle drags for twin-nozzle aircraft configurat-
ions. Also presented are empirical correlations of the Phase II twin-nozzle
test data. The analytical methods were evaluated, in general, by comparing
the results directly with experimental data rather than first comparing them
with the results of other more precise analytical methods, as was done in the
evaluation of isolated aftbody/nozzle methods (Subsection 2.3). The latter
evaluation technique is, of course, preferred since it is more effective in
isolating the effects of the idealizations employed in the analyses. However,
due to the paucity of accurate three-dimensional analytical results, this
preferred approach is in most cases impossible. Since a direct comparison
with experimental data usually involves a test of several idealizations
concurrently, care must be exercised to differentiate between situations in
which errors cancel one another and those in which real confirmation of the
method is obtained.

A summary list of the analytical methods investigated is presented in Table
114. The recommended methods are marked with an asterisk. Of the analytical
methods investigated, none are recommended for predicting aftbody drags.
However, several methods for predicting aftbody pressure distribution trends
are recommended. Isolated nozzle internal performance methods, in general,
are applicable to twin-nozzle installations.

3.3.1 External Flow Methods

Analytical methods for computing external flow fields over twin-nozzle/aftbody
surfaces are evaluated first, followed by a description of the empirical cor-
relations of Phase II data. For subsonic external flow, three dimensional,
equivalent body and sector analysis methods were investigated. For supersonic
external flow, only equivalent body and sector analysis methods were investi-
gated, since three-dimensional analysis techniques were not available.

The equivalent body analysis approach consists of representing the twin-jet

model by one or more axisymmetric bodies whose total area distribution is

identical to the area distribution of the twin-nozzle model. Aftbody/nozzle

drag is then obtained by application of any of several axisymmetric analytical

techniques. The sector analysis approach consists of first dividing the

three-dimerional body into a number of sectors as shown in Figure 106.

The boundaries of each sector are formed by passing cutting -planes through

the body parallel to the freestrei direction. The orientation of the cutt-

ing planes for each sector are selected such that the surface contours bounded

by the cutting planes can be approximately represented by a sector of an

axisyrmetric body whose center coincides with the intersection line of the

cutting planes. As illustrated in the figure, the cutting plane intersection

lines do not have to be coincident for each sector. The pressure distribu-

tions over the resultant axisymmetric bodies are then obtained by application

of any of several axisyrnetric analytical technique.
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TABLE 14. SUMMARY LIST OF ANALYTICAL METHODS INVESTIGATED

APPLICATION METHOD

Subsonic External Flow Equivalent Body/Potential Flow Analysis

* 3-D Potential Flow

* P&WA 3-D Tranzonic Analysis

Sector/Potential Flow Analysis

* Correlation

Supersonic External Flow Equivalent Body/MOC

Wave Drag Analysis

Sector Analysis/MOC

* Correlation

Internal Flow * AEDC-ETF Time Dependent Analysis

* MOC

Sector Analysis/MOC

* Correlation

Annular Base Korst Analysis

* Correlation

Plug Nozzle Base *'Correlation

*Recommended methods

3.3.1.1 Subsonic External Flow

Equivalent Body Methods - For a single axisymmetric or equiialent body repre-
sentation of the mode! the drg force for subsonic Speeds is compted 1; use
of a combined potential flow/boundary layer computer program described in
Reference 5. The potential flow analysis is based on the Neumann incompressi-
ble solution adjusted for compressibility by Gothert's similarity rule
(Reference 15).

Application of the axisymmetric potential flow/boundary layer analysis to an
equivalnt axisymmetric body does not appear useful for predicting aft-end
drag, As evidenced by the poor agreement between compated and measured results
showm in Figure 107. The computed sum of pressure and friction drag is
forty percent below the force balance measured total drag for the Berrier and
Wood (Reference 73) A-1 twin-jet body for jet-off at Mach numbers .nging
from 0.5 to 0.8. The Berrier and Wood A-1 twin-jet body is a strut supported
model incorporating a horizontal wedge interfairing which terminates upstream
of the nozzle exit plane. Except for area distribution, the A-1 model is
similar to the CD1/12B Phase II model configuration without the wing and
empennage.
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Friction drag calculated in the Reference 5 computer program for an axisym-
metric body with a wetted area correction for the twin-jet body is essentially
identical to th_ friction drag calculated in Reference 73 by the Frani and
Voishel method, and therefore should not be the source of differences between
the test data and the analysis results. Strut interference effects could
account for the higher drag indicated by the test data. However, poor agree-
ment between computed and measured results were also obtained for the isolated
nozzle models tested during Phase I for which strut interference effects are
known to be small.

Three-Dimensional Methods - For the actual twin-jet body, a three-dimensional
potential flow analysis method (Reference 74) and the P&WA transonic analysis
method (Reference 75) were employed for predicting subsonic flow fields. The
potential flow analysis is based on an incompressible solution which is
corrected for compressibility by Gothert's similarity rule. The P&WA tnree-
dimensional transonic analysis method consists of first computing the pressures
over an axisymmetric body with the same area distribution as the original
body by use of a modified form )f Spreiter and Alksne's method of local
linearization coupled with a Reshotko-Tucker boundary layer calculation. The
pressures thus computed are then modified by a cross-flow pressure term which
is the difference between the prezures on the axisymmetric and non-axisym-
metric bodies. The cross-flow pressure corrections are calculated from in-
compressible analysis using three-dimensional and axisymmetric potential
flow computer programs.

Inviscid aft-en pressure distributions, computed by use of the three-dimen-
sional potential flow computer program and the P&WA three-dimensional transonic
flow analysis method are compared in Figures 108 through 110 with Mach 0.8
experimental. data obtained by Berrier and Wood (Reference 73) for the A-1
twin-jet body. Good agrecment between the experimental data and results
obtained with the P&WA three-dimenrsional transonic analysis method is evident.
Computed pressures are compared with pressures measured along the instrumenta-
tion rows located on the -top (row 1) and side (row 2) of the aft-end in
Figures 108 and 109, respectvely. in Figure 110, pressure disLributions
along the interfairing (row 5) and along the body (row 4) downstream of the
interfairing trailing edge are presented. The P&WA three-dimensional analysis
results are in better agreement with the experimental data than the three-
dimensional potential flow results, and neither method is in agreement with
data in the region downstream of the interfairing trailing edge. Consider-
ing the complex flow interactions which exist in this region, the disagree-
rent is not unexpected. The computed results shown in the figures were
obtained assuming a cylindrical exhaust jet.

Sector Analysis Method - The combired potential flow/boundary layer program
('Uference 5) is employed in the sector analysis appraoch for subsonic
speeds. Using this method to predict the pressure distributions on win-jet
bodies does not appear to be sufficiently accurate, as evidencea by poor
a~reement between computed and experimental data at Mach 0.8 for the Berrier
and Wood A-1 body. In Figure ill, computed pressures are compared with
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pressures measured along instrumentation row number 1 (located along the
top of the nozzle as illustrated in the figure). The computed results shown
are for an axisymmetric body whose centerline coincides with the centerline
of the nozzle and whose radius distribution is identical to radius distribu-
tion along row 1 measured from the nozzle centerline. Figure 11 indicates

that the sector analysis method is not sufficiently accurate for predicting
aft-end pressure distributions.

Correlation Methods - A correlation of the jet-off subsonic drag data is pre-
sented in Figure 112 for several Phase II narrow spaced nozzle configurations.
The drag data is presented in terms of Spreiter's transonic similarity para-
meters (Reference 54) combined with IMS of the equivalent body of revolution
for the twin-jet models. As discussed in Subsection 2.3.1.1, application of
Spreiter's similarity parameters requires that the drag parameter be referenc-
ed to a two-dimensional drag which in turn requires that the measured drag
be adjusted by the ratio of two-dimensional to axisymmetric drags for the
equivalent body of revolution. Since, for subsonic flow, a procedure for
obtaining this ratio has not yet been determined, the measured drag coeffi-
cient was used directly in the drag parameter. Consequently, the drag data
for different area ratios lie on separate curves, as illustrated in Figure
112, rather than on a single correlation curve. Jet-off data correlations
for the intermediate and wide nozzle lateral spacing are presented in the
computer program manual, (Reference 76) which is a supplement to this report.

If the aftbody maximum area station is used as the reference station for
bookkeeping aircraft drags, then the results presented in Figure 112 must
be used with caution since the metric break station of the Phase II model lies
downstream of the maximum area station. Using the maximum area station as
a reference station requires a procedure for obtaining the drag acting on

&the body between the maximum area and metric break stations. Attempts were
made to obtain this increment by application of the potential flow/boundary
layer program (Reference 5). The results did not, however, appear realistic.
Regardless of the accounting system employed, the correlation results are
adequate for predicting drag increments due Lo configuration changes down-
stream of the metric break provided that the configuration change does not
influence the flow field upstream of the metric break.

The method used for correlating the jet-on aftbody/nozzle drags for conver-
gent and convergent-divergent nozzles is based on subsonic potential flow
theory. In accordance with this theory, the net axial pressure force acting
on the streamline adjacent to the aircraft surface must be equal (but opposite
in direction) to the pressure force acting on the jet boundary. Assuming the
exhaust jet does not influence the flow field upstream of the aftbody, then a
change in the force acting on the exhaust plume boundary, due to a change in
the nozzle pressure ratio, must be balanced by a change in the force acting
on the aftbody and nozzle. The ideal axial force acting on the jet boundary,
A D, can be determined by a momentum balance on the jet for a control volume

beginning at the nozzle exit and extending downstream to infinity where the
*1 jet momentum is equal to the ideal thrust. Expressed algebraically
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Fi - Fg +AD =0

where Fi is the gro..s thrust of the fully expanded exhaust jet, Fg is the
nozzle gross .hrust. in coefficiet form, the above equation can be express-
ed as

AD-
(1 -ct) + 0

t. FT

where Ct is the thrust coefficient. While the idealizations involved render
the above expression inaccurate on an absolute basis, it does strongly suggest
that changes of drag, i.e., increments in drag from a reference drag, may be
correlated with the nozzle underexpansion losses (I - Ct). The reference
drag selected is the drag associated with the nozzie operating at its design
pressure ratio (i.e., cylindrical exhaust plume). (A jet-off drag reference
is not suitable since the pressure force acting on the dividing streamline
between the external flow and the separated flow region is not known.) Thus,
a correlation of the drag increment from jet-off to jet-on (nozzle operating
at the design pressure ratio) is required. The correlation developed is shown
in Figure 113 for the narrow nozzle lateral spacing. The increment in drag
from jet-off to jet-on (design pressure ratio) is presented as a function of
nozzle exit boattail angle and Mach number. Test data for convergent, con-
vergent-divergent, and plug nozzles were used in developing the correlations.
The drag coefficients are referenced to the shroud cross-sectional area at
the nozle exit.

Figure ll4 illustrates the correlation results obtained for nozzle pressure
ratios greater than the design pressure ratio. Test data are presented in
the figure for the normal and maximum power convergent-iris nozzle installa-
tion and for the narrow lateral spacings. The correlation results are Mach
number and power setting dependent.

For unshrouded plug nozzles, the above correlation equation is difficult to
ase since no adequate simplified methods are available for computing thrust
,coeffients. However, by rewriting the above equation as

(l c ) -CAD-CT 0°
T F. T T

e 1 e

where CT  is the ratio of bross thrust at tie nozzle throat to ideal gross
e

thrust obtained by expanding the flow to freestream. static pressure, the drag
increment and plug surface pressure forces can be correlated in terms of a
convergent nozzle underexpansion loss (1 - CT )

e

Plug nozzle data correlations are presented in Figure 115 for norrow, inter-
mediate, and wide spaced normal power configurations and for Mach numbers of
o.6, 0.8, and 0.9. Poor data correlations are obtained at the design pressure
ratio (convergent nozzle) due to the considerable influence of the external
flow on the plug surface pressure distributions.
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3.3.1.2 Supersonic External Flow

Equivalent Bod Methods - For an equivalent body representation of the model,
the drag force is computed using either the combined MOC/boundary layer
program described in Reference 4 or the Calac Wave Drag Computer Program
described in Referen,:e 77.

In the wave drag method, an equivalent body of revolution is calculated by
passing cutting planes inclined at the Mach angle through the selected re-
presentation of the twin-jet model. The total drag of the equivalent body is
then calculated by application of the von Karman slender body theory (Reference71). Since the wave drig program computes the drag of the entire body, the

following procedur,! has been employed for separating out the aitbody/nozzle

drag. First, the drag of the entire body is obtained assuming a cylindrical
exhaust jet. Next, th,, total drag is obtained for a body which is the same
except that it is cylindrical downstream of thf- station where the aftbody
starts. The difference in drag between the two bodies is considered to be
the aftbody/nozzle drag. The wing and empennage can also be included in the
wave drag analysis method.

Application of the combined MOC/boundary layer program (Reference 4) in
ecnjunction with an equivalent body (based on one-half tie model area distri-
bution) yields jet-off pressure drag coefficients which are in fai: agreement
with measured drag coefficients for the total boattail of the Phase II model
(i.e., total aftbody plus nozzle boattail). Computed pressure drag coeffi-
cients ure compared with measured drag coefficients in Table 15 below.

TABLE 15. MOC/EQUIVALENT 3ODY RESULTS

CD - Pressure Drag Coefficient

Mach Area
Configuration Number Distribution Computed Measured

3z .... 1 .6 V2 .v o- 0.043

4 CD3/NIB 2.0 1/2 O.O495 0.039

CD3 /WB 2.0 1/2 0.0595 0.060

CD3 /W1B L..0 Full 0.087 0.060

Computed resu,+s are presented in the table for equivalent bodies with area
distributions eqUal to the full model area distribution (excluding wing and
empennage) and to half of it. The latter representation was selected since
the physical arrangement of the Phase II model more nearly resembles two
isolated bodies from the end view, especially at the wide nozzle lateral
spacing. Further, the computed results for the half area distribution body
are in better agreement with measured results than those for the full area
distribution oud .
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Application of the combined MOC/boundary layer program in conjunction with
the Bonner-Karger separation and Brazzel-Henderson base pressure correlations
(described in Subsection 2.3) yields results inconsistenb with the Phase II
jet-on test data. The combined program iteratively locates the jet induced
separation point by matching the base pressure computed assuming a base
region downstream of the separation point, to the separation pressure which
is computed using the Mach number ani Reynolds number upstrevm of the separa-
tion point. Computed jet-on to jet.coff drag ratios obtained by this
procedure are compared with experimental results in Figure 116 for a Mach
number of 1.6 and for maximum A/B convergent-iris and plag nozzle configura-
tions. The results indicate that either the equivalent boay approach or
the correlations employed in the analysis wtaod are inadequate for predicting
nozzle pressure ratio effects.

Application of the Calac Wave Lrig Program (Reference 77) also yields results
inconsistent with experimental data for various twin-jet models. Specifically,
while wave drag method results are in good agreement wish measured drag
forces for the Berrier and Wood A-1 twin-jet body, they are in poor agreement
with measured drag forces for the Phase II model incorporating the CD3
nozzle as discussed below.

Total aftbody drag calculated by the Calac wave drag method and the Frankl
and Voishel friction drag method (Reference 72) is compared with measured
drag in Figure 117 for the Berrier and Wcod A-1 twin-jet body for Mach numbers
ranging from 1.1 to 2.2. Computed results are presented in the figure for
both single and twin equivalent body representations. The twin body represen-
tation consists of two identical axisymmetric bodies which have a combined
area distribution equal to that of the A-1 twin-jet body. The lateral
spacing of the twin bodies was set equal to the iozzle centerline to center-
line spacing of the A-1 body. Computed results for the twin-body representa-
tion method are in better agreement with measured results. This result is
not unexpected since, for a relatively widle nozzie lateral spacing, the body
surface contours more nearly Juplicate the surface contours of the A-1 body.

Total boattail drag coefficients computed by use of the Calac wave drag
program for the Phase ]I model incorporating the CD3 nozzle and narrow (NlB)
and intermediate (IiB) high horizontal wedge interfairings are in poor
agreement with experimental data. Computed total bcattail drag coefficients,
which include skin friction drag, are presented in Figure 118 for the NIB
interfairing where the following methods of representing the model geometry
were employed: a single axisynmetric body, twin bodies, and a f'selage and
twin bodies. The twin-body representation consists of two identical axisym-
metric bodies which are contoured to yield the same area distribution as the
Phase II model. For the fuselage and twin-bcdy representation, the twin
bodies are contoured to yield the same area distribution as the sum of the
area distributions of the nacelles (arbitrarily determined portion of -,he
fuselage), aftbodies, and nozzles. The computed results shown in Figure 118
were obtained with the wing and empennage included in the model representa-
tion. It is seen that none of the body representations produce results
which agree with the experimental data. Further, an incorrect trend of
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increasing drag coefficients with increasing Mach number was obtained with
the twin-body representation. This result is contrary to the results obtained
for a twin-body representation of the Berrier and Wood A-1 body.

The incorrect trend of increasing drag with increasing Mach number appears to
be associated with including the wing and empennage in the description of the
Phase II model. in particular, computed results for a tvin-body description
of the Phase I1 model incorporating the CD3 nozzle and NIlB interfairing with
no wing and empennge showed the proper trend of decreasing drag coefficient
with increasing Mach number. It is not yet understood why including the wing
e ,,a empennage in the body description should result in an incorrect drag
coe.?ficient trend.

i n order to check the validity of the wave drag computer program calculations
and to obtain additional verification of the wave drag analysis method, results
from the Calac wave drag program have been compared with both drag calulations
and experimental data obtained by Maiden and Runckel (Reference 78) foy a twin-
jet body. These comparisons show that the Calac results differ Irom t:he
computed results presented in Reference 78, but are in better arreement with
the experimental data, as shown in Figure 119. The comparisons also show that
the Calac computer results are sensitive to the number of points used to
describe the body. This sensitivity arises because the program sele2ts an
area distribution between the body points which minimizes the drag, Thus,
in regions of large area derivative changes, such as the juncture of the boat-
tail and cylindrical exhaust jet, the body points must be closely spaced. A
maximum of 30 points can be used to describe a body in the Calac program.

Sector Analysis Method - The combined MOC/uoundary layer program (Reference 4)
is employed in the sector analysis approach for supersonic speeds. Using
this method to predict the pressure distributions on twin-jet bodies does not
appear to be sufficiently accurate, as evidenced by the poor agreement between
predicted and measured data at Mach 1.3 shown in Figure 120 for the Berrier
and Wood A-1 body. The sector analysis method employed is identical to that
described in Section 3.3.1.1 for subsonic external flow, excert for substitut-
ion of the MOC boattaii drag computer program for the potentiaE. flow/boundary
layer program. The comparison shown in Figure 120 indicates that a problem
exists in selecting a Mach number upstream of the aft-end for starting the
MOC solution (freestream Mach number was assumed), as evidenced by the poor
comparison at the start of the aft-end. Additional comparisons of sector
analysis results with experimental data are presented in the Phase II interim
report (Reference 2).

Correlation Methods - Both eqiiJvalent body and transonic similarity correla-

tions of the Phase I!I jet-off daLa were developed. The equivalent body method
provides superior correlations and is the recommended method.

The equivalent body correlation approach consists of correlating the jet-off
total drag aft of the maximum area station as a function of calculated
equivalent body drag. The maximum area station was chosen as a reference

station since the Mach number at this station is more nearly equal to free-
stream Mach number. The total drag for this procedure is the sum of the
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measured drag and the computed drag for the region between the maximum area and

metric break stations. The equivaleat body drag correlations presented in Sub-
section 2.3.1.1 are used for computing the equivalent body drag and also the
drag between the maximum area and metric break stations. Correlation results
obtained by application of the above procedure are presented in Figure 121 for

Mach numbers of 1.2, 1.6, and 2.0, respectivel-. The jet-off data shown in the
figure are for the maximum A/B convergent-iris, convergent-flap, plug, and
convergent-divergent nozzle configurations with horizontal and vertical wedge

interfairings. Except for the CF3/NlB data points, the data for each Mach

number are correlated quite well by a straight line.

Correlatiou of the Phase II test data using Sprieter's similarity parameters
is presented in Figure 122. The measured drag data was adjusted by the ratio
of two-dimensional to axisymmetric drag in order to be consistent with
Spreiter's theory as discussed in Subsection 2.3.1.1. Test data presented in
the figure are for the same configurations for which test data was presented
in the equivalent body correlcations (Figure 121). Although Mach number has
been eliminated as a parameter, considerable data scatter exists. The
equivalent body correlation approach is, therefore, the preferred method.

To supplement the jet-off correlations presented above, a jet-on boattail
drag correlation was developed and is presented in Figure 12L. The drag
increments (jet-on minus jet-off) normalized by the product of the shroud
exit area (jet plus base area) and the difference between the nozzle internal
and external static pressures (assuming no flow separation) a::e correlated
as a function of nozzle boattail angle at the nozzle exit. The test data
presented. in the figure are for freestream Mach numbers of 1.2 and 1.6 and
for the maximum A/B power setting plug, convergent-flap, and convergent-iris
nozzle configurations. The external nozzle boattail static pressure, PL,
used in the correlations was determined from MOC calculations. The correla-
tion results are not valid for pressure coefficients, (Pe - PL)/qL, less
than J..4. This limit is based on the empirical observation that little or
no separation occurs for values lower than this limit. The correlation
results are not valid for a Mach number of 2.0 since separation was not pre-
sent at this Mach number.

3.3.2 Internal Flow Methods

Examination of the Phase II model data indicates that the isolated convergent
and convergent-divergent nozzle performance prediction methods described in
Subsection 2.3.2 are applicable to twin nozzle installations. This conclusion
is based on the observation that the external flow did not significantly
influence the internal flow. Some external flow influence on the plug nozzle
performance was obtained, as discussed below.

The Phase II twin-jet UPAC3 plug nozzle data indicates that, for nozzle
pressure ratios greater than 4.0, isolated nozzle methods can be used for
predicting plug surface pressure distributions. In Figure 124, measured
plug surface pressure distributions obtained at Mach 1.6 for nozzle pressure
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ratios of 3.74 and 7.62 are presented for the twin-jet model which incorporates
the intermediate 12B interfairing. (The pressure distributiolis shown in
the figure are representative of those obtained for all configurations tested).
Also presented in the figure is the computed pressure distribution for a
nozzle pressure ratio of 7.62. The computed results were obtained by appli-
-ation of the MOC computer program (Reference ?)) assuming freestrea flow
for the local external flow upstieam of the nozzle exit. The good agreement
between measured and experimental results is not unexpected since the mono-
tonically decreasing pressure indicates that the plug surface is shielded
from the interaction between the exhaust jet and external flow by the flow
expansion around the nozzle shroud trailing edge. The plug nozzle pressure
distributions were symmetrical for nozzle pressure ratios greater than 4.0
and unsymmetrical at lower values. The unsymmetrical pressure distributions
shown in Figure 124 for a nozzle pressure ratio of 3.74 are representative
of the distribution obtained for all configurations for pressure ratios less
than 4.0. (The interaction effects influence the surface pressure disbribu-
tions at pressure ratios less than about 6.0; however, this influence is
symmetrical between pressure ratios of 4.0 and 6.0.) This indicates, there-
fore, that isolated plug nozzle analysis methods can also be applied for
predicting pressure distributions and thrust coefficients for nozzle pressure
ratios as loi.j as 4.0 since the interaction effect is symmetrical. This result
is significant since the nozzle pressure ratios are greater than 4.0 for
most of the aircraft mission.

A sector analysis approach for prediction of the unsymmetrical plug surface
pressure distributions which were obtained at nozzle pressure ratios less
than 4.0 does not appear feasible. The analysis approach considered consists
of application of the MOC computer program (Reference 39) assuming that each
sector of the exhaust jet interacts with an external flow whose Mach number
is determined using the measured boattail static pressure just upstream of
the nozzle exit. The pressure data indicate, however, that the unsymmetrical
plug surface pressure distributions cannot be predicted by this above method.
At the angular locations between which the largest differences of plug
surface -rssr distri'butions occurred, the upstream boattail St--tic
pressures were nearly identical. For example, for the 3.74 nozzle pressure
ratio data presented in -hc upper portion of Fi±re 124, the Iach numbers
computed from the measured boattail static pressures on the top and bottom
surfaces were 1.89 and 1.88, respectively.

3.3.3 Base Pressure Methods

Presented below is an evaluation of the applicability of isolated nozzle
analytical and empirical base pressure prediction techniques for predicting
twin-nozzle annular and plug base pressures.

3.3.3.1 Annular Base Pressure

Examination of Phase I model plug nozzle annular base pressure test data
indicates that an isolated base pressure prediction method which assumes a
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zero initial boundary layer thickness such as the Korst theory presented in
Reference 55 and utilizes a local external flow Mach number associated with
the measured static pressure upstream of the annular base, is inadequate for
predicting the observed circumferential base pressure variation. This con-
clusion is based cn the observation that large differences in base pressure
were obtained at circumferential locations where the boattail static pressures
upstream of the base were nearly identical. Possibly the unsymmetrical base
pressures are a result of an unsymmetrical boundary layer thickness at the
nozzle boattail trailing edge and a virtual origin correction to the Korst
method (Reference 79) may predict the observed trends. However, since the
annular base area is small, the base drag predicted by application of isolated
nozzle methods should be adequate for preliminary design purposes.

3.3.3.2 Plug Base Prvessure

The semi-empirical base pressure correlation equations developed for isolated
plug nozzles are valid for predicting twin-jet base pressures for nozzle
pressure ratios greater than 4.0 as illustrated for the Phase II twin-jet
UPAC3 plug nozzle model in Figure 125. The measured results shown in the
figure are for six different narrow-spaced and intermediate-spaced inter-
fairings and for Mach numbers ranging from 0.6 to 1.6. The good agreement
is, of course, expected since, as previously discussed, the plug surface
pressure distributions were symmetrical for nozzle pressure ratios greater
than 4.0.
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SECTION 4

TWIN-NOZZLE/AFTBODY DESIGN TECHNIQUES

Techniques for designing the aft-end of air superiority fighters having twin
buried engines and dual nozzles are presented in this section. These tech-
niques were developed using the thrust and drag results obtained from the
aircraft configuration investigated during the Phase II tests. The applica-
tion of these techniques to improve the aft-end design of belected Phe-e II
configurations is also presented along with a recommended test program for
verifying the design techniques employed.

4.1 DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN TECHNIQUES

4.1.1 Design Criteria

The development of an integrated aft-end design of an air superiority fighter
must take into account such factors as weapon installation, landing gear de-
sign, internal volume requirements, structural arrangement, vulnerability,
turnaround time, maintenance, performance, weight, and mission requirements.

The type of weapon installation, such as semi-submerged pylon mounted, or
buried missiles, can strongly influence the nozzle lateral spacing and inter-
fairing type. A wide nozzle lateral spacing was required for the F-14 air-
craft, for example, in order to install the semi-submerged missiles between
the engines; whereas a narrow nozzle lateral spacing was possible for the
F-15 air-!raft since the missiles were installed on the outboard corners of
the nacelles. The location, type, and method of retracting the landing gear
will effect the weapon installation which in turn may influence the nozzle
laoeral spacing. Tnstalling the main landing 6tar between the inlets of the
F-111, under the inlets of the F-15, outboard of the nacelles of the F-14, or
in the wing of the F-4, for example, had a strong influence on the nozzle
spacing selection for these aircraft.

The internal volume required can influence tho nozzle lateral spacing. The
volume may be obtained by using closely spaced engines with a lonj body, thus
achieving a high fineness ratio, or by using widely spaced engines and a short
body. The combination of length and wilth for ihe volume required mL, be
determined by length and width restrictions, wcight considerations, and area
ruling the aircraft. The best fuel tank arrangement and leyout for other
aircraft systems or special equipment can also influence the aft-end design.

The aft-end design techniques presented herein allow the effect of perform-
a&rce, weight, and mission requirements to be taken into account. Predesign
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Sg 'Jelines and performance prediction charts were formulated for use in

.lee' :ping and modifying aircraft aft-end arrangements so that high thrust
.lnus drag cpn be achieved. Also, post-design methods for predicting the
aft-end performance of the final aircraft designs were developed (as dis-

cussed in Section 3 of Volume II) for use in conducting mission analysis
studies. The mission radius for a fixed TOGW (takeoff gross weight) was
selected as the criterion for evaluating the different aircraft designs.
U.hile TOGW for a fixed mission radius is a frequently applied criterion,
the selected criterion yields the same relative ranking of aircraft Sid
the associated computations are substantially simpler.

4.1.2 Design Guidelines

Considerable time and expense is involved in developing a layout of a new or
modified fighter configuration and in evaluating the design using mission
analysis results. In order to minimize the number of configurations subjected
to the complete design process, a procedure has been formulated for screening

candidate aft-end arrangements prior to developing a layout of the designs.

In this procedure, design guidelines are used initially as the rationale for
developing or modifying an aft-end design. The installed thrust-minus-exter-
nal drag is then estimated using drag correlation charts and nozzle thrust
coefficient curves. The drag correlation charts are presented in a form such
that quick tradeoffs between various nozzle types, interfairing types and
lengths, and nozzle lateral spacings can be obtained. This capability is
important for determining the sensitivity of drag to changes in aft-end com-
ponents, especially if design requirements are such that the desired aft-end
arrangement derived from the design guidelines cannot be realized. The de-
sign with the maximum installed thrust-minus-external drag at important mis-
sion conditions is then selected as the candidate configuration for the
mission analysis studies.

The predesign guidelines, which were formulated from observations of the
.. ata, are listed in Taubl 1u. The guidelines are divided into two

main categories: one for aircraft missions carried out primarily at subsonic
and transonic Mach numbers and the other for aircraft missions carried out
pr'marily at supersonic Mach numbers. For missions at subsonic and transonic
Mach numbers, the convergent-iris or the convergent-divergent type nozzles
and the horizortal wedge interfairing with the trailing edge terminating at
the exit plane of the nozzles are recommended. The cross-sectional area
distribution of the aft-end should be smooth, avoiding sharp corners and
steps. The nozzle lateral spacing is not critical and a single vertical
stabilizer is suggested over a twin.

For issior - primarily at supersonic Mach numbers, the convergent-divergent
or the unshrouded plug type nozzles and either horizontal or vertical wedge
inerfairings with the trailing edge terminating at the exit plane of the
nozzles are recommended. Again, the cross-sectional area distribution of
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TABLE 16. DESIGN GUIDELINES

RECOMMENDED CONFIGURATION AIRCRAFT MISSION CATEGORIES

COMPONENTS SUBSONIC-TRANSONIC SUPERSONIC

Nozzle Type Convergent-iris Convergent-divergent

Convergent-divergent Unshrouded plug

Interfairing Type and Length Horizonzxal wedge ter- Horizontal or vertical
minating at nozzle wedge terminating at
exit plane nozzle exit plane

Contours and Area Distribution Smooth area Smooth area
distribution distribution

Avoid sharp coners Avoid sharp corners
and steps and steps

Minimize boattail
angle and projected
frontal area

Nozzle Lateral Spacing Not critical Minimum

Vertical Stabilizer Single Single

the aft-end should be smooth, avoiding sharp corners and steps. Minimum
nozzle lateral spacing and single vertical stabilizers are recommended. Unlike
subsonic flow, the boattail drag increases significantly with increasing boat-
tail angle and projected frontal area. As a result, these parameters should
also be minimized.

4.1.3 Aft-End Drag Prediction Charts

The external drag for twin-nozzle/aftbody installations is provided for dif-
ferent nozzle lateral spa,.ings, interfairing types, nozzle types, power settings,
and nozzle pressure ratios. These twin-jet results are based on an IMS/transonic,
similarity correlation of the Phase II drag data and are applicable (1) over a
Mach number range if 0.6 to 1.6, (2) a nozzle pressure ratio range from jet-off
to typical operating nozzle pressure ratios, and (3) to fighter type aircraft
having similar geometry as the Phase II model.

Empirical correlation charts have been formulated for first estimating the jet-
off boattail pressure drag aft of the wing trailing edge (metric break station)
and then correcting the aft-end pressure drag for jet effects. The drag corre-
lation charts are presented in Figures 126 through 130 arid are applicable to
convergent, convergent-divergent, and plug type nozzles at various power
settings for each of the following five aft-end arrangements. To keep the
procedure simple, the skin friction and nozzle base drags were neglected.
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Nozzle Spacing Interfairing Vertical Stabilizer

Narrow Horizontal Wedge Single

Narrow Vertical Wedge Single

Intermediate Horizontal Wedge Single

Wide Horizontal Wedge Single

Wide Horizontal Wedge Twin

Only three inputs are required to obtain the Aet-off aft-end pressure drag

coefficient based on projected frontal area, UDp , from the charts, vis, free-

stream Mach number, M., projected frontal to metric break area rati, %F/AMB,

and integral mean slope, IMS. Since the cross-sectional area distribution is
not known during the predesign stage, an estimate of IMS must be employed.
The IMS for typical twin-nozzle/aftbody designs is generally within the 0.4
to 0.7 range, as shown in Table 17 for selected PhaseII model configurations.

In order to correct the aft-end pressure drag coefficient for jet effects,
jet-on to jet-off aft-end drag ratios are presented in Figure 131 as a func-
tion of adjusted nozzle pressure ratio, (PT /P )M, internal shroud exit
angle, and freestream Mach number. These drag ratios were found essentially
to be independent of nozzle lateral spacing, interfairing type, and vertical
stabilizer type. The adjusted nozzle pressure ratio is related to the nozzle
exit to freestream static pressure ratio, PE/P , and nozzle pressure ratio,

PTN/P,, as indicated below,

PTN /P) a = (PTN/PTH (PE /PTH) (PTN/P.) (2)

where P /PTH is nozzle throat total to static pressure ratio, which is a

constant for choked flow, and PE/PTH is the nozzle exit to throat static

pressure ratio. For convergent and unshrouded plug nozzles the adjusted
nozzle pressure ratio is equal to the nozzle pressure ratio. For convergent-
divergent nozzles, the adjusted nozzle pressure ratio is generally less than
the nozzle pressure ratio due to supersonic flow expansion witnin the nozzle.

To demonstrate the above method, some numerical examples are given in Table
18 for the narrow spacing ratio configuration with vertical interfairing,
single vertical stabilizer, and convergent-divergent nozzle. Predicted and
measured twin-jet aft-end drags for these examples are compared in Figuire 13?
and show good agreement. The step-by-step procedure for obtaining the numer-
ical results is out!li.d below.
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BI
TABLE 17. GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS FOR PHASE II AFT-END CONFIGURATION

PROJECTED FRONTAL TO NOZZLE INTERNAL INTEGRAL MEAN

CONFIGURATION METRIC BREAK AREA RATIO EXIT ANGLE SLOPE - IMS

NIB CIl 0.86 - 9.00 0.677

NiB CI3  0.72 - 2.00 0.636

NiB CD1  o.85 2.50 0.583

NIB CD2  0.73 4.00 0.1499

NIB CD3  0.53 11.50 0.465

N3D CDI  0.85 2.5°  0.623

N3D CD2  0.73 4.oo 0.514

N3D CD3  0.53 11.50 0.445
NIB UPAC I 0.66 -24.0 o.605

NIB UPAC2  0.59 -19.00 0.501

NIB UPAC3  0.51 -15.0 0.503

IiB CD1  0.87 2.50 0.593

IIB CD3  0.59 11.50 0.519

W!B CD1  0.88 2.50 o.621

WIB CD, 0.64 11.50 0.577

N5D CD1  0.85 2.50 0.550

N5D CD, 0.74 )1.0°  0.1,23

N5D CD3  0.53 11.50 0.334

W4D CD1  0.87 2.50 0.627

W4D CD2  0.77 4.00 0.532

W4D CD3  0.59 11.50 0.446

N6D CD, 0.85 2.50 o.646

1'6D CD2  0.74 4.00 0.528

N6D CD3  0.53 11.50 0.435
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The projected frontal to metric break area ratio, nozzle internal exit angle,
and integral mean slope are found from Table 17. The jet-off aft-end drag
coefficient based on projected frontal area .s read from Figure 127. Knowing
the exit to throat area ratio for the particular nozzle power setting, the
nozzle exit to throat static pressure ratio -'- computed from compressible
flow tables. Then, the adjusted nozzle pressure ratio, which is equal to the
product of nozzle exit to throat static pressure ratio and nozzle pressure
ratio, is used along with the nozzle type and internal exit angle to determine
the jet-on and jet-off aft-end drag ratio from Figure 131. The jet-on drag
coefficient is equal to the product of jet-off drag coefficient and jet-on to
jet-off drag ratio.

4.1.4 Nozzle Thrust Coefficient Curves

Computed nozzle thrust coefficients, including under expansion and overexpan-
sion losses, are presented in Figures 133 through 136 as functions of nozzle
pressure ratio, nozzle exit to thrua' area ratio, AE/AT, and specific heat

ratio, ' j. These results enable thrust coefficients for convergent, convergent-

divergent, and plug type nozzles to be estimated for quick trade-off studies.
The exit to 4iroat area ratio is unity for convergent nozzles and equal to the
corresponding physical areas for convergent-divergent nozzles. For the plug
nozzle, the exit to throat area ratio of unity is used at low nozzle pressure
ratios and the exit to throat area ratio equal to the plug shroud to plug
throat area ratio is used at high nozzle pressure ratios. The low and high
nozzle pressure ratio regions are separated by the pressure ratio where the
thrust coefficients for the two regions are equal.

The nozzle thrust is computed from the thrust coefficient in the following
manner.

4)T

Thrust (FJA)(F!) (A) C
P, 0 T T

where

4
P A Ideal thrust (complete expansion to freestream ambient

TNT pressure) ratio, 1 .1/

f(y.) Specific heat ratio function, +11/2
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Jet specific heat ratio

P

P. Nozzle pressure ratio

P. Ambient pressure

AT  Nozzle throat area

CT  Thrust coefficient

For conven.ence the ideal thrust ratio (F ipPT AT) is given in Figure 137 as

a functior of nozzle pressure ratio for jet specific heat ratios of 1.25 and
1.4.

4.2 APPLICATION OF DESIGN TECHNIQUES

4.2.1 Procedure

Mission analysis studies have been used in developing and selecting twin-
nozzle/aftbody installations, by means of the procedure illustrated in Fig-

ure 138.

This procedure permits the evaluation of the trade-offs between engine thrust,

aircraft weight, and external drag. The sensitivity of the results to changes

in mission requirements can also be evaluated. A further benefit of the

adopted prz~edare is that it provides a framework for utilizing the perform-
ance prediction methods developed during the program (Reference 76).

I: the first step of the procedure a baseline conf turation is selected from

an ig those tested during Phase II, with prime consideration being g .en to

not,_itial perfornance improvement and relevaney to eurrent design trends. The
ei.gire thrust, aircraft weight, and external drag for each selected design is

then predicted and used in conducting mission analysis studies. The mission

radius for a fixed TOGW (takeoff gross weight) of 45,000 pounds was selected
as the criterion for evaluating the different aircraft designs. The mission

radius for each baseline configuration is determined for each of the fol-

liwing three representative fighter missions: escort (subsonic), point inter-

cept (primarily supersonic), and mixed (tranL ,nic).

The next step of the procedure requires that the oft-end lines of the base-

line cJnfiguration be modified so that an improved cundidate installation re-

stJis. The rationale for these modifications is derived from an analysis of

tn.e b aseline mrssion results, design criteria and guidelines developed for

cr~e oanlilate cnfiguration is then calc.Ulated using predicted values for the

e:. ne th'ust, airzrcft weight, and external drag, as was dcre for the base-

.'- :'2flguratiln. If the mission radius for the candidate configuration is

rtpa/,:r t,,an that for the baseline configuration, thez, the hew design will be
P; :.c: jerei an improved installation.
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Figure 138. Procedure for Developing Improved Iwin-Nozzle/

Aftbody installations
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The procedure for developing improved twin-nozzle aftbody installations is
applied below to five baseline configurations. The selection of the baseline
configurations is presented first followed by a discussion of the development
of the candidate configurations. Finally, the selection of the improved de-
signs based on a comparison of mission analysis results is presented.

4.2.2 Baseline Configuration Selection

A total of five baseline configurations were selected from among those tested
during Phase II. As discussed in Subsection 2.1.2, the basic test configura-
tion is a modified version of the A-2 twin-jet air superiority fighter design
evolved by GD under the AFFDL-sponsored Supersonic Inlet Design and Airframe-
Inlet Integration Program (Reference 57). This design, designated as the
Calac CL-1250, has a high wing, half-axisymmetric inlets mounted on the sides
of the fuselage forward of the wing leading edge, and close coupled stabili-
zers, as illustrated in Figure 139.

Twin P&WA STF-371 turbofan engines are locatea in the fuselage of the CL-1250.
The forebody is contoured to accommodate the high wing and to avoid conditions
which could promote the separation of a viscou, shear layer forward and low
enough to be ingested by the inlet. The wing has an area of 575 square feet,
aspect ratio of 3.37, leading edge sweep angle of 31.5 degrees, and leading
and trailing edge flaps. The canopy is designed to give unimpaired visibility
in the upper hemisphere and reasonable down vision. The nose drop angle is
set by a requirement for 15 degrees down vision over the nose for landing and
for air-to-air combat. The nose and main landing gear retract forward, and
the main landing gear wheel rotates 90 degrees to lie flat under the inlet
duct.

The five selected baseline configurations are identified in Table 19. The
selection of these configurations was based primarily on potential perform-
ance improvement and relevancy to current design trends. The baseline con-
figurations provide an interesting matrix in that the primary configuration
variablco ivesir-ted daring Phase TT, viz., nozzle type and spacing, inter-
fairing type and length, and vertical stabilizer type, are all represented.
The baseline configurations are listed in three forms in Table 19: (1) an
aboreviated form used in the subsequent discussions; (2) the standard Calac
vehicle identification form, and (3) in terms of the Phase II model compo-
nent lesignations.

An isometric drawing of the X-1 configuration is shown in Figure 140. This
configuration closely resembles the initial F-111 design and for tnis reason
was chosen as a baseline configuration. A simulation of the F-111 aft-end
was considered important since the F-111 was the most advanced fighter in
production at the beginning of the contract. Also, the airframe-nozzle inte-
gration problems encountered with the F-111 provided the p.rimary Lmpetus for
initiating this and other propulsion research programs. The narrow spaced
X-l con'iguration can be easily modified to reduce the aft-end drag, espe-
cLally at subsonic speeds, by replacing the vertical interfairing with a
horizontal wedge interfairing.
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TABLE 19. IDENTIFICATION OF BASELINE CONFIGURATIONS

REPORT CALAC VEHICLE PHASE II MODEL
DESIGNATION DESIGNATION COMPONENT DESIGNATIONS

X-1 CL 1250-3 S1 '1 Hp-2 V2 P N3D CD

X-2 CL 1250-4 S Y1 2D CD
1 1 Hip V2PIDC

X-3 CL 1250-7 S Y, HIP  V W2D CD
1 . i 3PR

-2x-4 CL 1250-6 S Y, Hlp- V NIB CDE
1 1 i 1

-2
X-5 CL 1250-6A S1 Y1 Hp V NIB CF

An isometric drawing of the X-2 configuration is shown in Figure 141. This
design, which has an intermediate noz,:le spacing and a horizontal wedge in-
terfairing with the trailing edge terminating at the exit plane of the con-
vergent-divergent nozzles, was selected since it represents adesign intermedi-
ateate between the X-! and X-3 configurations. The X-3 configuration, which
is shown i6 Figure 142, is somewhat similar to the F-14 in that it has a wide
nozzle spacing, horizontal interfairing, and twin vertical stabilizers. The
aft-end drag of the X-3 configuration can be improved by replacing the twin
vertical stabilizers with a single vertical stabilizer and by reducing the
fuselage area between the engine nacelles.

The X-4 and X-5 configurations are identical except for the choice of nozzles.
They both are narrow spaced configurations and have horizontal wedge inter-
fairings with the trailing edge terminating at the nozzle customer connect
station, as shown in Figure 143. The lower performance of the convergent flap
nozzlesintalC in thc X-4 configuratiun ha6 -tuii compromised in order to
reduce nozzle weight. A higher weight of the convergent-divergent ejector
nozzle installed in the X-5 configuration has been accepted in order to obtain
maximum performance. An improved design can be obtained by compromising both
performance and weight.

Each baseline aircraft used in the mission analysis studies has contours iden-
tical to those corresponding wind tunnel models, with the following two excep-
tions. First. the aircraft design did not include the side fuselage fairing,
which was cantilevered from the model centerbody and used to support the hori-
zontal stabilizers. Secondly, the aircraft design included provision for
armament, whereas such provisions were excluded from the Phase II model design
so that the wind tunnel results would not be dependent on a single specific
missile installation. Provisions were made in the aircraft design for a 25 mm
gun to be located under the fuselage aft of the nose gear and for four Sparrow
missiles to be installed semi-submerged - two along the fuselage centerline
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and two in the lower corners of the nacelles. In order to house the model
flow tubes and force balances, it was necessary for portions of the aircraft
to be larger than that required solely from vehicle design considerations.
However, no modifications were made to the contours of the baseline configu-
rations so that the Phase II wind tunnel data could be used in evaluating
the performance estimates developed for the mission analysis studies.

4.2.3 Candidate Configurations Development

The baseline configurations were modified to improve their thrust and aft-end
drag characteristics. The new designs were considered only potential improve-
ments since the rationale for the modifications is based primarily on perform-
ance consideration and whether or not they are indeed improvements is depend-
ent on the trade-off between performance and weight, as subsequently determined
from the mission analysis studies.

A

iFour candidate configurations were developed: three STF 371 turbofan instal-
lations and one STJ 353 turbojet installation. The designations used to
identify the candidate configurations in this report and on the vehicle de-
sign drawings are provided in Table 20 in addition to a summary of the modi-
fications required to the baseline configuration.

A three-view drawing of the Y-1 configuration is shown in Figure 144. This
configuration very closely resembles the Phase II Sl Yl HIP(-2) V2P NID CD
model design and is the candidate developed for improving the performance of
the X-1, X-4, and X-5 baseline configurations. Replacing the vertical inter-
fairing of the X-1 configuration with a horizontal wedge interfairing reduces
the aft-end drag, especially at subsonic speeds, with only an eight pound in-
crease in weight. The aft-end drag of the X-4 and X-5 configurations is re-
duced in the Y-1 configuration by increasing the interfairing length such
that the interfairing trailing edge terminates at the exit plane of the con-
vergent-divergent nozzles instead of at the nozzle customer connect station.
This increase in length results in a 20 pound weight penalty, but allows the
vertical stabilizer tu be lucaLed further aft on the aircraft. This results
in a 144 pound weight reduction since a smaller vertical stabilizer having
the same effectiveness can be utilized. The convergent-divergent nozzle in-
stalled in the Y-1 configuration, which is 300 pounds heavier than the con-
vergent flap nozzle installed in the X-4 configuration and 360 pounds lighter
than the convergent-divergent ejector n zzle installed in th, X-5 configura-
tion, is considered a potential overall improvement since it represents a
compromise in both weight and performance. Further improvements were ob-
tained by area ruling the portion of the fuselage aft of the maximum cross-
sectional area station and by adjusting the nozzle expansion to obtain maximum
thrust minus aft-end drag.

The Y-2 configuration shown in Figure 145 was developed to illustrate that
the aft-end drag can be reduced by decreasing the nozzle spacing and in-

crasing the aft-end length of the X-2 configuration, while keeping the volume
of the two aircraft the same. This results in a higher fineness ratio and
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TABLE 20. IDENTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE CONFIGURATIONS

CANDIDATE CONFIGURATION DESIGNATIONS

BASELINE ATMROFAN TLYRBOJET
COETTG3RATION
DESIGNATION REPORT VEHICLE REQUIRED MODIFICATIONS REPORT VEHICLE REQUIRED MOIFICATIONS

X-1 Y-1 CL 2250-9 Interfairing Type 1 CL 1250-11 Engine Installation
Area Rule Capture Area
Nozzle Expansion

X-2 Y-2 CL 1250-8 Nozzle Spacing
Aft-En Length
Nozzle Expansion

X-3 Y-3 CL 1250-10 Vertical Stabilizer Type
Area Distribution
Nozzle Expannion

x-4 Y-1 CL 1250-10 Interfairing Length
Area Rule
Nozzle Type and
Expanson

X-5 Y-1 CL 1250-10 Interfairing Length
Area Rule
Nozzle Type and
Expansion

therefore lower drag with a 551 pound increase in fuselage weight. The area
of the horizontal and vertical stabilizers was reduced to maintain the same
stabilizer effectiveness utilized for all previous configurations, which re-
sults in a 439 pound weight reduction. The nozzle expansion was again adjusted
to maximize thrust minus aft-end drag.

The X-3 configuration was modified by removing area between the nozzles, sub-
stantially reducing the height of the horizontal wedge interfairing, and re-
placing the twin vertical stabilizers with a single vertical stabilizer. The
resulting Y-3 configuration is shown in Figure 146. A 147 pound weight penalty
is associated with reducing the fuselage area because of the added structure
required to support the single vertical stabilizer, which is 333 pounds lighter
than the twin vertical stabilizer. The cross-sectional area distribution for
the Y-3 configuration is equivalent to that of the intermediate-spaced X-2
configuration. Further improvements were obtained by adjusting the nozzle
expansion to obtain maximum thrust minus aft-end drag.

The Z-1 turbojet powered configuration shown in Figure 147 was developed by
modifying the Y-1 turbofan design. The two STF 371 turbofan engines installed
in Y-1 were replaced with twin STJ353 turbojet engines, which resulted in a
574 pound increase in engine weight, and the cross-section area from the inlet
face to the convergent-divergent nozzle exit station was significantly reduced
(16 percent reduction in maximum cross-sectional area), which resulted in a
293 pound decrease in fuselage weight. The stabilizer surfaces remained the
same as those on the baseline configurations, and the same general clearances
were used in installing the turbojet engine. Since the engine airflow re-
quirements for the turbojet were markedly different than that for the turbo-
fan engine, it was necessary to reduce the inlet capture area and also change

the inlet ramp schedules, as discussed in Subsection 4.2.4.3.
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The Phase II model contours were retained in the development of both the base-
line and the candidate configurations so that the improvements obtained are
representative only of the associated general configuration changes and not
of specialized configuration details. However, as a consequence of this,
some additional improvements are believed possible through detailed treatment
of the individual improved designs, for example, through area ruling specific
to each individual configuration.

4.2.4 Performance Prediction

This section presents the thrust, drag, and weight of five Phase II baseline
aircraft configurations and the fcar candidate aircraft configurations. The
force accounting precedure is described first followed by aero-model, inlet,
and aft-end drag data presentations.

4.2.4.1 Force Accounting Procedure

The accounting system employed in this program separates the components into
those that are independent of power setting and those that vary with pcwer
setting. Normally, the total aircraft drag is computed using equivalent
body techniques which include the wing/fuselage and empennage/aftbody inter-
action effects. Corrections are then required to account for nozzle/aftbody
interaction effects and inlet/forebody interaction effects. The interference
drag due to twin nozzle/aftbody/empennage interference effects can be determin-
ed by subtracting an axisymmetric equivalent body aft-end drag from that
predicted using empirical correlations of the Phase II data. In order to use
this aft-end interference drag in building up the total aircraft drag, the
empennage/aftbody interaction effects, which are included in the Phase II
data, must be excluded from the total drag computed using equivalent body
techniques. The accounting procedure described can be expressed algebrai-
cally as

DT = DAERO + D INLET +ADBT

The first term in the above equation represents the aircraft pressure plus
friction drag, including wing/fuselage interference effects but excluding
empennage/aftbody interference effects and base drags. Drag due to lift,
trim drag, and. external stores drag are also included. The aircraft drag
is computed assuming the inlet is operating at unity mass flow ratio. The
inlet/forebody interference drag was assumed negligible. This assumption is
valid since the inl.e forebodies are similar and the vehicles are compared in
terms of an incremental drag. The second term in the above equation includes
the irlet spillage drag and the inlet bleed and ECS (environmental control
system) drags. The last term in the above equation represents the difference

! , in boattail drag between that obtained from correlations of the Phase II data

and that obtained from an axisyminetric equivalent body analysis.
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4.2.4.2 Aero-Model Drag

Drag estimates for all nine configurations are presented in Figures 148
through 156 in terms of zero lift drag as a function of Mach number for sea
level operation and in terms of an increment in zero lift drag as a function
of Mach number and altitude. Figure 157 presents the drag due to lift factor,
K, as a function of Mach number and lift coefficient. The following equation
is employed for computing the aero-model drag coefficient.

DAERO Dw L

where C is the zero lift drag coefficient. Drag increments due to external
Dw

stores are presented in Figure 158. The data presented in the figures do not
include the propulsion system drag increments. These drags are accounted
for in the installed propulsion data.

Aero-model drag values were obtained using the general methods outlined in
Reference 80. The drag values shown include both pressure and friction drag
components but do not include the empennage/aftbody interference drag. The

Calac wave drag program (R'ference 77) was employed for computation of the
wave drag. Transonic drag values were estimated using the Mach Divergence
method described in Reference 81 for computing the drag rise of planar surfaces
and empirical data from Reference 82 for body drag rise characteristics.
Subsonic drag-due-to-lift values were calculated using the procedures in
Reference 83. These procedures are compilation of data obtained from numerous
military aircraft and include trim drag allowances. Supersonic drag due to

lift was set at 1.10 times the theoretical value of M'-l/4. Data compiled
in Reference 84 indicates this to be a reasonable assumrption.

4.2.4.3 Propulsion System Performance

The inlet performance, aft-end drag, and internal nozzle performance, which
are used in determining the installed thrust-minus-aft-end drag for the base-
line and candidate configurations, are discussed in this subsection.

Inlet Total Pressure Recovery and Spillage Drag

The total pressure recovery and spillage drag have been estimated for the
inlet design on the General Dynamics A-2 aircraft configurations. The total
pressure recovery was estimated for subsonic Mach numbers from the theoretical
analysis of Fradenburgh and Wyatt, Reference 85, and for supersonic Mach
numbers from MOC solutions. The additive drag was obtained for subsonic and
transonic Mach numbers from the drag correlations of Muller and Gasko,
Reference 86, and for supersonic Mach numbers from the method of Sibulkin,
Reference 87. The additive drag was corrected for cowl lip suction effects
from correlations in Reference 88. The inlet bleed and ECS (Environmental
Control System) bleed drags were estimated and incorporated in the inlet
drag.
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The inlet, mounted on the sides of the fuselage upstream of the wing leading
edge, is semi-circular with a double-cone centerbody, as shown in the top

of Figure 159. The inlets for both the STF 371 Engine and the STJ 353
Engine are geometrically similar and were sized for 0.9 flight Mach number.

The first cone is fixed at an angle of 18 degrees and the second cone angle

follows the schedule with local Mach number shown in the top of Figure 159.
The relationship between freestream Mach number and the inlet local Mach
number is plotted in Figure 160. The cone angle schedules for >oth the STF

371 engine and the STJ 353 engine inlets are shown, and the cor-.esponding
throat to capture area ratios are given on the bottom of Figure 159. The

cone angle schedule for the STJ 353 engine is slightly different than that

for the STF 371 engine in order to provide the required throat area at sub-

sonic speeds and to avoid excessive subcritical spillage drag at supersonic

speed-. For the ejector nozzle with the STF engine, however, the cone angle

schedule for the STJ 353 engine was used to provide the additional air flow

required by Lhe ejector at subsonic speeds.

The total pressure recovery and inlet mass flow ratio for subsonic speeds

was estimated from the theoretical analysis of Fradenburgh and Wyatt,

Reference 85. The subsonic diffuser total pressure loss was assumed to

equal 12.2 percent of the throat dynamic pressure. The total pressure re-

covery for supersonic speeds, shown in Figure 161, was estimated from MOC

solutions and was assumed independent of inlet mass flow ratio for sub-

critical mass flow ratios. A 3 percent subsonic diffuser loss was assumed.

The inlet mass flow ratio is known from the relation

= (w ,) (+ "' G PtI

*m We8 A 2 c
0L 8A IL

where

___ =85.4145 ML (1 + M 5_

L

and for M0 equal or less than 0.8

mBLD
- 0

mENG

and for M greater than 0.8

mBLD
= -0.0235 + 0.0294Mm
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mU

e a d'Itire drag coefficient, shown in Figure 162 as a function of inlet
mass flow ratio for various freestream Mach numbers, was obtained for Mach
numbers 0.5 to 1.3 from drag correlations of Reference 86, and for Mach numbers
from 1.4 to 2.5 from the method of Sibulkin, Reference 87.

The cowl lip suction to additive drag ratio, CLS/CD , was taken from

Reference 88. The spillage drag, which is defined as the additive drag minus
the cowl lip suction, is computed from the relation

CD S L  = CDAL  (l - CLs/CDAL

Finally, the drag coefficient based on freestream conditions is computed
from the value based on local conditions as follows (See for example
Reference 88).

AL PL

where

AL
A m
C 0

o -i 1 + 2 Mj

L M I+v I 21
2 "L j

ML Local Mach number

PC

(F) Freestream static to dynamic pressure ratio

Local to freestream dynamic Iressure ratio
q2
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Aft-End Drag

The aft-end drag adjustment to the aero-model drag for different configurations
was obtained using the methods described in Subsection 3.3.1. The procedure
is as follows: (1) compute the installed aft-end drag for the twin-jet
body for the nozzle operating at the given power setting and nozzle pressure;
(2) compute the aft-end drag for an equivalent body with the same cross-
section area distribution as the twin-jet body but with the nozzle in the
maximum A/B power setting; and (3) determine the difference between the drags
from steps (1) and (2). The installed aft-end drag, including base drag,
for the twin-jet body for both subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers was found
from the methods presented in Subsections 3.3.1 and 2.3.4. The aft-end
drag includes the drag downstream of the metric break station for subsonic
Mach numbers and includes the drag downstream of the maximum area station for
supersonic Mach numbers. The aft-end drag for the equivalent body for super-
sonic Mach numbers was found from the equivalent body drag correlation given
in Subsection 3.3.1. Because the aero-model drag for the subsonic Mach
numbers is essentially independent of configuration for the configurations
investigated in the present study, the aft-end drag for the equivalent body
for subsonic Mach numbers was set equal to zero. This is justifiable since
only drag differences are required and this drag is very small. Also, because
of the similarity between the twin-jet body and the equivalent body, the drag
adjustment for skin friction was assumed negligible for all Mach numbers.
Since no base region was included in the aero-model drag, no base drag was
computed for the equivalent body drag.

Aft-end drag coefficients (boattail plus base drag), given in the top of
Figure 162, for the selected Phase II baseline configurations, and given in
the bottom of Figur, 163, for the four candidate configurations, show that
the candidate aft-end configurations have, in general, lower drag than the
Phase II configurations. The convergent-divergent nozzles are in the normal
power position for subsonic Mach numbers and are in the maximum A/B power
position for the supersonic Mach numbers. For the candidate configurations,
however, the convergent-divergent nozzle position was selected su!ch that the
installed thrust-minus-external drag was maximized. As a result the nozzleexit to throat area ratio for the convergent-divrge-t nozzle at Mach1.

(maximum A/B power position) is higher than the corresponding area ratio for
-he Phase II configurations. The area ratios for the other Mach numbers
were comparable. The Phase II intermediate spa,,ed configuration number X-2
has the lowest drag at subsonic Mach numbers, and the wide spaced configura-
tion number X-3, with twin vertical stabilizers has the highest drag at
supersonic Mach numbers. The narrow spaced candidate conficguration number
Y-2, which has a long aft-end design, is among the lowest drag configurations
at subsonic Mach numbers and is the lowest drag configuration at supersonic
Mach numbers.

The aft-end drag adjustments to be added to the aero-model drag are presented
in Figure 164. The largest positive drag adjustments occur for the Phase
II baseline configurations, particularly for configuration numbers X-1 and
X-3 at subsonic Mach numbers anO configuration number X-3 at low supersonic
Mach numbers. The drag adjustments for both baseline and candidate configura-
tions at high supersonic Mach numbers are, in general, small.
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Internal Nozzle Performance

The thrust and nozzle discharge coefficients for the baseline and candidate
configurations given in Figure.; 165 and 166 were computed using the methods
described in Subsection 3.3.2. The nozzles are in the normal power position
for subsonic Mach numbers and are in the maximum A/B power position for the
supersonic Mach numbers. Both thrust and nozzle disdharge coefficients are
in general, comparable, among the configurations with the convergent-diver-
gent nozzle, except for configuration number Z-1. The coefficients for
configuration number Z-1 are generally lower because of the smaller throat
area associated with the turbojet engine. The low thrust coefficients for
configuration number X-4 at the supersonic Mn.ch numbers were expected
because of the underexpansion of the convergent-flar nozzle.

Weight Increments

Component weight increments for the selected configurations are presented in
Table 21. The component weight increments are referenced to the X-1 config-
uration. Weights for the remaining components such as armament, auxiliary
systems, etc., are assumed identical for all configurations.

4.2.5 Improved Design Selection

This subsection includes the comparative mission performance of the five base-
line turbofan configurations (X-1 through X-5), the three candidate turbofan
configurations (Y-1 through Y-3), and the one candidate turbojet configuration
(Z-l). Mission performance, including SEP (specific excess power) comparisons,
for all nine designs are presented relative to that of configuration X-1.

Since the engine data used in the mission analysis studies was classified
confidential, this method of comparison was employed so that the report could
remain unclassified.

TABLE 21. AIRCRAFT WEIGHT COMPARISON

Incremental Weight from That of Baseline Configuration X-! - Po-nds

Configuration

Component X-l(l) X-2 X-3 X-4 X-5 Y-1 Y-2 Y-3 Z-1

Tail 0 0 333 144 144 0 -439 0 0

Body 0 246 515 - 12 - 12 8 636 662 -285

Propulsion 0 0 0 -300 360 0 161 0 574

Total 0 +246 +848 -16J +492 +8 +358 +662 +289

(1) Baseline configuration
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4.2.5.1 Mission Description and Results

Each candidate vehicle has been analyzed in three different missions. These

include: (1) Basic Air Superiority Mission; (2) Tactical Air-Air Mission;
and (3) Supersonic Point Intercept Mission. Figures 167, 168, and 169 de-
scribe these missions by individual segment. Takeoff gross weight was held
constant for all designs at 45,000 lbs. As can lo notcd in the Tactical Air-
Air Mission, external fuel was allowed. Two 200-gallon, tip-mounted fuel
tanks were used which increased the takeoff gross weight in this mission to
47,900 lb. Weapon armament consisted of 4 semi-submerged Sparrow missiles,
an internal gun, and ammunition. Combat fuel allowance for all missions is
that fuel necessary to gain 144,000 feet of maneuver energy utilizing
maximum power.

E WEMWf
Combat fuel = SEP

SEP

where EM = 144,000 feet of maneuver energy

W = fuel flow at 10,000 foot altitude, Mach 0.9, maximum A/B
f

SEP = specific excess power (ft/sec) at half fuel weight, at 10,000
foot altitude Mach 0.90, lg wing loading clean airplane

Takeoff fue.1 was constant for all vehicles.

Calculations were made using the Calac Aircraft Mission Analysis Computer
Program. This digital program is designed to work frcm basic data such as
drag polars, thrust, and fuel flow tables. Mission segments consisting of
various flight modes such as climb, accelerate, cruise, are connected in
logical sequence to simulate the complete mission. Calculations are made
in chronological order. For missions with a range optimization, iterations
are made until the zero fuel weight falls within a preselected tolerance
range.

The mission radius for each of the nine configurations are compared in Table
22 for each of the three selected missions. For the basic air superiority
and tactical air-air missions, the narrow-spaced X-4 configuration with '.e
convergent flap nozzle installed had the largest radius. This vehicle nuc
only had the highest thrust but also the lowest zero fuel weight and external
drag of all nine configurations. Although the thrust and zero fuel weight of
the Z-1 turbojet installation were competitive, the mission radius for this
configuration was extremely low due to the inefficiency of the engine cycle

at part dry power settings. For the supersonic point intercept mission, the
narrow-spaced Y-1 and Y-2 configurations had the largest mission radius, and
the wide-spaced X-3 configuration, which had both the highest drag and higiest
zero fuel weight, had the lowest mission radius.

The mission radii of the Y-l, Y-2, and Y-3 candidate configurations are greater
than those of the X-l, X-2, and X-3 baseline configurations, respectively, for
all three missions investigated. The lower drag and higher thrust of the Y-1
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Takeoff of gross weight = 45,000 lb Payload: 4 Sparrow missiles + gun
+ ammunition

00

INTERNAL FUEL ONLY

1. Warmup and Takeoff: 2 minutes at normal rated power: 1 minute at maximum A/B
(sea level static)

2. Climb to optimum cruise altitude: Mach 0.80 at normal power

3. Cruise at optimum Mach and altitude: partial power
4. Descent to 10,000-foot altitude (no time, distc.°ce, or fuel allowance)
5. Cruise at 10,000-foot altitude, Mach 0.95, for 60 nautical miles at partial power

6. Combat

7. Return Cruise at 10,000-foot altitude, Mcch 0.85, for 60 nautical miles at
partial power

8. Climb to optimum cruise atitude: Mach 0.80 at normal power
9. Return cruise at optimum Mach ane altitude: partial power

10. Descent to sea level (no time, distance, or fuel allowance)

11. Reserve fuel: 20 minutes maximum endurance sea level: partial power

Figure 167. Breakdown of Basic Air Superiority Mission Profile
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Takeoff of gross weight - 47,900 lb Payload: 4 Sparrow missiles + gun
+ ammunition

©D f

INTERNAL FUEL PLUS 2 - 200 GALLON EXTERNAL TANKS

1. Warmup and Takeoff: 2 minutes at normal rated power, I minute at maximum ',/B
(sea level static)

2. Cruise at Mach 0.70 and 500-foot altitude: partial power

3. Climb at Mach 0.90 to 10,000--foot altitude at normal power (no distance credit)

4. Cruise on station, Mach 0.90, 10,O00-foot altitude, for 15 minutes (no distance
2credit): partial power

5. Climb at maximum A/B, Mach 1.10, to 20,000-foot altitude (no distance credit)

6. Combat

7. Descent to 500-foot altitude (no time, distance, or fuel allowance)

8. Return cruise for 50 nautical miles at 500-foot altitude at normal rated power

9. Return cruise for 50 nautical miles at 500-foot altitude at optimum cruise Mach
number and pa.'tial power

10. Climb at Mach 0.80 to optimum cruise altitude: normal power

11. Return cruise at optimum Mach and altitude: partial power

12. Descent to sea level (no time, distance, or fuel allowance)
13. Reserve Fuel: 20 minutes maximum endurance at sea level: partial power

Figure 168 . Breakdown of Tactical Air-Air Mission Profile
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Takeoff gross weight = 45,000 lb Payload: 4 Sparrow missiles + gun
+ ammunition

o 0

INTERNAL FUEL ONLY

I. Warmup & Takeoff: 2 minutes at normal rated power, 1 minute at maximum A/B(sea level static)

2. Climb to 35,000-foot altitud" at maximum A/B, Mach 0.925
3. Accelerate to Mach 2.Cu, altitude 35,000 ft at maximum A/B
4. Climb at maximum A/B, Maci 2.30, to combaf ceiling altitude (rate of climb of

500 ft/min)

5. Cruise at combat cei'ing, Mach 2.30, partial A/B
6. Descent to 50, 000-foot altitude (no time, distance, fuel allowance)

7. ComBat & store drop

8. Descent to optimum cruise altitude (rate of climb of 2000 ft/min C partial power,
Mach = 0.80)

9. Return cruise at optimum Mach and altitude: partial power
10. Descent to sea level (no time. distance, or fuel allowance)
11. Reserve fuel: 20 minute maxirnum endurance at sea level partial power

Figure 169 Breakdown of Supersonic Point Intercept Mission Pro-ile
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and Y-2 configurations over that of the X-1 and X-2 configurations, respectively,
n. zre than compensated for the associated weight penalty. Although the subsonic
aft end drag for the narrow-spaced Y-2 configuration is greater than that for
the intermediate-spaced X-2 configuration, the total aircraft drag of the Y-2
configuration is less due to nozzle lateral spacing effects. The thrust, drag,
and weight of the Y-3 configuration were all better than that of the X-3 con-

I fiuration. Based on the mission analysis results, configurations Y-l, Y-2,
and Y-3 are considered improvements over configurations X-l, X-2, and X-3,
respectively.

The thrust and drag of the Y-1 configuration are better than those for the X-4
configuration for transonic and supersonic conditions only. As a result of
these performance trends and the zero fucl weight penalty, the mission radius
for the Y-1 configuration is greater than that for the X-4 configuration only
for the supersonic point intercept mission. Therefore, the determination of
whether the Y-1 design is an improvement over the X-4 design depends on the
mission profile being considered.

The lowtr drag and lower zero-fuel weight of the Y-1 configuration over that

of the X-5 configuration more than compensated for the lower nozzle thrust.
Consequently, the mission radius for the Y-1 configuration is greater for all
three missions investigated. Configuration Y-1 is therefore considered an
improvement over configuration X-5.

The larger but lighter STF371 turbofan engine installed in the Y-l configura-
tion was replaced by the smaller but heavier STJ353 turbojet engine. The
resultant Z-1 configuration was heavier :.ue to the difference in engine weight
but had improved performance since the body was more slender. Also, since the
nozzle throat area excursion for the turbojet was considerably smaller than
that for the turbofan, the maximum nozzle expansion was increased so that the
same nozzle external contours could be utilized. The improved performance of
the Z-1 configuration over that of the Y-1 configuration was not sufficient to
overcome the associated weight penalty for all three missions investigated.
For the subsonic missions, the turbojet installation was c] arly inferior due
t,- the inefficiency of the turbojet cycle at part dry power settings.

4.2.3.2 Maneuverability Requirements and Results

Table 23 shows the incremental values of SEP for the nine vehicles relative to
configuration X-1. The drag was based on a clean aircraft with one half fuel
load. Thrust was based on maximum available installed power at the flight
condition. The comparisons and rationale made regarding the mission radius
apply also to the SEP comparisons. Configuration X-3, having the highest drag
and zero fuel weight, showed the poorest results of all the turbofan configura-
tions. The Y-2 configuration showed the best SEP values for the supersonic
flight conditions. SEP values are shown in Table 23 for several SEP points
which utilize maneuver flaps. The drag due to lift penalty associated with the
maneuver flaps combined with a high zero fuel weight results in lower SEP
values for the Y-3 compared to the X-2 configuration. The significant in-
creases in the supersonic regime however, can be considered an improvement
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over the X-2 configuration. Configuration Y-3 shows improved SEP values at
each flight condition tested compared to configuration X-3.

The Y-1 configuration showed improvements over configuration X-1 at supersonic

speeds. The subsonic conditions were all lower than the X-1 but were quite

competitive. The convergent flap nozzle in the X-4 configuration clearly out
rerformed the heavier convergent-divergent nozzle in configuration Y-1 at
subsonic speeds. However, the supersonic capabilities of the X-4 were much
poorer than those of the Y-1 configuration.

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR VERIFICATION OF DESIGN TECHNIQUES

A program has been developed for testing the four candidate configurations
shown in Figures 144 through 147. The results from this program will be used
to verify and/or improve performance prediction methods and design guidelines
and criteria developed during the current program. The proposed repommenda-
tions, which are discussed below, are based in part on the knowledge gained
from analysis of the Phase I and Phase II test results.

4.3.1 Background and Objectives

The design guidelines and criteria presented in Subsection 4.1 were applied
to the selected baseline configurations shown in Figures 140 through 143
to determine the detailed modifications required for improved performance.
Four candidate configurations evolved: three with the STF371 turbofan engine
installed and one with the STJ353 turbojet engine installed. The installed
thrust cinus drag was then estimated for these new designs using the perfor-
mance prediction methods discussed in Subsection 3.3. In order to evaluate
these design and performance prediction techniques, a test program with the
following objectives is recommended.

e Experimentally determine the effect of Mach number, nozzle pressure
ratio, and nozzle power setting on the aft-end drag of the candidate
configurations and use the results to improvw the empirical ra g
correlations developed during the current program, if necessary.

e Experimentally determine the influence of the forwara fuselage, wing,
and empennage on the aft end drags, and conversely, the influence
of these variables (including the aft end variations) on the toLal
vehicle drag so that the design and performance prediction techniques
developed during the current program can be generalized and applied
to other aircraft configurations of the same basic type.

* Experimentally determine the effect of the support strut, inlet
spillage, and Reynolds number on the total vehicle drag and use the
results in building up the total aircraft drag.
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h.3.2 Experimental Approach

The overall approach for meeting the above objectives is to test the candidate
configurations in the AEDC 16T PWT using the existing Phase II model modified
to measure (with force balances) the total aircraft drag in addition to the
aft-end drag.

Analysis of results from the current program indicate areas where additional
data would allow the performance prediction methods to be improved. Specifi-
cally, to obtain a complete matrix of test data, each candidate configuration
should te tested, using the normal, partial A/B, and maximum A/B convergent-
divergent nozzles, at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.6 at a nominal Reynolds
number of 2.5 million per foot. The nozzle pressure ratio should be varied
from jet-off to above the normal operating pressure ratio. All data should
be recorded at a model angle of attack of zero degrees. This set of data
would make it possible to verify and improve, if necessary, the empirical
drag correlations for aft-end drag developed during the current program.

To generalize the design and performance prediction techniques developed during
the c!urrent program for application to other aircraft configurations of the
same basic type, it is recommended that the influence of the forward fuselage,
wing, and empennage on aft-end drag be determined. Also, the influence of
these variables (including the aft-end variations) on total aircraft should
be determined. To do this, it will be necessary to have the total model
mounted on force measuring balances. This can be done by mounting the Phase
II non-metric model components on a single balance, by using the existing aft
end balance arrangement, and utilizing the capabillty of testing with wing
and/or empennage removed.

During the Phase II test prugram, the model was strut-mounted and had faired-
over inlets. Pressurized, non-heated air provided the nozzle air flow. With

Athis general arrangement, the effect of strut interference and inlet spillage
on aft-end drag could not be determined. In order to provide data to evaluatE
these effects and ultimately obtain a total boil d-up of the aircraft drag,
the recommended program includes the following-model configurations: (1) a
strut-mounted model with -low-through inlets with the capability to vary the
amount of inlet spillage; (2) a strut-mounted model with faired-over inlets
and twin dummy stings extended aft from the nozzles; and (3) a sting mounted
model with faired-over inlets. With the results from tests of these con-
figurations, the strut interference, inlet spillage, and sting effects on
aft-end drag and total drag can be determined. Also, the sting mounted model
can be used to obtain basic aerodynamic data fcr an aircraft of this type.

Although full-scale Reynolds numbers can not normally be obtained in the wind
tunnel, drag tends with Reynolds numbers variations should be included in this
program. As an aid to analyzing the Reynolds number effects, flow visualiza-
tion should also be utilized.
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4.3.3 Model Description

The basic model installation, S1 , will be strut supported with faired-over
inlets. The internal airflow system -will be non-metric. Five active force
balances will be installed to measure nozzle, aftbody, and airframe (forward
fuselage, wing, and empennage) aerodynamic loads separately. The aft-end
pressure instrumentation arrangement will be similar to the Phase II model,
and venturi meters will measure the nozzle air flow. The four candidate
configurations for this program are listed symbolically below:

Report Designation Wing Tunnel Model Designation Description

Y-1 SIB41NIWIYIHIp 2V 2PN6DCD Narrow nozzle spacing
with area-ruled aft end

Y-2 SIB3IWIYHp- 2 pN5DCD Narrow nozzle spacing
with increased length

but same volume gs
existing S Y H iV2P
N3DCD I I

Y-3 SI B 2WN IW IHY I-H WDCD Wide nozzle spacing with
cross-sectional area
distribution equal to

existing intermediate
spaced nozzle configura-
tion S YIH1 p-2V2 pI2DCD

S!BtIWIYIHIp-2P N7DCD Narrow nozzle spacingZ-I BP 2
with reduced cross-
sectional area

The first three configurations accommodate turbofan engines and the fourth
oonfiguration acccmodates a turbjet engine.

In addition to the basic data cbtained from testing the above configurations,
the inlet spillage effects and sting interference effects can be determined
using this model installation. To obtain inlet spillage effects, flow-through

inlets would be installed. By )sing cylindrical nozzle extensions, S2B, to
reduce the effects of nozzle exhaust flow on aft end drag, and varying the
internal flow area, the spillage effects can be determined. The flow-through
inlets with no internal flow restrictions are designated by the symbol N
An additional subscript is used to indicate the amount or internal flow
restriction.

In prepration for the strut interference investigation, the effect of the
t-win stings will first be determined using the strut mounted model. Dummy
stings, identical to the actual stings, will extend aft from the nozzles to
simulate the sting mount installation. The strut mounted model with dummy
ktings will be designated S
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The sting supported model, S3, with faired-over inlets will provide basic
aerodynamic data in addition to results that will be used to determine the
strut interference effects. Although flow-through inlet and simulated nozzle
exhaust data can not be obtained with this sting mount arrangement, a realistic
aft end shape will exist.

4.3.4 Test Procedure and Schedule

The test procedure for the Sl installation will be the same as the Phase IItest procedure. For the S2 and 53 installations, the only variables will be
the tunnel test conditions and model attitude. ' e recommended test program
involves only the 16T tunnel for the following reasons: (1) obtaining data
at the transonic speeds has been the primary objective of the current program;
(2) data can be obtained more efficiently in 16T; and (3) the more severe
environmental conditions in 16S tend to reduce the reliability of the data
obtained at supersonic speeds.

To obtain the data discussed above, a wind tunnel test of approximately 100
hours will be required to test the 39 configurations listed in Table 24.
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SECTION 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This experimental and analytical investigation cf the installed thrust and
drag of various isoleted nozzle and twin-nozzle/aftbody configurations has
been completed under Air Force Contract F33657-70-C-0511. An assembly of
performance prediction techniques and design criteria and guidelines for the

integrated design of airframe-nozzle combinations were developed during the
program and applied to selected air superiority fighters having twin buried
engines and dual nozzles. The major conclusions and 2ecommendations derived
from the program are presented below.

5.1 TEST FACILITY AND APPARATJS

Venturi meters provided more accurate and reliable nozzle mass flow

measurements than sharp-edge orifice meters, and the mass flow

measurements from an AEDC-supplied Swirimeter were in close agree-
ment with those from the venturi meters.

* The AEDC precision pressure balance system provided more accurate
and reliable pressure measurements than scanivalves.

* Good agreement was obtained between the thrust and drag coefficients
determined from direct force measurements and those obtained from
pressure integrated forces and calculated skin friction drag.
Results were especially good for the Phase II AEDC 16T PW entries
where the RMS (root-mean-square) of the deviations between the
pressure and force balance results was 2.7 counLs of nuzzlt drag,
3.9 counts of aftbody drag, and 5.0 counts of total drag. The RMS
of the deviations for the thrust-minus-nozzle-drag coefficient was
0.-0059 (equivalent to about 0.6 percent).

s In order to obtain accurate force balance measurements, it is
recommended that separate force balance designs be developed for
16T and 16S installations. The model forces measured in 16S are
generally small Cae to the low tunnel operating pressures and yet

the balances mus& be designed to withstand the potentially large
tunnel unstart loads. The development of such a balance is extremely
difficult, especially since the 16S operating total temperatures
generally exceed 130 degrees Fahrenheit. A balance designed for
this application most likely would be inferior to one designed
specifically for 16T, where tunnel unstarts are not encountered
and the balance design loads are more nearly equal to the anticipated
running loads.
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e Greater emphasis should be placed on obtaining flow visualization
recordings so that separated flow regimes, which have a significant
effect on aft-end drag, can be more easily identified.

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

* The strut wake had a negligible effect upon the external static

pressure distributions on the isolated pod aftbody and nozzle
boattail.

e Differences in total aftbody plus nozzle drag for different nozzle
types and power setting positions were due primarily to differences
in nozzle boattail drag. As would be expected, external flow had
little effect on nozzles with small projected frontal areas. At

subsonic speeds, only those nozzles with long, smooth contours were
pressurized by the nozzle flow, whiph diminished the nozzle drag.
At supersonic speeds, the drag difference between nozzles was small
due to the compensating effect of flow expansion and jet induced
separation.

* Thrust coefficients were highest at low nozzle pressure ratios for
the plug nozzle at all power settings because of plug pressurization

by the external flow. Convergent-diveigent nozzles had the highest
thrust coefficients at pressure ratios higher than those required
for full expansion. The convergent nozzle thrust coefficients
decreased monotonically with increasing nozzle pressure ratio and
were lower than those of the other nozzle types at all pressure
ratios, except for overexpanded convergent-divergent nozzles.

* Dishcarge coefficients for all nozzles and power settings were

significantly lower for nozzles with internal contours having
sharp corners or turns.

o Nozzle lateral spacing hat little influence on the total drag of
the Phase !I aircraft modcl at subsonic speeds; this is consistent
with potential flow theory. At supersonic speeds, the total drag
increased significantly with increasing nozzle spacing due to the
larger flow expansion (reduced pressures) caused by the increased
frontal area, increased frontal area, increased local Mach number
at the start of the aft-end, and the steepened area distribution

curve.

o The total drag for the vertical wedge interfairing configurations
was significantly greater than that for the horizontal wedge inter-

fairing configurations due to the low pressure in the base region
....... thc vertc wedge interfairing and the nozzle boattail.

The total drag was essentially the same for all horizontal wedge bype
interfairings.
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e The total drag decreased as the interfairing trailing edge moved
downstream from the customer connect station to the exit plane of
the convergent-divergent nozzles. Longer interfairings were tested
for the normal power convergent-divergent nozzle only, and a minimum
total drag existed for the interfairing terminating at the nozzle
exit plane.

The total drag for the canted and vertically-mounted twin stabilizer
configurations was nearly equal and significantly higher than the
total drag for the forward and aft-mounted single vertical stabilizer
configurations, which were nearly equal.

* Little effect was observed for empennage span reduction from full
to partial span or from fuselage fairing alone to no empennage and
no fairing. Empennage removal resulted in a significant reduction
in total drag at subsonic speeds and little change in drag at
supersonic speeds.

a Little change in total drag with horizontal stabilizer deflectiors
was observed. Little change is also expected due to rudder
deflection; however, this result cannot be suostanti.ated since no
nozzles were tested with active force balances on both sides of
the model.

* The effect of angle of attack on total drag depended on the Mach
number range considered. At Mach 0.6, the irag decreased slightly
with increasing angle of attack, and at Mach 0.9 a minimum drag
occurred at the intermediate value of six (Legrees angle of attack.
At supersonic spo;cds, the drag increased wLth increasing angle of
attack. Angle of attack had no effect on nozzle thrust.

* The nozzle drag coefficient, in general, decreased at subsonic
speeds and increased at supersonic speeds gith increasing Reynolds
number. The aftbody and total drag coefficients increased at a
decreasing rate with increasing Reynolds nimbe, even through the
friction component of the drag coefficients decreabed. At Reynolds
numbers equal to or greater thau the basic teat Reynolds numbers
(2.5 nillion to 6.0 million per foot in the AEDC 16T FWT and 1.0
million to 1.6 million per foot in the AEDC 16S PWT), the change in
nozzle and aftbody drag coefficients was small and within accuracy
of the data.

9The effects of boundary layer trips on external diag wrere small at:the basic test Reynolds numbers and large at the reduced Reynolds
number per foot of 0.5 million, where the distance between natural
and forced transition becomes significant. At this reduced Reynolds
number, the configurations with boundary layer trip arrangements
which allow transition to be delayed on portions of the model had
thinner boundary layers, which resulted in lower drags at subsonic
speeds and higher drags at supersonic speeds.
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5.3 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION METHODS

* None of the analytical methods evaluated is recommended for predict-
ing boatta-i drag over axisymmetric bodies for subsonic external
flow. However, potential flow theory, corrected for compressibilit,
and for displacement effects of the surface boundary layer and ex-
ternal plume, provided reasonably good estiates of external pressures
for unseparated flows at freestream Mach numbers below about 0.8.
Pressures predicted by the Pratt & Whitney inviscid transonic analysis
with the Reshotko-Tucker boundary layer method agreed well with test
data below Mach 1.0 but not so well just above Mach 1.0. For super-
sonic flow, the MOC (method of cziracteristics) with a boundary
layer displacement correction accurately predicted both pressure
distributions and drag in unseparated flow. Use of the Bonner-Karger
method adequately predicted the separation point location. The
solution cai, then be corrected for flow separation effects by means
of the Brazzel-Henderson base pressure correlation.

* The Pratt and Whitney IMS (itegral mean slope) correlation was in
good agreement with both subsonic and transonic Phase I isolated
nozzle drag data. A correlation of inviscid MOC pressure drag,
achieved through use of IMS combined with similarity parameters
obtained from linearized supersonic flow theory, provided au accurate
and rapid means of estimating drags for arbitrary axisymmetric
boattail contours at supersonic speeds.

* The eqaivalent body (single and multiple axisymmetric body representa-
tions) and three-dimensional analysis methods evaluated are not
reconmended for predicting twin-nozzle/aftbody drag for either

subsonic or supersonic external flow. However, for a subsonic
external flow, both the P&WA tiree-dimensional transonic flow m-thod
and the Calz three-dimensional potential flow method provide
reasonably gooa estimates of the pressure distribution over 'win-
nozzle bodies. A sector analysis approach employing axisymmo-.ic

athcory fzr subsonIc flow and method o' characterisis ful-

supersonic flow was inadequate for predicting pressure distributions.

* The Phase ii twin-nozzle/aftbody drag data was correltted for jet-off
conditions at both subsonic and supersonic speeds. The subsonic
correlaticn was developed by combining Spreiter's transonic similar-
ity parameters with the IS of the equivalent body of revolution.
The supersonic data was correlated with the equivalent drag obtained
from the axisymmetric MOC correlation. Addi+ional correlations of
the Phase I! data were developed to account for nozzle pressure
ratio effects.

* The AEDC-ETF (Engine Test Facility) transonic nozzle flow analysis
technique combined with boundary layer and method of characteristics
analyses accurately predicted the thrust and discharge coefficients
of convergent-divergent and plug nozzles provided there was no flow
separation and the influence of the external flow was axially
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symmetric. A sector anFalysis technique employing a method of
characteristics method we s rnot adequate for predicting plug
surface pressure distributions when the influence of the external
flow wras unsymmetrical. "cr ejector nozzles with choked secondary
flow, good agreement in pressure distribution and pumping
characteristics was obtained with a method using one-dimensional
analysis for the seccndary flow and the method of characteristics
for the primary flow.

The use of shock-expansion theory for external flow and a combination
of shock-expansion theory and one-dimensional theory for internal
flow yielded isolated nozzle exhaust plume contours in good agree-
ment method of characteristics solutio-s.

The Brazzel-Henderson subsonic and supersonic base pressure correla-
tions provided accurate predictions of annular base pressure for
axisymmetric models with small base areas. No adequate techniques
are available for predicting the unsymmetrical annular base pressures
observed for the Phase II model.. Twin-nozzle plug base pressures
can be predicted by application of isolated plug nozzle empirical
correlations over most of the nozzle operating range.

5.4 IMPROVED AIRCRAFT DESIGNS

* The narcow-spaced X-1 configuration was improved by replacing the
vertical wedge interfairing with a horizontal wedge interfairing
of equal length and by optimizing the nozzle internal flow expansion.
The resultant Y-1 configuration had a lower aft-end drag, expecially
at subsonic speeds, slightly better thrust, and required 8 pounds
less fuel than the X-1 configuration.

0 The intermediate-spaced X-2 configuration was improved by increasing
the aft-end length, and reducing the maximum cross-sectional area and
nozzle snacinp so that the aircraft volimp wnilfi remain ii chnap,
The resultant Y-2 configuration had lower aft-end drag, expecially
at supersonic speeds, approximately the same thrust, and required
112 pounds less fuel than the X-2 configuration.

• The wide-spaced X-3 configuration was improved by replacing the twin
vertical stabilizers with a single vertical stabilizer, reducing
the fuselage area between the nozzles, and optimizing the nozzle
internal flow expansion. The resultant Y-3 configuration had signif-
icantly lower drag, slightly better thrust, and required 186 pounds
more fuel than the X-3 configuration.

The X-4 configuration with the convergent flap nozzle installed
performed weli orly for the subsonic missions, and the X-5 configura-
tion with the ccivergent-divergent ejector nozzle installed performed
well only for the supersonic mission. The Y-1 configuration with
the convergent-divergent nozzle installed was not superior to either
the X-4 or X-5 configurations. For mixed mission operation, however,
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the Y-I configuration would be an improvement over either the X-4
or the X-5 configuration.

The mission radii for the Z.-l turbojet installation and Y-1 turbofan
installation were nearly the same for the supersonic mission. For
the subsonic missions, the Z-1 configuration was clearly inferior
to the Y-1 configuration due to the inefficiency of the turbojet
cycle at part dry power settings.
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